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’The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large part of
physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty is only that
the exact application of these laws leads to equations much too complicated to be soluble.’ -
P. A. M. Dirac
’...it seems that the laws of physics present no barrier to reducing the size of computers
until bits are the size of atoms, and quantum behavior holds sway.’ -
Richard P. Feynman
’The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for existing.
One cannot help but be in awe when he contemplates the mysteries of eternity, of life, of the
marvelous structure of reality. It is enough if one tries merely to comprehend a little of this
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Abstract
The framework of this thesis can be divided into three main segments; (1) Electronic Subband
Structure and Device Electrostatics (2) Homogeneous Transport and Low-Field Mobility (3)
Quantum Ballistic Transport and Device Limits, all conducted using the Ultra-Thin Body
(UTB) devices with a sub-10nm thin film.
In segment (1), we begins with an assessment of Si and Ge thin film semiconductors’ elec-
trostatics properties in the framework of effective mass approximation. We explained how
one can perform a unitary transformation to obtain the required effective masses under all
common surface orientations. The studies of valence bandstructure for various orientations
are conducted using the Kohn Luttinger Hamiltonian. We also addressed the experimental
observation of enhanced threshold voltgae shifts due to surface roughness and how this will
impact workfunction designs in these devices. Following this, we disucss the empirical pseu-
dopotential method and the methodology to calculate the bandstructure of semiconductor
thin films. Finally, we performed an ab initio calculation of Si and Ge bandstructure under
all common surface orientations. We highlighted the important features of our atomistic
calculations and the cases where the effective mass approximation will fail.
In segment (2), we discuss the result of our numerical calculation of electronic transport in
the dissipative regime. We began from Boltzmann equation and derive the important ex-
pressions for calculation of momentum relaxation time for various scattering processes, i.e.
phonon, surface roughness, Coulomb, for the case of electron. For hole, we only consider the
more important surface roughness scattering processes in thin film semiconductor devices.
We assessed the mobilities in all common surface orientations.
In segment (3), we discuss the result of our numerical calculation of two-dimensional quantum
transport in the framework of Non-Equilibrium Green Function (NEGF). Various methods
of numerical approach are developed within the effective mass approximation, namely the
mode-space approach and real-space approach under the finite differencing schemne and finite
element analysis. We began with the more numerically viable mode-space Non-Equilibrium
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Green Function (NEGF) approach. We dsicussed the formulation of this method in detail.
We then studied the performance limits of Ge Double-Gated MOSFETs considering common
crystal orientations for surface and transport. However, more realistic devices simulations
entails at least a 2D description of real-space in order to capture the access geometry effects.
Thus we discuss two methods to address this issue; the Scattering Matrix and Real-Space
NEGF approach. Lastly, we conducted a Finite Element Analysis of the quantum transport
problem in a 2D waveguide under the NEGF framework. We sought to address the issues
of how surface roughness configuration on the two SiO2/Si surfaces of double-gated device
will affect the transport properties.
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1.1 Overview Of Device Scaling
At the time when this thesis was undertaken, the leading semiconductor foundries were al-
ready scaling conventional metal-oxide-semiconductor devices down to the 90nm gate length
regime with millions of transistor per chip on a silicon substrate. This is a tremendous
feat considering how simplistic the layout of the first integrated circuit (IC) was, when the
idea was first conceived and prototyped by Nobel Laureate Jack Kilby [Reid01] at Texas
Instrument in 1958. What follows after the birth of IC was of course history. Engineers
began shrinking transistors dimension, resulting in increased transistor density count and
operating frequencies. For decades, progress in device scaling has followed an exponential
curve, with the device density on a microprocessor doubling every three years. This has come
to be known as the Moore’s law [Moore75]. A group of leading semiconductor technology
companies at SAMATECH (Austin TX) published their projections for the next decade in
an International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS-04) [ITRS]. This roadmap
projects a device physical gate-length of 10nm in the year 2015. Scaling devices to these
dimensions is much more difficult and different as compared to the text-book day scaling
methodologies [Taur98]. This is because the transistor is approaching dimensions close to
its quantum limits (See for e.g. [ITRS] for a general outline of these limitations). Therefore,
an important issue remains to be addressed is how much further can we continue the scaling
of transistors and what new technologies can offer us the ultimate device performances?
1.2 Objectives of This Work
This thesis sought to shed some light to the above question from a theoretical point-of-view.
We ask ourselves the question based on the premise that current complemetary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) technology will prevails until the end-of-road-map, after which an-
other new revolutionary technology will possibly take over the baton (Quantum Computers?
As of current status, it is still very much in its infancy [QCroadmap]). On a more down-to-
earth note, the purpose of this thesis is to undertake the task of numerical quantum modeling
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of the physical phenomena in field-effect transistor based on ultra-thin semiconductor film
device structures. This state-of-the-art structure embodied the near future ultimate device
architecture and hence is an interesting topic of research in the semiconductor technology
community. Through this work, we hope to illuminate the interesting device physics espe-
cially in the quantum regime. In addition, we hope that these numerical methods developed
will serve in the advance of the field of computational electronics. In fact these numerical
methods are directly useful for study of other novel devices (non-CMOS) based on quantum
phenomena.
1.3 Overview of Thesis
Chapter 2 discusses the result of our numerical calculation of the electronic structure of
thin film Si and Ge semiconductor. One begins with an assessment of their electrostatics
properties in the framework one effective mass approximation. We explained how one can
perform a unitary transformation [Stern67] to obtain the required effective masses under
all common surface orientations. The studies of valence bandstructure for various orienta-
tions are conducted using the Kohn Luttinger Hamiltonian [Luttinger55]. We also addressed
the experimental observation of enhanced threshold voltgae shifts due to surface roughness
[Uchida03] and how this will impact workfunction designs in these devices. Despite the
widespread success of the simple effective mass approximation [Bastard81] in describing
parabolic energy dispersions, one began to raise doubt about such a simplistic picture in
describing the semiconductur bandstructure for thin film regimes (see recent publications
in IEDM conferences [Stadele03][Rahman04b]). Using an atomistic tight-binding approach,
very good agreement with the available experimental data are achieved, highlighting the lim-
itations of the standard effective-mass-based schemes [Stadele03]. In this work, we employed
the empirical pseudopotential method [Chelikowsky76] to calculate the bandstructure of
semiconductor thin films. We discussed the physical basis and numerical approach of this
method. Finally, we performed an ab initio [Segall02] calculation of Si and Ge bandstruc-
ture under all common surface orientations. We highlighted the important features of our
atomistic calculations and the cases where the effective mass approximation will fail.
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Chapter 3 discusses the result of our numerical calculation of electronic transport in the dissi-
pative regime. In this chapter, we began from Boltzmann equation and derive the important
expressions for calculation of momentum relaxation time for various scattering processes, i.e.
phonon, surface roughness, Coulomb, for the case of electron. For hole, we only consider the
more important surface roughness scattering processes in thin film semiconductor devices.
We assessed the mobilities in all common surface orientations.
Chapter 4 discusses the result of our numerical calculation of two-dimensional quantum
transport in the framework of Non-Equilibrium Green Function (NEGF). Various methods
of numerical approach are developed within the effective mass approximation, namely the
mode-space approach and real-space approach under the finite differencing schemne and
finite element analysis. Self-consistent solution to the governing Poisson equation is also
seeked. We began with the more numerically viable mode-space Non-Equilibrium Green
Function (NEGF) approach [V enugopal02][Datta95]. We discussed the formulation of this
method in detail. We then studied the performance limits of Germanium Double-Gated
MOSFETs considering common crystal orientations for surface and transport. However,
more realistic devices simulations entails at least a 2D description of real-space in order to
capture the access geometry effects [V enugopal04][Laux04b]. Thus we discuss two methods
to address this issue; the Scattering Matrix and Real-Space NEGF approach. Lastly, we
conducted a Finite Element Analysis of the quantum transport problem in a 2D waveguide
under the NEGF framework. We sought to address the issues of how surface roughness
configuration on the two SiO2/Si surfaces of double-gated device will affect the transport
properties (Considering the importance of surface roughness on the mobility of UTB device
[Uchida03]).
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2 Electronic Subband Structure and Device Electro-
statics
2.1 Motivation
The bandstructure of semiconductor channel material determines every aspect of the transis-
tor characteristics. This provides the motivation for a careful study of the electronic subband
structure of the channel materials. The studies of semiconductor device electrostatics usu-
ally involves the solving of the coupled Poisson and Schroedinger equation in a self-consistent
manner where one employs the effective mass approximation [Stern67]. Recently, one begins
to explore the possibility of employing non-conventional surface orientations (< 100 >) and
new channel materials (such as Ge [Nakaharai03]) to harness more superior device trans-
port properties [Y ang03]. Thus, it warrants a theoretical study of these new devices. One
begins with an assessment of their electrostatics properties in the framework of effective mass
approximation. We explained how one can perform a unitary transformation [Stern67] to
obtain the required effective masses under all common surface orientations. The studies of
valence bandstructure for various orientations are conducted using the Kohn Luttinger Hamil-
tonian [Luttinger55]. We also addressed the experimental observation of enhanced threshold
voltgae shifts due to surface roughness [Uchida03] and how this will impact workfunction
designs in these devices. Despite the widespread success of the effective mass approximation
[Bastard81], one began to raise doubt to its effectiveness and reliability in describing the
semiconductur bandstructure for thin film regimes (see recent publications in IEDM con-
ferences [Stadele03][Rahman04b]). Using an atomistic tight-binding approach, very good
agreement with the available experimental data are achieved, highlighting the limitations
of the standard effective-mass-based schemes [Stadele03]. In this work, we employed the
empirical pseudopotential method [Chelikowsky76] to calculate the bandstructure of semi-
conductor thin films. We discussed the physical basis and numerical approach of this method.
Finally, we performed an ab initio [Segall02] calculation of Si and Ge bandstructure under
all common surface orientations. We highlighted the important features of our atomistic
calculations and the cases where the effective mass approximation will fail.
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2.2 An Analysis of Subband Structure and Electrostatics of Two-
Dimensional Electron Gas in Thin Film Silicon and Germa-
nium Semiconductor Using Effective Mass Theory
2.2.1 Electron Quantization Under Different Orientations
The choice of semiconductor channel material determines every aspect of the transistor char-
acteristics. This provides the motivation for a careful study of the electronic subband struc-
ture of the channel materials. We assumed the dispersion in vicinity of the conduction
band edge is of a parabolic nature, characterized by a transverse mass (mt) and longitudinal
mass(ml). In general case, longitudinal and transverse axis of k space will not neccessary
aligned with axes of the device coordinate system and we have the Hamiltonian in operator
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We can perform an unitary transformation to remove the P 1z term [Stern67], yielding us the
following:




















where Hψ (z) = Eψ (z), Gφ (z) = E ′φ (z) and φ = Uψ. Hence, E = E ′+W . By imposing the
boundary condition that ψ (0) = 0, we have φ (0) = 0 (where z = 0 is at the semiconductor
and dielectric interface). Therefore the new system G is completely independent of x, y, kx
and ky, and the new mx and my can be easily infered from Eq. 3. Table 1 detailed the masses
calculated.
For a MOSFET, similar methodology can be employed to decouple the 2-dimensional mass
tensor as demonstrated by recent work [Laux04n]. However, the non-zero boundary condition
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results in a modification of the wave function of the unitary transformed system. In this work,
we had ignored the off-diagonal terms in the 2× 2 in-plane mass tensor. This assumption is
reasonable given that the valleys with off-diagonal terms in the 2 × 2 in-plane mass tensor
are not heavily occupied, which turns out to be the case (see Table 1).
Device Valley mx my mz md g
Ge 〈100〉 at [001]
∆0.20a 0.20 0.95 0.20 0.436 2
∆0.20b 0.20 0.20 0.95 0.20 2
∆0.95 0.95 0.20 0.20 0.436 2
L0.149∗ 0.149 0.149 0.117 0.295 4
Ge 〈110〉 at [11¯0]
∆0.20 0.20 0.95 0.20 0.436 2
∆0.575∗ 0.575 0.20 0.33 0.34 4
L0.08 0.08 0.573 0.218 0.216 2
L0.218∗ 0.218 0.117 0.08 0.375 2
Ge 〈111〉 at [2¯11]
∆0.20 0.20 0.70 0.271 0.374 2
∆0.431∗ 0.431 0.243 0.271 0.374 4
L0.08a 0.08 0.08 1.59 0.08 1
L0.08b 0.08 1.42 0.089 0.337 1
L0.274∗ 0.274 0.105 0.089 0.337 2
Table 1: Electron effective masses of Ge calculated for different surface orientations and selected channel
directions (mx: conduction mass, mz: quantization mass, md: density of states mass) at both L and ∆ valleys.
g denotes the valleys degeneracy. Effective masses derived according to [Ando82]. The valleys denoted with *
indicates the presence of off-diagonal components in its in-plane 2D effective mass tensors. This requires separate
treatment and is not accounted for in this work. However, its implication can be neglected in cases where these
valleys are not dominant.
2.2.2 Hole Quantization Under Different Orientations
The numerical representation of the six-band Hamiltonian is obtained by following a dis-
cretization process outlined in Ref. [Fischetti03]. When dealing with different crystal surface
orientations of 〈100〉, 〈110〉 and 〈111〉, appropriate rotations of the k space must be performed
and we represent kZ by its differential form of −id/dz; where coordinate z is taken to be
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perpendicular to the surface. The six-band Hamiltonian is explicitly outlined as follows:
hh α β 0 i
√
1/2α −i√2β
α∗ lh 0 β κ i
√
3/2α
β∗ 0 lh −α −i√3/2α∗ κ
0 β∗ −α∗ hh −i√2β∗ −i√1/2α∗
−i√1/2α∗ κ∗ i√3/2α i√2β so− λ 0
i
√
2β∗ −i√3/2α∗ κ∗ i√1/2α 0 so− λ

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|y ↑〉+ i 1√
3
|z ↓〉 (19)
Where the functions |x〉, |y〉 and |z〉 are the basis functions of Γ4 representation of the
tetrahedral point group. The above choice of basis functions allows us to diagonalize the
well-known spin-orbit coupling term, HSO (See for e.g. Ref. [Luttinger55] eq. V.1). The
charge control problem in MOS system can be solved by obtaining a self-consistent solution
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to the Schroedinger and Poisson equations [Low03]. However, this approach is computation-
ally intensive. In this work, we resort to the triangular-well approximation; V (z) = qFsz,
where FS is the surface field and q the electronic charge. We should aware of the limitations
of triangular-well approximation electrostatics at high inversion condition [Low03], where
charge-screening effect will affect the potential profile significantly. Despite this, the triangu-
lar approximation is computationally efficient and expected to be qualitatively correct; thus
facilitating a study of wider range of applications.
Material γ1 γ2 γ3 EG ∆ Ep mc
Si 4.285 0.339 1.446 4.185 0.044 21.60 0.528
Ge 13.38 4.24 5.69 0.898 0.297 26.30 0.038
Table 2: Numerical values of bulk parameters used for the valence band Hamiltonian for Si and Ge are obtained
from reference [Ridene01]. The Kane energy EP , energy gap EG and spin-orbit splitting ∆ are given in units of
eV . γj (j = 1, 2, 3) are Luttinger parameters and mc is effective mass (in units of free electron mass, mo) at
the band edge of type Γ−2 , Modified Luttinger parameter (not listed in table) for eight-band Hamiltonian can be
calculated from reference [Ridene01].
Valence band structure calculation is complicated by the strong interaction between the
various holes bands. When Tbody is continuously scaled down, the hole quantization energy
becomes comparable with the energy gap, therefore the possible coupling with the conduction
bands should also be considered. In this work, we began with an eight-band Hamiltonian
[Ridene01] description, including the valence band coupling with the conduction band of type
Γ−2 , to investigate the sufficiency of a six-band Hamiltonian [Luttinger55] approach. Fig. 1
shows the comparison of hole subband structure calculated with an eight-band and six-band
Hamiltonian for a Si and Ge quantum well with a 〈100〉 surface and a thickness of 30A˙. It is
observed that the hole subband structure for Ge deviates substantially from an eight-band
description for the higher subbands. From an analysis of the wavefunction components for
Ge subbands (see Fig. 2), it is evident that there is notable coupling with conduction band
of type Γ−2 for energy subband n = 2, contributing about 10% of the probability function.
Henceforth, an eight-band Hamiltonian approach is pertinent for an accurate description of
Ge hole subband structure. However, a six-band Hamiltonian approach will suffice if the bi-
asing condition is such that hole predominantly populate only the first subband of Ge. This
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applies to electrostatics calculation under threshold condition. Our argument is as follows:
(a) At threshold condition, the Fermi energy is approximately a few kT (k: Boltzmann con-
stant, T: Temperature) 0.025eV in vicinity of the lowest subband energy minimum, subjected
to the definition of threshold condition. Hence, higher hole subbands can be disregarded if
they are a few kT higher than the lowest subband energy minimum.
(b) Ge generally has relatively small quantization masses, resulting in larger energy separa-
tions for the various subbands. In particular, for a 30A˙ Ge quantum well with 〈100〉 surfaces,
we have an energy separation (between n = 1 and n = 2) of 0.1eV . In this work, we shall
adopt a six-band Hamiltonian approach but exercises care when results affected by higher
hole subbands of Ge are interpreted.
2.2.3 Model for Enhanced VTH shifts
Experimental measurement of VTH shifts in Si〈100〉 n- and p-MOSFETs sub-10nm Tbody
UTB transistors is obtained from Ref. [Uchida02]. It is apparent that the theoretical VTH
shifts do not reasonably depict the experimental VTH shifts for both n-MOS and p-MOS. In
order to capture the physics of the enhanced VTH shifts, SR induced quantized energy levels
fluctuations in quantum well have to be accounted for in the model. This fluctuation is usually
expressed using a linear approximation [Sakaki87][Mou00], which suffices in the study of
low-field mobility. However, a Taylor series expansion up to second order approximation is
required in our context. Such that a symmetric distribution of body thickness fluctuation
due to SR can give rise to an overall additional energy shift, resulting in an enhanced VTH
shift. In similar fashion to [Mou00], we shall also ignore the curvature effect due to roughness
on two interfaces and conveniently set the back interface to z = 0 (where z is taken to be the
gate confinement direction) in our UTB device with an average Tbody = Lo. We are interested
in the effect of energy level fluctuation due to the roughness. We expanded out the subband
energy Ei as function of well width about Lo as follows up to the second powers:


































































































Figure 1: Si and Ge bandstructures calculated using k.p. methods. Numerical values of bulk parameters used
for the valence band Hamiltonian for Si and Ge are obtained from reference [Ridene01]. The Kane energy EP ,
energy gap EG and spin-orbit splitting ∆ are given in units of eV. γj (j = 1, 2, 3) are Luttinger parameters and mc
is effective mass (in units of free electron mass, m0) at the band edge of type Γ−2 , Modified Luttinger parameter
(not listed in table) for eight-band Hamiltonian can be calculated from reference [Ridene01].
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Figure 2: Projection of the wavefunction onto the various hole bands. Electronic hole subband structure for
a 30A˙ Si quantum well with 〈100〉 surface with an infinite energy barrier height. Calculation is done with an
eight-band and six-band Hamiltonian for comparison. Energy plotted along wave vector direction of [010] and
[110]. Confinement direction is taken to be along z.
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Where ∆2 (~r) is the function that describes the SR morphology a root-mean-square value
of ∆RMS which is used as our fitting parameter. 〈...〉 denotes the average taken over the
in-plane vector ~r, which is the plane normal to z. In the quantum limit, Eq. 21 effectively
captures the enhanced VTH shifts due to SR which one can easily calculates for the case of
a square quantum well. It is interesting to note that for the case of a square quantum well
where Ei = (~2/2m∗) (pi/Tbody)2 , VTH shifts has a dependency of T−2body and the enhanced
VTH shifts component will have a T
−4
body dependency. Therefore, in the limit where the surface
perturbations is of the same order as Tbody, the enhanced VTH shifts component will have
a T−4body∆
2
RMS dependency, contributing as significantly to the overall VTH shifts. However,
in the general case of multi-subbands with space charge effects, we have to compute it self-
consistently for all occupied subbands. We shall illustrate the case for n-MOS, where its local












Di is the density-of-states for subband i, EF is Fermi energy, k is Boltzmann constant and












by assuming that the exponent in Eq. 22 is >> 1, which is the case when the device is in
the linear regime. Eq. 23 can then be solved numerically.
2.2.4 Additional Secondary Effects for Enhanced VTH shifts
It is well known in the literatures that the effect of surface roughness contributions to the
Hamiltonian can be incorporated as an energy level fluctuation term and a wavefunction
modulation term [Ando82][Mou00][Jin07]. In previous discussion, we only concentrated on
the aspect of enhanced VTH shifts due to energy level fluctuation term. The contribution to
enhanced VTH shifts due to the latter term deserves some discussion. We shall follow the
analysis provided in [Mou00]. The 2D quantum well with roughness problem is first mapped
into a smooth 2D quantum well through a coordinate transformation and the end result is a
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Hamiltonian with the following form1;
H = − ~
2
2m













where the Laplacian ∇ is over the in-plane directions (x, y). And the transformed wavefunc-
tion is;









The last term in the Hamiltonian is known as the wave function modulation perturbation
term. Let us seek to understand its effect independently of the energy level fluctuation term
i.e.

















































From quantum mechanics, the system H with corresponding wavefunction Ψ can be unitarily
transformed into H˜ = (P 2x + P
2















Therefore, the net effect is indeed a modulation of the wavefunction. One can identify Ψ′(~r)
with Ψo(~r) i.e. the wavefunction when there is no surface roughness. The charge density due






























1Having dropped off the term accounting for correlation of the two interfaces and averaging out the z
degree of freedom (confinement direction coordinate) for the nth subband.
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Therefore, the wavefunction modulation term contributes to a ∆2rms/2L
2% increase in charge
density due to surface roughness. Therefore, this effect will not serve to enhanced the thresh-
old voltage, and shall be disregarded in this work.
2.2.5 Electron Quantization on L Valley Occupations
Ultra-thin body (UTB) double gated (DG) Ge and Si channel n-MOSFETs are examined in
this section. Results are also published in [Low03b].
The high mobility of Ge channel is mainly attributed to the small transport mass from L
valley. However, the strong quantization effects in UTB devices will have great impact on the
relative occupations of electrons in L valley. Fig. 3 shows the subband energy (with respect
to Fermi energy) and occupation factor each in relation to body thickness (Tbody) for different
surface orientations under constant inversion charge of 1013cm−2. The Ge〈100〉 surface yields
an uplift of all L valleys. This is due to the relatively much larger quantization mass of ∆
valleys under 〈100〉 surface orientations. As a result, the electrons occupation in L valley
reduced drastically as Tbody scales beyond 5nm. The Ge〈110〉 surface yields a small uplift in
the lowest L valley such that the dominant carrier occupation still remains in the L valley.
This is due to the relatively similar quantization mass of L and ∆ valleys under 〈110〉 surface
orientations. Ge〈111〉 surface yields the most carrier occupation in the L valley due to its
relatively large quantization mass. However, it is noted that its L valley ground state needs
to stay much below the Fermi level in order to invert a given amount of inversion charge.
This is due to the low density-of-states mass, md of L valley in Ge〈111〉 channel (Table 1,
L0.08a valley). Hence, a larger surface bending is required to achieve this.
2.2.6 Body Thinkness Scaling and Charge Overdrive
This is elucidated in Fig 4, which calculates the charge overdrive characteristic for various
orientations. Generally, body scaling enhances the overdrive characteristic of the devices.
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Figure 3: Electron occupation factor and subbands energies plotted against Ge thin film body thickness for
various surface orientations. Straight DG MOSFET structure employed for simulation. This structure is the ultra-
scaled version fabricated by Neudeck et al. [Neudeck00]. The flared out S/D regions portion (replaced with metal
contacts as shown) are treated as perfect absorber in the quantum simulations. Channel doping of 1015cm−3 and
SD doping of 1020cm−3 with abrupt junctions employed.
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However, Ge 〈111〉 requires increasingly larger overdrive voltage for a given surface inver-
sion charge as Tbody scales down. This limitation will significantly compromise the current
drivability of Ge 〈111〉 in highly scaled UTB MOSFETs.
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Figure 4: Comparing voltage overdrive (VDD−VT ) for Ge and Si DG MOSFETs with surface carrier concentration
of 1011cm−2 and 1013cm−2 at VT and VDD respectively, plotted against the device body thickness. Channel doping
of 1015cm−3 employed.
2.2.7 Impact of Tbody and surface orientation on hole quantization effect
The purpose of this section is to provide a detailed examination of the impact of body
thickness on the hole subband structure of Si and Ge with sub-10nm Tbody and discusses
its implications to their effective mD, mC and mZ . The valence bandstructure is calculated
via the six-band Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian for Si and Ge with various surface orienta-
tions, using a triangular well approximation and assuming an infinite oxide potential barrier.
Simulation results submitted to [Low05].
In this section, we will examine the effect of hole quantization of valence bandstructure for
Si and Ge with a sub-5nm Tbody. In Fig. 5, hole subband energies (lowest lying at k = 0)
as function of Tbody are plotted for Si and Ge channel with various surface orientations. At a
higher surface field, the subband energies are generally less sensitive to the decrease of Tbody
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except at small enough Tbody ( 4nm for Fs = 1MV/cm). It is also observed that energy
quantization effect is strongest for 〈100〉 surface, followed by 〈111〉 and 〈110〉 surfaces. It will
be useful to provide a qualitative explanation for this observation. We begin by highlighting
previous observations that the ground states are derived from the heavy-hole band; the
nature of each subband was established by analyzing the shape of the equi-energy lines in
k space and by counting the nodes of the wavefunction. It is found that the ground state
is always heavy-hole-like under a triangular potential well over a surface field range from
0− 2.5MV/cm [Fischetti03]. Fig. 6 shows the equi-energy surface for the heavy-hole band
of bulk Si, depicting the twelve distinct prongs. A particular crystal surface with prongs
more aligned to the normal of the surface will effectively yield a larger ’quantization mass’.
〈110〉 surface have the prong perfectly aligned with the normal of the plane, which explains
the small hole quantization effect on the 〈110〉 surface; this argument applies also for 〈100〉
and 〈111〉 surfaces. Fig. 7 computes the effective quantization mass mZ for the ground state
subband, for Si and Ge quantum well with various surface orientations. This is calculated
by fitting the subband energies at zone center Γ to the analytical expression for that of a
quantum well; Eo = (~2/2m∗) (pi/Tbody)2. An interesting phenomenon of increasing effective
quantization mass for the 〈110〉 surface is immediately elucidated. The physical origin is due
to a dependency of valence band mixing effect on the quantum well thickness. This effect
can be analyzed by calculating the projection function; the probability function projected
on the various basis functions |φi〉 (i = HH: Heavy hole, LH: Light hole, SO: Split-off hole)
employed for our Hamiltonian. Fig. 8a illustrates a particular case for a 30A˙ and 60A˙
Si〈110〉 quantum well. Evidently, the projection function at Γ has noticeable dependency
on Tbody, revealing an increasing mixed of split-off hole around vicinity of Γ with decreased
Tbody. Conversely, projection function in the vicinity of Γ for 〈100〉 (Fig. 2) and 〈111〉 (Fig.
8b) surfaces does not exhibit such anomalous characteristics. Henceforth, their mZ are Tbody
independent (Si〈100〉 0.28mo, Si〈111〉 0.72mo, Ge〈100〉 0.21mo, Ge〈111〉 0.50mo).
2.2.8 Energy dispersion and anisotropy
Anisotropic energy dispersion and its effect on anisotropic transport behavior in Si MOSFETs
have been investigated theoretically [Fischetti03]. This also includes experimental study in

































































































Figure 5: Hole subband energies (at k = 0) as function of body thickness Tbody, plotted for (a) Si and (b) Ge
channel with various surface orientations. Surface field Fs = 1MV/cm (bold lines) and 0MV/cm (dashed lines)
are compared. For each case, only the lowest three subbands are shown. There is apparently a crossing of the
second and third subband energy for Ge〈111〉 as Tbody is decreased.
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Figure 6: Three-dimensional constant energy (at 0.1eV reference from Γ point) surface plot for bulk Si band-
structure for the first valence energy band (or commonly known as heavy-hole band) depicting the twelve prominent
prongs. The 〈100〉, 〈110〉 and 〈111〉 surface planes are illustrated and the axes are along [100] direction.
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ever, a study of hole energy dispersion anisotropy and its dependency on film thickness is
lacking. Energy dispersion for the first two hole subbands of Si (Fig. 9) and Ge (Fig. 10) are
plotted for two particular conditions as follows: (i) Bulk: Fs = 1MV/cm and Tbody = 100nm,
shown on the right plot (ii) UTB: Fs = 1MV/cm and Tbody = 3nm, shown on the left plot.
Of particular interest are the following observations:
(1) 〈100〉 surface orientation: The energy dispersion characteristics of Si〈100〉 for both bulk
and UTB devices looks similar except with a larger uplift of the n = 2 subband for the UTB
device due to body quantization effect as depicted in Fig. 9. The ground state energy (n = 1)
for Si〈100〉 maintains its strong anisotropy with the decrease of Tbody down to 3nm; present-
ing an optimum channel direction (smallest mc) along [100] as elucidated in Figs. 9(a) and
11(a). Whereas the n = 2 subband presents an apparent optimum channel direction along
[110]. The anisotropy of the two subbands may neutralize each other, rendering the observed
transport characteristic relatively isotropic. This is in fact the experimental observation for
bulk Si MOSFETs [Sato69]. However, the increased body quantization effect in UTB MOS-
FETs will result in carrier occupation dominance of the ground state energy and it is very
likely the current anisotropy characteristic may ultimately be manifested. For Ge〈100〉, it is
immediately noted in Fig. 11(b) that its energy anisotropy is less severe than Si〈100〉, with
a significant relaxation of the energy anisotropy of ground state energy as Tbody is decreased.
(2) 〈110〉 surface orientation: In previous section, we have pointed out a dependency of
valence band mixing effect on the quantum well thickness for 〈110〉 surface thin film and its
effect on the quantization mass. And it can be anticipated that this will have an important
effect on the energy dispersion characteristics for the 〈110〉 surface. Fig. 9(b) and Fig.
10(b) depicts a significant change in the energy dispersion of n = 1 subband for Si〈110〉
and Ge〈110〉 respectively as the Tbody is decreased to 3nm; specifically, it is an increased
of the energy gradient along ky at kx= 0, this is the [011] channel direction) and kx=ky.
The main effect of which will be reflected in its carrier velocity as elucidated in Fig. 12,
which plots the radial carrier velocity of n = 1 subband for both the (a) bulk and (b) UTB
devices. A significantly high intensity for carrier velocity along [011] channel direction is
obtained for the UTB device as compared to its bulk counterpart. This correlates with recent
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experimental observation of an optimum low-field mobility along [011] channel direction for
〈110〉 surface Si UTB devices (See Fig. 11 of [Fischetti03]). However, for Si〈110〉 bulk
MOSFETs, the anisotropy characteristic on experimental low-field mobility is not significant
[Sato71]. These observations should also qualitatively apply to Ge〈110〉 since their energy
dispersion characteristics exhibits similar behavior.
2.2.9 Enhanced VTH for Various Bandstructure
Two new phenomena attributed to surface roughness (SR) are highlighted [Uchida02][Uchida03];
they are an enhanced threshold voltage (VTH) shifts and drastic degradation of mobility that
follows a T 6body dependency. The former is an additional VTH shifts unaccountable for by the
effect of body quantization alone and SR was postulated to be the main cause; suspected
to be attributed to the additional lateral confinement due to localized large potential bar-
rier [Uchida02]. This phenomenon inevitably aggravates the VTH variations (σV th) in UTB
SOI MOSFETs as a result of SOI thickness fluctuations, which was also recently studied
experimentally [Tsutsui04]. Suppression of σV th is pertinent for practical VLSI analogue
and digital applications, with an acceptable industry target of 20mV [Tuinhout02]. In this
section, we detailed our study of the former phenomena. By taking into account the effect of
SR on energy level fluctuation to second order, we are able to model the enhanced VTH shifts,
as outlined in the Theory section of this chapter. Figs. 14 and 15 shows the good agree-
ment between the measured and calculated VTH shifts of NMOS and PMOS devices with a
root-mean-square roughness ∆M = 0.85nm, by taking the two-interfaces together. The ex-
perimental result is taken from Uchida’s experimental result [Uchida02] where the threshold
voltages for the fabricated UTB devices with different body thicknesses are measured. For
the purpose of experimental comparison, the VTH is obtained by a linear extrapolation of the
charge versus surface potential plot in the linear regime, in similar spirit to conventional ex-
perimental extraction of VTH . Whereas the enhanced VTH shifts attributed to SR is obtained
by accounting for the shift of this curve in the linear regime, to be calculated with Eq. 23.
Results also published in [Low04c].
Figs. 16, 17, 18 and 19 show the results of calculated enhanced VTH shifts for Si and Ge






























































































Figure 7: Effective quantization mass mZ calculated for (a) Si and (b) Ge quantum well by fitting the subband
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Figure 8: Probability function projected on the various basis functions for 30A˙ (bold line) and 60A˙ (dashed line)
Si quantum well, plotted for the first hole subband, with (a) 〈110〉 surface and (b) 〈111〉 surface. Calculation is
done with a six-band Hamiltonian. |ψn〉 is the wavefunction for energy subband n and |φi〉 (i = HH: Heavy hole,
LH: Light hole, SO: Split-off hole) is the basis functions [Luttinger55] employed for our Hamiltonian.
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Figure 9: Energy dispersion of Si (subband E1 represented by solid line, subband E2 represented by dashed line)
plotted at surface field Fs = 1MV/cm for Tbody = 100nm (right) and Tbody = 3nm (left). For 〈100〉 and 〈110〉
surface, kX is parallel to [001] channel direction. For 〈111〉 surface, kX is parallel to [110] direction.
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Figure 10: Energy dispersion of Ge (subband E1 represented by solid line, subband E2 represented by dashed
line) plotted at surface field Fs = 1MV/cm for Tbody = 100nm (right) and Tbody = 3nm (left). For 〈100〉 and
〈110〉 surface, kX is parallel to [001] channel direction. For 〈111〉 surface, kX is parallel to [110] direction. E2
subband energy for Tbody = 3nm is too high to be shown in the figure.
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Figure 11: Equi-energy lines for the first two hole subbands of (a) Si〈100〉 and (b) Ge〈100〉 plotted at energy
(E − Ei, i = 1, 2) of 25meV and 50meV respectively, under (i) Bulk high field conditions: Fs = 1MV/cm and
Tbody = 100nm, represented by solid lines (ii) UTB high field conditions: Fs = 1MV/cm and Tbody = 3nm,
represented by dashed lines.
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Figure 12: Intensity plot for hole carrier radial velocity of different in-plane wave vector. Plotted for the ground
state energy of Si〈110〉 for (a) Tbody = 100nm and (b) Tbody = 3nm at Fs = 1MV/cm. Radial velocity
v~k = ~
−1∂E/∂~k, is obtained by taking its gradient of its energy dispersion in the radial direction.
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Figure 13: Density-of-states for (a) Si and (b) Ge quantum well for a particular spin-state at Fs = 0.1MV/cm
and TBody = 3nm. Contributions from all the subbands are summed.
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considered. The dependency of VTH shift on Tbody can be qualitatively analyzed by examining
the case for that of a square quantum well where the quantized subband energy has a simple
T−2body dependency. In the quantum limit, VTH shifts have a T
−2
body dependency and the enhanced




M dependency. Therefore, in the limit where the SR
perturbation is of the same order as Tbody, the enhanced VTH shift component will contribute
as significantly to the overall VTH shifts. The amount of VTH shift however, also depends
directly on the carrier quantization mass mZ since the quantization energy is approximately
proportional to m−1Z . For NMOS devices, electron mZ for both Si and Ge on various surface
orientations are given in Table 1. VTH shift is the smallest for the surface orientation with
the largest mZ , namely Si〈100〉 for Si NMOS and Ge〈111〉 for Ge NMOS as shown in Fig.
16 and 18, respectively. With decreasing Tbody, an anomalous retarded increase of VTH shift
is observed for Ge〈100〉 at Tbody = 3nm. This is due to the transfer of carrier occupation
from the L to the ∆ valleys (see Fig. 3). For PMOS devices, the result can be qualitatively
interpreted in a similar fashion using the set of empirically fitted mZ as shown in Fig. 7. The
empirically fitted mZ is calculated by fitting the subband energies at the zone center Γ to the
analytical expression for energy dispersion of a quantum well. An interesting phenomenon of
increasing effective quantization mass with decreasing Tbody for the 〈110〉 surface is evident.
The physical origin is identified to be the dependence of valence band mixing effect on the
quantum well thickness. For Si and Ge PMOS devices, the 〈100〉 surface orientation shows
the largest VTH shift due to its lowest empirical mZ . Due to the increasing mZ , 〈110〉 surface
advantageously exhibits a retarded increase of VTH shift as Tbody is scaled down, as shown in
Figs. 17 and 19. To assess the implications of enhanced VTH shift on device performance, we
shall evaluate its impact on metal gate workfunction requirement and VTH variations σV th.
2.2.10 Impact on Metal Gate Workfunction Requirement
Fig. 20, 21, 22 and 23 show the metal gate workfunction requirement for Si and Ge UTB
MOSFETs, at all surface orientations calculated within a stipulated OFF-state charge density
criterion as outlined in Fig. 20 caption, accounting for both the carrier quantization and SR
effects. Carrier quantization and SR-induced workfunction shifts can amount to as large as
0.7V for a Tbody = 2nm. This sets the gate workfunctions for NMOS and PMOS devices
further apart, rendering metal gate workfunction engineering more challenging as current
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choice of metal gate materials only offers workfunction in the range of between 4.1eV to
5.2eV [Y u04]. The smaller valence electron ionization energy of Ge advantageously sets
its gate workfunction requirement for PMOS devices within the workfunction range that is
currently achievable.
2.2.11 Impact on Threshold Voltage Variation σV th
Parametric mismatch have considerable impact on performance and yield [Tuinhout02]. Sig-
nificant fluctuation of device characteristics across the chip will pose a major reliability
problem. It translate into a dramatic reduction in the effective noise margin; the range over
which a voltage level can vary without changing the state of a logic gate. UTB device with
an undoped channel has the advantage of keeping σV th due to random spatial fluctuation
of dopants under control. However, when Tbody is scaled down, σV th will be largely affected
by Tbody non-uniformity [Tsutsui04]. For a transistor with Tbody = 3nm, Figs. 24 and 25
show the maximum allowable Tbody variance in order to meet the industry target of σV th of
20mV [Tuinhout02]. It is interesting to note that the effect of SR reduces the maximum
allowable Tbody variance by as much as 50% for aggressively scaled Tbody = 3nm. In Si or
Ge UTB MOSFETs, the use of 〈110〉 surface for NMOS or 〈100〉 surface for PMOS would
require a maximum Tbody variation of 1 atomic layer. This presents a significant challenge
for substrate technologies.
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Figure 14: Enhanced VTH shifts due to SR (with respect to the VTH of device with Tbody = 8nm) for NMOS.
Excellent corroboration with experimental result [Uchida02] is obtained. An effective root-mean square SR ∆RMS
of 0.85nm for the two interfaces taken together is employed.
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Figure 15: VTH shifts (with respect to the VTH of device with Tbody = 8nm for PMOS calculated using
triangular model with same SR parameters.
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Figure 16: Simulated VTH shifts with respect to the VTH of device with Tbody = 8nm. Calculated for Si NMOS
with 3 different surface orientations. Same SR parameters as in Fig. 14 are used. All simulations are performed
at an electron inversion density of 5× 1011cm−2.
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Figure 17: Same as Fig. 16, except for PMOS
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Figure 18: Simulated VTH shifts with respect to the VTH of device with Tbody = 8nm. Calculated for Ge
NMOS with 3 different surface orientations. Same SR parameters as in Fig. 14 are used. All simulations are
performed at an electron inversion density of 5× 1011cm−2.
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Figure 19: Same as Fig. 18, except for PMOS
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Figure 20: Workfunction for NMOS devices calculated for Si. Effect of enhanced VTH shifts is taken into
account with same SR parameters. OFF-state carrier density assumed to be 5×107cm−2 with ideal sub-threshold
slope 60mV/decade. Shaded region is the energy values within the bandgap of Si.
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Figure 21: Same as Fig. 20, except for Ge NMOS
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Figure 22: Workfunction for PMOS devices calculated for Si. Effect of enhanced VTH shifts is taken into
account with same SR parameters. OFF-state carrier density assumed to be 5×107cm−2 with ideal sub-threshold
slope 60mV/decade. Shaded region is the energy values within the bandgap of Si.
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Figure 24: Maximal tolerable amount of Tbody variations in order to meet industry target of threshold variations
VTH = 20mV [Tuinhout02], calculated for NMOS devices at Tbody = 3nm. Same SR parameters are used. In
undoped UTB devices, on-chip VTH variations (σV th) is dominated by Tbody variations. VTH defined at constant
inversion carrier density of 5 × 1011cm−2. Dashed line shows Tbody variations equivalent to 1 atomic layer for
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Figure 25: Same as Fig. 24, except for PMOS
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2.3 Empirical Pseudopotential Method For Efficient Thin Film
Semiconductor Bandstructure Calculation
2.3.1 Concept of Pseudopotential
Lets consider the hypothesis for the pseudopotential approximation i.e. that the core elec-
trons of the atom are relatively unaffected by its chemical environment. This implies that
the core states contribution to the binding energy does not change when isolated atoms are
brought together to form molecules or crystals. This assumption suggests the following idea;
Can we construct a pseudo-Hamiltonian such that it omits the core electron states, but yield-
ing a set of pseudo-wavefunction that reproduce the same energy spectrum? The motivation
of this proposition is that core states are difficult to represent accurately numerically within
a finite mesh due to their highly localised nature.
This proposition is indeed plausible and has already been documented in most solid-state
textbooks (see e.g. [Li94]), to be outlined as follows. Let the original Hamiltonian system
Hˆ = Pˆ 2/2m + Vˆ , with set of eigenfunction |Ψn〉 and eigenvalue |En〉. We divide |Ψn〉 into
two classes i.e. the valence states ψi and the core states χi. Our desired pseudo-wavefunction
φi can then be constructed as;




Using the orthogonality relation of the eigenfunction |Ψn〉, it is straightforward to show that






















incjn = Nδij, we ensure the orthogonality condition





tion is essential to ensure that the pseudo-Hamiltonian is Hermitian. We can also affirm that
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the set of pseudo-wavefunction |φi〉 naturally omits the core states since 〈χn| φi〉 6= 0 for all
n and i.
Having shown that such pseudo-wavefunction is possible, we proceed to construct the form of
the corresponding pseudo-Hamiltonian. Projecting |φi〉 on |χm〉, we can show that 〈χm| φi〉 =



















(Ei − En) |χn〉 〈χn|
]
|φi〉 ≡ Hˆ + Vˆnl |φi〉 = Ei |φi〉 (34)
Hence, Hˆps is the original system Hˆ but with a non-local pseudo-potential Vˆnl ≡
∑
n(Ei −
En) |χn〉 〈χn|. We shall discuss the nature of this non-local potential Vˆnl. Firstly, we note
that 〈~r| Vˆnl |~r〉 has to be positive becuase Ei − En > 0 and 〈~r| χn〉 〈χn| ~r〉 = |〈χn(~r)〉|2 > 0.
Hence, this potential is repulsive in nature and it serve to smoothen the strong attractive
Coulomb potential. Secondly, this repulsive potential does not exceed Ei − E1 (where E1 is
the minimum core energy level). This result can be arrived by noting that
∑
n |〈χn(~r)〉|2 < 1
(whereas |〈Ψi(~r)〉|2 = 1). This means that the pseudo-potential will still be attractive afterall.
2.3.2 Computational Theory For Pseudopotential Method
Our next task is to construct a numerical representation of the Hamiltonian system Hˆps =
Pˆ 2/2m + Vnl( ~ˆR). Our objective is to obtain a bandstructure E~k vs
~k description of the
material. It should be insightful to examine the basis of the quantum numbers E~k and
~k.













= V ( ~ˆR− ~a) = V ( ~ˆR) (35)
The last equality is the intrinsic property of the crystal translation symmetry, where we
assume ~a to be multiples of the lattice vectors ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3. Eq. 35 naturally leads to the




















Eq. 36 implies that we can find an eigenfunction that simulateously diagonalize the operator
Hˆ and exp( i~~a · ~ˆP ). We let the eigenfunction be |Ψ〉 and its eigenvalues are E and exp(i~a ·~k)
respectively ( ~ˆP |p〉 = ~p |p〉). Since a particular |Ψ〉 correspond to uniquely an eigenvalue
exp(i~a · ~k), we find it convenient to denote it using ∣∣Ψ~k〉. This construction leads to the
eigenfunction-eigenvalue problem of our concern:
Hˆps
∣∣Ψ~k〉 = E~k ∣∣Ψ~k〉 (37)
The numerical task of obtaining this set of eigenvalues E~k will yield us the bandstructure.
We need a suitable basis to cast the problem in matrix form. Consider the set of basis
functions < ~r|PW, ~G + ~k >= 1/√V exp(i(~G + ~k) · ~r). One can show that |PW, ~G + ~k > is
a complete basis (
∑
~G |PW, ~G + ~k >< PW, ~G + ~k| = I) and it satisfy the orthonormality
condition < PW, ~G + ~k|PW, ~G′ + ~k >= δ ~G~G′ . The problem make it explicit that ~k was to
be specified prior to computation. In the language of computational methods, what we are
doing amounts to a moment method with |PW, ~G+~k > as basis function and the weighting
functions. This specific method is then known as Galerkin method [Zhou93].
2.3.3 The Matrix Form For Pseudopotential Method




∣∣∣ Hˆps ∣∣∣PW, ~G′ + ~k〉〈PW,PW, ~G′ + ~k∣∣∣ Ψ~k〉 = E~k 〈PW,PW, ~G+ ~k∣∣∣ Ψ~k〉 (38)
where 〈
PW, ~G+ ~k








∇2 + Vps( ~ˆR)
)
〈~r






























(~G′ + ~k)2δ ~G~G′ +
∑
~τα
exp(−i(~G′ − ~G) · ~τα)U˜α(~G′ − ~G) (39)
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For the last step where complete the Fourier transform step, we split the potential into the
sum of its atomic pseudo-potentials Uα(~r) at different basis vector positions ~τα and the lattice




α Uα(~r + ~τα + ~a). U˜(
~G) = 1/Ω
∫
d~r′exp(i ~G · ~r′)U(~r′) is the Fourier
transform of U(~r). Ω is the volume of unit cell such that V = NΩ where N is the number of









































exp(−i(~G′ − ~G) · ~τα)
∫



















Where Nα is the number of atoms in the unit cell. By expressing the pseudopotential as
NαU˜α(∆~G), one normalized it to an atomic volume in bulk. This complete our discussion
of the matrix form of the pseudo-potential Hamiltonian2. Solving the numerical matrix will
yield us our desired bandstructure. What’s left is the question of the explicit form of atomic
pseudo-potential Uα(~r).
2.3.4 Empirical Atomic Pseudo-Potential







The values for b1,2,3,4 for the case of Si used is 0.637, 2.197, 2.310 and 0.499 in order to fit
the form factors as obtained from experiment (see next section).
2Consider if the theory is consistent with compound crystal with different element species in the unit cell.
The core states now composed from two different species.
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2.3.5 Bandstructure Calculation of Silicon and Germanium Thin Film using
Empirical Pseudopotential Methods
4 t h  l a y e r
3 r d  l a y e r
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Figure 26: Illustration of our construction of the unit cell which allows us to extend arbitrary in the z-direction
for a diamond (similarly for zinc blende) lattice structure. In this work, we shall denote such a configuration as
’Unit cell C’. The first four layers are explicitly shown, and subsequent layers can be repeated using these four
layers to generate a supercell of desired atomic layers. In calculation, layers of vacuum are also intentionally added
to simulate thin film layers. a0 is the bulk lattice constant. The atom included (after considering the sharing of
atoms with neighboring repeated cells, represented by the shaded ones) for each layers are shown on the right.
The parameters used for the calculation of Si and Ge bandstructures follows [Chelikowsky76].
Si and Ge lattice constant a0 used are 5.43A˚ and 5.65A˚ respectively. The atomic form factors
for UˆSi(~G






11 (these |~G′ − ~G| are the only
one that have non-zero structural factor for a Face-Centered Lattice(FCC) diamond struc-
ture with similar basis atoms at both basis sites. See Appendix G.) are obtained from the
bulk bandstructure calculation using Local Empirical Pseudopotential methods. 1 Rydberg
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Compound Lattice Constant(A˚) |~G′ − ~G| = √3 |~G′ − ~G| = √8 |~G′ − ~G| = √11
Si 5.43 -0.224 0.055 0.072
Ge 5.65 -0.221 0.019 0.056
Table 3: Pseudopotential parameters for the diamond structure semiconductors Si and Ge. The form factors




220)J = 13.60eV . We choose the FCC primitive cell with the following lattice
vectors; ~a1 = a0/2(1, 1, 0), ~a2 = a0/2(0, 1, 1) and ~a3 = a0/2(1, 0, 1). We select the center of
the two basis atoms as the origin. Then the position vector of the two basis atoms are at;
~τ1 = a0/8(1, 1, 1) and ~τ2 = a0/8(−1,−1,−1).
The computation of thin films using empirical pseudopotential method can be tackled in a
similar fashion. Fig.36 shows the supercell used for our thin film calculations. Numerical
aspects are similar to the above discussions, except that now we have to carefully passivate
the surfaces with H atoms, which will be discussed in the next section. The method employed
for thin film calculations is similar to that exploited in this work [Zhu08].
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2.3.6 Method of Surface Passivation
The problem of surface reconstruction is not considered in this work. Rather, we simply
assume an ideal unrelaxed structure but with surface passivated by H atoms. We use the
Si−H relaxation model from a CASTEP LDA calculation. We uses the H pseudopotential
from [Wang94], which was obtained by fitting the surface local density of states of primary
surfaces to data of ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy [Sakurai75] [Sakurai76] and angle
resolved electron-energy-loss spectroscopy [Maruno83]. The anti-bonding conduction band
surface states was fitted to the LDA result placing these states at > 1eV above the conduction
band minimum3. Fitting all these data, Wang et al. [Wang94] obtains the following H
empirical pseudopotential in atomic units (see [Y eh94] for elaborate discussion);
VH(q) = −0.1416 + 9.802× 10−3q + 6.231× 10−2q2 − 1.895× 10−2q3; 7−→ q < 2 (47)
VH(q) = 2.898× 10−2/q − 0.3877/q2 + 0.9692/q3 − 1.022/q4; 7−→ q > 2 (48)
2.3.7 Comparison of Empirical Pseudopotential Mthod With ab inito Method
Fig. 32 shows the calculated Si bandstructure for an 8atm thin film on < 100 > surface
orientation with H passivation included. The result as compared with more rigorous ab inito
method are satisfactory.
3Due to the intrinsic LDA error in the band gap, the exact position of the anti-bonding surface states is
not known. However, we know that the conduction band energies should be shifted up relative to the LDA
results and that the magnitude of the shift should be proportional to the toal charge density at the location
of the eigenstate. Consequently, they estimate that the lower bound of the anti-bonding surface state at Γ is










Figure 27: Illustration of our construction of the unit cell which allows us to extend arbitrary in the z-direction
for a diamond (similarly for zinc blende) lattice structure. This illustration explicitly show the contribution of the
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Figure 29: Bulk Si bandstructure calculated using three different unit cells for bulk Si. Unit cell A is the primitive
bulk Si unit cell. Unit cell B is the another construction for bulk Si but larger. See Fig. 28. Construction of Unit
cell C is ilustrated in Fig. 26 and 27. In this calculation, Unit cell C is taken to be 8 atomic layers (no vacuum is
added as we are calculating for bulk).
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Figure 30: Illustration of the first Brillouin zone of (a) a primitive cell and (b) a Unit cell C configuration. (a)The
lattice vectors are ~a1 = a0/2(1, 1, 0), ~a2 = a0/2(0, 1, 1) and ~a3 = a0/2(1, 0, 1). Its corresponding reciprocal
lattice vectors are ~b1 = 2pi/a0(1, 1,−1), ~b2 = 2pi/a0(−1, 1, 1) and ~b3 = 2pi/a0(1,−1, 1). This correspond to
a Wigner-Seitz cell (first Brillouin zone) as shown. The various symmetry points are Γ ≡ 2pi/a0(0, 0, 0),
χ ≡ 2pi/a0(0, 0, 1), L ≡ 2pi/a0(1, 1, 1), κ ≡ 2pi/a0(0.75, 0.75, 0) and U ≡ 2pi/a0(0.25, 1, 0.25). (b)The lattice
vectors are ~a1 = a0/2(1, 1, 0), ~a2 = a0/2(1,−1, 0) and ~a3 = a0(0, 0, L). Where L is the height of the supercell
in units of a0. The corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors are ~b1 = 2pi/a0(−1,−1, 0), ~b2 = 2pi/a0(−1, 1, 0)
and ~b3 = 2pi/(a0L)(0, 0, 1). This correspond to a two-dimensional Wigner-Seitz cell (first Brillouin zone) as
shown. The various symmetry points are Γ ≡ 2pi/a0(0, 0), χ ≡ 2pi/a0(1, 0) and K ≡ 2pi/a0(0.5, 0.5).
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Figure 31: Illustration of the position of the H atoms for a supercell with 4 atomic layer semiconductor. The






















  ab initio 
 
                                    Si <100> thin film
(8 atomic layers film + 8 atomic layers vacuum + H passivation)
Figure 32: Energy bands of Si〈100〉 thin film (8atm Si film + 8atm vacuum with H passivation) calculated
with ab initio method (using CASTEP, Local Density Approximation) and via empirical pseudopotential method
with model potential. Excellent agreement for the various conduction valleys minima is obtained.
2.4 Pseudopotential Calculation of Silicon and Germanium Band-
structure Including Exchange Correlation Effects (ab initio
Calculation) For UTB MOSFETs Applications
Ultra-thin body MOSFET structure is a promising candidate for scaling devices into the
nanometer regime [ITRS]. Most of the theoretical studies conducted on these devices are
based on the conventional effective mass approximation (EMA) [Low03b][Laux04]. There
have also been some studies which uses more physical bandstructure calculation to assess the
performances of thin-film semiconductor MOSFET devices. In particular, recent investigation
of the band structure of thin film semiconductors based on tight-binding method showed
that it deviates from the simple EMA interpretation and has direct implications on device
transport properties [Rahman04b]. Motivated by the need for an accurate description of the
band structure characteristics, we conducted a first principle study of Si and Ge thin film
band structures.
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2.4.1 Brief Theory Outline of the ab initio Method
The calculations in this work were performed using the ab initio method; Cambridge Serial
Total Energy Package (CASTEP) [Segall02], which employs the plane wave pseudopoten-
tial method to calculate the energy of the system, all done within the framework of the
Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) [Hohenberg64] [Kohn65]. Exchange and cor-
relation energy were calculated based on local density approximation (LDA) using the data
in reference [Ceperley80] as parameterized by [Perdew81]4. However, it was well-known
that the LDA leads to an under-estimation of the band gap energies in semiconductors.
Hence, as a common practice, we employed the scissors operators [Kholod00] to displace the
conduction band eigenvalues by a rigid energy shift of 0.598eV and 0.387eV for all Si and
Ge calculations respectively. Lattice constant used for Si is 5.43A˚. For Ge, a hydrostatic
strain of 1.3% is applied [Kholod00][Alouani96]; with a lattice constant of 5.584A˚ in order
to reproduce the correct experimental energy gaps of 0.66eV (indirect) and 0.80eV (direct)
[Chelikowsky76][Madelung93]. Fig. 33 shows the bandstructure calculated for bulk Si and
Ge, yielding the correct longitudinal effective masses and energy minima for both the L and
∆ valleys; Si: 0.98m0 (∆ valley), 1.90m0 (L valley) and Ge: 0.95m0 (∆ valley), 1.59m0 (L
valley). It is worthy to mention that there are a wide variety of techniques designed to deal
with the bandgap problem in density functional theory (DFT). Most of them are exceedingly
complex and time-consuming. One of the most practical solutions is the so-called screened
exchange, or sX-LDA scheme, developed in the context of Kohn-Sham procedure [Seidl96].
Generalized Kohn-Sham schemes allows one to split the exchange contribution to the total
energy into a screened, nonlocal and a local density component. Using the sX-LDA scheme,
we calculated the bulk Si and Ge bandstructure in Fig. 34 and 35, where we have indicated
the energy values of the various pertinent energy minima. The inclusion of screened exchange
reproduces to satisfactory degree the energy minima of ∆, Γ and L valleys for Si. For Ge,
4At present, CASTEP only has one local (LDA) functional; CA-PZ. We used this functional for our calcu-
lations of thin-film bandstructure. CASTEP also has three nonlocal gradient-corrected exchange-correlation
functionals, GGA. In general GGA functionals provide a better overall description of the electronic subsystem
than LDA functionals. The LDA description tends to overbind atoms, so that the bond lengths and the cell
volume are usually underestimated by a few percent and the bulk modulus is correpondingly overestimated.
GGA corrects this error but may underbind instead, leading to slightly long bond length.
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it results in an overestimation of the experimental bandgap of 0.66eV . In view of this, we
revert back to the methodology of Si and Ge bandstructure calculation using the scissors
operator. Also, ab initio calculation based on the sX-LDA scheme is too time-consuming
and render it an impractical approach for our extensive study of various thin films.
We should also stress that CASTEP does not incorporate the effect of spin-orbit coupling
effects in a rigorous manner, at least at the time where this thesis was undertaken. Spin-orbit
splitting at the valence band top for Si and Ge are approximately 0.044eV and 0.297eV re-
spectively [Ridene01]. Therefore, the incorporation of spin-orbit coupling will not affect our
bandstructures result significantly for the case with Si. Whereas, spin-orbit coupling only
have negligible effect on the conduction bandstructures of both Si and Ge.
Electronic structure calculation are performed for freestanding 〈100〉, 〈110〉 and 〈111〉 surface-
oriented Si and Ge films of various thicknesses. Fig. 36 shows the unit cell for a 1nm Si
thin film with various surface orientations. The surface dangling bonds are saturated with H
atoms otherwise the appearance of surface states will masked the other energy states. The
H-Si bonds are optimized using the BFGS minimizer scheme [Fischer92] for each unit cell5.
A vacuum space large enough (1nm is reasonably sufficient) is used to prevent interactions
between the top and bottom layers of the thin film. The two-dimensional atomic periodicity
parallel to the film surface is preserved and Fig. 39 illustrates the Brillouin zone for each
of the orientations. The high symmetry directions are indicated with symbols together with
their crystals directions. Fig. 40 illustrates the cross-section view for the various surfaces,
where one can derived the lattice vectors in real space. In this work, we had performed
calculations of 1nm, 2nm and 4nm Si and Ge thin films for the 〈100〉, 〈110〉 and 〈111〉
surfaces.
5We apply the simple constraint that the Si atoms position are all fixed, leaving only degree of freedoms
associated with the H atomic coordinates; 3 degrees of freedom. Or rather two degree of freedom associated
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Figure 33: Theoretical band structure of bulk Si and Ge calculated along the high symmetry directions, L and
X. The filled symbols denote the energy dispersion calculated using the effective approximation with an effective
mass of 0.98m0 and 1.90m0 for the ∆ and L valleys minima respectively for Si. For Ge, the energy dispersion is
calculated using an effective mass of 0.95m0 and 1.59m0 for the ∆ and L valleys minima respectively. The overall
band structures and the masses agree with the experimental [Madelung93] and other theoretical calculations
[Chelikowsky76]. In Si, the ∆ (the lowest lying) and L valley are 1.11eV and 2.05eV as indicated, with
approximately 0.94eV separation in energy. Hence, L valleys do not play a significant role in electron transport
in bulk Si MOSFETs. In Ge, the energy minima for ∆ and L (the lowest lying) valley are 0.82eV and 0.66eV as
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Figure 34: Theoretical band structure of bulk Si calculated using CASTEP based on the sX-LDA scheme where
pertinent energy band minima values are indicated. Results compared with conventional method of LDA approach
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Figure 35: Theoretical band structure of bulk Ge calculated using CASTEP based on the sX-LDA scheme where
pertinent energy band minima values are indicated. Results compared with conventional method of LDA approach













































































































































Figure 1: Theoretical band structure of bulk Si and Ge calculated along the high 
symmetry directions, L and X. The filled symbols denote the energy dispersion 
calculated using the effective approximation with an effective mass of 0.98m0 and 
1.90m0 for the ∆ and L valleys minima respectively for Si. For Ge, the energy 
dispersion is calculated using an effective mass of 0.95m0 and 1.59m0 for the ∆ and 
L valleys minima respectively. The overall band structures and the masses agree 
with the experimental [13] and other theoretical calculations [14,16]. In Si, the ∆ 
(the lowest lying) and L valley are 1.11eV and 2.05eV as indicated, with 
approximately 0.94eV separation in energy. Hence, L valleys do not play a 
significant role in electron transport in bulk Si MOSFETs. In Ge, the energy 
minima for ∆ and L (the lowest lying) valley are 0.82eV and 0.66eV as indicated, 
with only 0.16eV separation in energy. 
Figure 2: Unit cell used for the 1nm thin film calculation for the 
various surface orientations; Si<100> (8atm~0.95nm), Si<110> 
(5atm~0.96nm) and Si<111> (7atm~1.19nm). The surface dangling 
bonds are terminated with H atom and a vacuum region thick 
enough to avoid interaction between the wave functions of top and 
bottom layers. The H-Si bonds are optimized using the BFGS 
minimizer [15] for each unit cell. The lattice constant used for Si 
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Figure 3: Bandstructure of Si and Ge thin film under common surface orientations with film thickness 
~1nm. The symmetry points used are indicated schematically in the Brillouin zone in Fig. 4. The 
valleys which are derived from the bulk L, ∆ and K valley are indicated on the plot.  
Si<100> 
Bulk Valleys (eV) 3.94nm 2.04nm 1.09nm
∆ 1.11 1.24 1.50 2.00 
∆ 1.11 1.17 1.34 1.69 
L 2.05 2.13 2.30 2.54 
Si<110> 
Bulk Valleys (eV) 4.03nm 1.92nm 0.96nm
∆ 1.11 1.16 1.31 1.72 
∆ 1.11 1.17 1.32 1.57 
L 2.05 2.04 2.17 2.50 
Si<111> 
Bulk Valleys (eV) 4.03nm 1.92nm 0.96nm
K 1.75 2.09 2.27 2.62 
L 2.05 2.06 2.15 2.34 
∆ 1.11 1.18 1.33 1.61 
 
Ge<100> 
Bulk Valleys (eV) 3.94nm 2.04nm 1.09nm
∆ 0.82 0.99 1.34 1.88 
∆ 0.82 0.91 1.12 1.62 
L 0.66 0.82 1.14 1.69 
Ge<110> 
Bulk Valleys (eV) 3.94nm 2.04nm 1.09nm
∆ 0.82 0.91 1.06 1.53 
∆ 0.82 0.92 1.11 1.32 
L 0.66 0.76 0.94 1.23 
L 0.66 0.86 1.17 1.95 
Ge<111> 
Bulk Valleys (eV) 4.03nm 1.92nm 0.96nm
K 1.45 1.82 2.09 2.82 
L 0.66 0.70 0.80 0.98 
∆ 0.82 0.85 1.09 1.38 
 
Table 1: Energy minima (in eV) in the thin film of 
1nm, 2nm and 4nm for different orientation 
arising from bulk L, ∆ and K valleys in bulk 
semiconductors. The valley with the lowest energy  
is shown in bold. The energies of L, ∆ and K 
valleys in bulk semiconductors are also indicated. 
Figure 36: Unit cell used for the 1nm thin film calculation for the various surface orientations; Si〈100〉
(8atm 0.95nm), Si〈110〉 (5atm 0.96nm) and Si〈111〉 (7atm 1.19nm). The surface dangling bonds are ter-
minated with H atom and a vacuum region thick enough to avoid interaction between the wave functions of top
and bottom layers. The H-Si bonds are optimized u ing the BFGS minimizer [Fischer92] for each unit cell. The
lattice constant used for Si and Ge is 5.43A˚ and 5.584A˚ respectively.
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Figure 4: The 2D Brillouin zone for the common 
surface orientations (a) <100>, (b) <111> and 
(c) <110>. Symmetry points used and the crystal 
orientation are indicated schematically in the 
Brillouin zone.  
Figure 5: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion (first and second 
conduction energy subband shown on the left and right respectively) in a quadrant of the 2D Brillouin 
zone for Ge<100> at ~1nm film thickness. The symmetry points are indicated. (See Fig. 4 also) 
Figure 6: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion of 
1nm (5atm) and 4nm (20atm) Ge<110> thin film shown on the left and right 
respectively. Only a quadrant of the first Brilloin zone (see Fig. 4) is shown. 
This illustration highlights the minima shift of the bulk derived ∆ valley along 
























Figure 7: The conduction band energy contour plot of the 2D Brillouin 
zone for Ge<111> thin film with 6atm. The symmetry points are 
indicated. An isotropic effective mass of 0.08m0 was obtained to fit the 
2D energy dispersion (up to kinetic energy of 0.3eV) for valley at G 

































































































Figure 8: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<100> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
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Figure 9: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<110> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
thin film also  shown for comparison. 
Figure 10: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<111> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
thin film also  shown for comparison. 
Figure 39: The 2D Brillouin zone for the co on surface orientations (a) 〈100〉, (b) 〈111〉 and (c) 〈110〉.
Symmetry points used and the crystal orientation are indicated schematically in the Brillouin zone.
wave ~LAPW! method with the WIEN97 code.29 Exchange
and correlation potentials were included using the local den-
sity approximation ~LDA! of Perdew and Wang.30 This ap-
proximation has been established as a very powerful tool for
studying ground-state properties of bulk solids, their sur-
faces, interfaces, and bulk defects. However, the treatment of
the excited levels still remains the major shortcoming of
LDA that results in a significant underestimation of band gap
energies in semiconductors. In particular, for bulk germa-
nium the gap is calculated to be nearly zero.31 The self-
energy corrections obtained by the use of the GW approxi-
mation led to a considerable improvement to th band-gap
value, though it still remains direct instead of indirect.32 The
principal effect of such corrections is to shift the conduction
band up by a certain constant, so-called ‘‘scissors-operator’’
shift. In Ref. 33, to remedy the fact that germanium is a
semimetal within LDA the authors used a compressed lattice
parameter when calculating optical properties. We have also
found that the use of the germanium lattice hydrostatically
compressed by 2% allows to reproduce qualitatively the
band structure of the bulk germanium known from experi-
ments. However, the conduction band energies should be
afterwards corrected by the ‘‘scissors-operator’’ shift in or-
der to get the fundamental band gap in agreement with ex-
perimental data. The upshifts of 0.76 and 0.52 eV are used
for an adequate description of the bands related to experi-
mental and compressed lattices, respectively.
Electronic structure calculations have been performed for
freestanding ~100!, ~110!, and ~111! surface-oriented germa-
nium films. Their cross-section and plane view are shown in
Fig. 1. The two-dimensional periodicity parallel to the film
surface is preserved. Our basic assumption is that the atoms
in the films take the same lattice structure and the same in-
teratomic distance as bulk germanium material. There are
two surfaces on both sides of the films studied here. Since
our interest is in states around the band gap, saturation of all
dangling bonds at the surface is essential; otherwise, as it has
been shown for silicon nanostructures, the gap would be
completely masked by the dangling bond states. In the same
manner, as has been often done for silicon, we have chosen
to saturate the dangling bonds with hydrogen as the simplest
model for actual surface coverage. The bond length between
germanium and hydrogen atoms was taken to be 0.1525 nm
as in GeH4 molecule.34 The calculati ns are performed along
high-symmetry directions in the two-dimensional Brillouin
zone illustrated for each film at the bottom of Fig. 1. We use
a supercell formed by the germanium film of variable thick-
ness and a vacuum space large enough to avoid interaction
between subsequent germanium films. The thickness of the
germanium films studied ranges approximately between 0.5
and 2.4 nm.
The muffin tin radius us d is 0.106 and 0. 42 nm for
germanium and hydrogen atoms, respectively. All the calcu-
lations are performed with a value of 3.0 for RKmax , the
parameter controlling the convergence with th number of
plane waves. Depending on the film orientation and thick-
ness a self-consistency is achieved using a grid of 8 to 20 k
points uniformly distributed in the irreducible part of the
Brillouin zone.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main features of the electronic properties of germa-
nium films can be derived from their energy-band structures.
For this in Fig. 2 we have compiled the band structures of
germanium quantum films for three principal orientations
and two different thicknesses. Such a compilation helps to
highlight similarities and differences observed. The calcula-
tion results obtained for both uncompressed and compressed
germanium lattices are shown by solid and open dots, re-
spectively.
The principal result of the compression is the upward shift
of the conduction bands around the minimum with respect to
their positions calculated using the true lattice constant. The
dispersion of the valence band seems to be less affected by
such compression. However, the character of the bands with-
out and with lattice compression is identical. Thus, we be-
lieve that simulations carried out for germanium quantum
films using experimental ground-state lattice constant are
FIG. 1. Cross-section, plane
view and Brillouin zone of germa-
nium quantum films with different
l w-index ori tations: ~a! ~100!,
~b! ~110!, and ~c! ~111!. Open
circles and dots are germanium
and hydrogen atoms, respectively.
Gray-colored circles indicate ger-
manium atoms belonging to the
unit cell.
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Figure 40: The cross-section view of common surface orientations (a) 〈100〉, (b) 〈111〉 and (c) 〈110〉. The
periodicity in the real space direction are indicated.
2.4.2 Important Features of Thin Film Electronic Structures
The main features of the electronic properties of the Si and Ge thin films can be derived from
their respective bandstructure. The bandstructure of Si and Ge thin films for all common
surface orientations for various film thicknesses are shown in Fig. 37 and 38 respectively.
Such a compilation helps us to highlight the similarities and differences observed. In these
plots, we have also indicated the nature of the energy minima, whether they are derived
from the ∆, L or K bulk valleys. Table 4 analyze how the energy minima of the thin film
approaches the bulk energy minima values as film thickness increases. Following the trend
enable us to deduce the nature of thes valleys; whether they arise from the bulk L, ∆ and
K valleys in bulk semiconductors.
We observed the appearance of direct band gap for Si〈100〉, Si〈110〉, Ge〈100〉 and Ge〈111〉
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thin films with their lowest lying valley minima at Γ point. In fact, this has been pointed out
in a separate first principle calculation [Kholod00]. The valley minima at Γ arise from the
bulk L (for Ge〈111〉) and ∆ valleys (for Si〈100〉, Si〈110〉 and Ge〈100〉). For Si thin film, it is
dominated by ∆ bulk valleys for 〈100〉, 〈110〉 and 〈111〉 surface orientation. This is because
the other bulk valleys L and K are very much higher in energy than ∆ valley. For Ge thin
film however, we have the problem of L and ∆ valleys competition for carrier dominance.
The presence of ∆ valleys in the vicinity of the lowest lying L valley in bulk Ge gives rise to
the concern of ∆ valleys dominance in Ge UTB MOSFETs [Low03b]. In particular, it was
predicted from EMA methods that ∆ valleys will dominate in carrier occupation in Ge〈100〉
and Ge〈110〉 when the film thickness scales below 3nm and diminish the current enhancement
[Low03b]. For Ge〈100〉, EMA predicts that that the ∆ valleys dominate carrier ocuupation
when the film thickness is 1nm to 2nm [Low03b]. However, this energy splitting between L
and ∆ valleys is overestimated by EMA. From Table 4, the L valleys are in vicinity of 0.02
and 0.07eV from the ∆ valleys for the 2nm and 1nm thin films respectively. Hence, both L
and ∆ valleys will play a significant role in transport calculations. For Ge〈110〉, it is found
that the L valleys still remain the lowest lying valleys at film thicknesses of 1nm and 2nm,
differing from the EMA predictions [Low03b].
2.4.3 Energy Anisotropy and Impact on Transport Property
The conduction band energy contour over the 2D Brillouin zone for 1nm Ge〈100〉, Ge〈110〉
and Ge〈111〉 thin films are plotted in Fig. 41, 42, and 43 respectively. We highlight some
important features observed: (1) The distinctively different energy dispersion of the lowest
lying valley at Γ for 1nm Ge〈100〉 thin film (see Fig. 43). Although they are degenerate (see
Fig. 38) at Γ, breaking of degeneracy occurs away from Γ along Γ −K line. In particular,
Fig. 45 plot the change in effective mass for Si〈100〉 case, as film thickness is reduced. (2)
Fig. 42 highlights the minima shift of the bulk derived ∆ valley along symmetry line Γ−X.
As film thickness decreases from 4nm to 1nm, its valley minima shifted towards Γ. The
similar effect accounts for the direct bandgap observed in 1nm Si〈110〉 thin films. (3) The
lowest lying valley at Γ for Ge〈111〉 derived from the bulk L valley exhibits a relatively
isotropic energy dispersion. An isotropic effective mass of 0.08m0 was obtained to fit the
2D energy dispersion (up to kinetic energy of 0.3eV ) for valley at Γ (derived from bulk
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Material Valleys Energy Minima(eV)
Bulk 3.94nm 2.04nm 1.09nm
Si 〈100〉
∆ 1.11 1.24 1.50 2.00
∆ 1.11 1.17 1.34 1.69
L 2.05 2.13 2.30 2.54
Bulk 4.03nm 1.92nm 0.96nm
Si 〈110〉
∆ 1.11 1.16 1.31 1.72
∆ 1.11 1.17 1.32 1.57
L 2.05 2.04 2.17 2.50
Bulk 4.03nm 1.92nm 0.96nm
Si 〈111〉
K 1.75 2.09 2.27 2.62
L 2.05 2.06 2.15 2.34
∆ 1.11 1.18 1.33 1.61
Bulk 3.94nm 2.04nm 1.09nm
Ge 〈100〉
∆ 0.82 0.99 1.34 1.88
∆ 0.82 0.91 1.12 1.62
L 0.66 0.82 1.14 1.69
Bulk 3.94nm 2.04nm 1.09nm
Ge 〈110〉
∆ 0.82 0.91 1.06 1.53
∆ 0.82 0.92 1.11 1.32
L 0.66 0.76 0.94 1.23
L 0.66 0.86 1.17 1.95
Bulk 4.03nm 1.92nm 0.96nm
Ge 〈111〉
K 1.45 1.82 2.09 2.82
L 0.66 0.70 0.80 0.98
∆ 0.82 0.85 1.09 1.38
Table 4: Energy minima (eV) in Si and Ge thin film under common surface orientations. Thin films with various
thicknesses; 1nm, 2nm and 4nm are studied. By analyzing how the energy minima of the thin film approaches
the bulk energy minima values as film thickness increases enable us to deduce the nature of these valleys; whether






























































































Figure 4: The 2D Brillouin zone for the common 
surface orientations (a) <100>, (b) <111> and 
(c) <110>. Symmetry points used and the crystal 
orientation are indicated schematically in the 
Brillouin zone.  
Figure 5: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion (first and second 
conduction energy subband shown on the left and right respectively) in a quadrant of the 2D Brillouin 
zone for Ge<100> at ~1nm film thickness. The symmetry points are indicated. (See Fig. 4 also) 
Figure 6: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion of 
1nm (5atm) and 4nm (20atm) Ge<110> thin film shown on the left and right 
respectively. Only a quadrant of the first Brilloin zone (see Fig. 4) is shown. 
This illustration highlights the minima shift of the bulk derived ∆ valley along 
























Figure 7: The conduction band energy contour plot of the 2D Brillouin 
zone for Ge<111> thin film with 6atm. The symmetry points are 
indicated. An isotropic effective mass of 0.08m0 was obtained to fit the 
2D energy dispersion (up to kinetic energy of 0.3eV) for valley at G 

































































































Figure 8: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<100> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
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Figure 9: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<110> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
thin film also  shown for comparison. 
Figure 10: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<111> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
thin film also  shown for comparison. 
Figure 41: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion (first and second conduction
energy subband shown on the left and right respectively) in a quadrant of the 2D Brillouin zone for Ge〈100〉 at





























































































Figure 4: The 2D Brillouin zone for the common 
surface orientations (a) <100>, (b) <111> and 
(c) <110>. Symmetry points used and the crystal 
orientation are indicated schematically in the 
Brillouin zone.  
Figure 5: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion (first and second 
conduction energy subband shown on the left and right respectively) in a quadrant of the 2D Brillouin 
zone for Ge<100> at ~1nm film thickness. The symmetry points are indicated. (See Fig. 4 also) 
Figure 6: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion of 
1nm (5atm) and 4nm (20atm) Ge<110> thin film shown on the left and right 
respectively. Only a quadrant of the first Brilloin zone (see Fig. 4) is shown. 
This illustration highlights the minima shift of the bulk derived ∆ val y along 
























Figure 7: The conduction band energy contour plot of the 2D Brillouin 
zone for Ge<111> thin film with 6atm. The symmetry points are 
indicated. An isotropic effective mass of 0.08m0 was obtained to fit the 
2D energy dispersion (up to kin tic energy of 0.3eV) for valley at G 

































































































Figure 8: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<100> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
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Figure 9: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<110> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
thin film also  shown for comparison. 
Figure 10: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<111> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
thin film also  shown for comparison. 
Figure 42: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion of 1nm (5atm) and 4nm (20atm)
Ge〈110〉 thin film shown on the left and right respectively. Only a quadrant of the first Brilloin zone (see Fig. 39)
is shown. This illustration highlights the minima shift of the bulk derived ∆ valley along symmetry line Γ −X.






























































































Figure 4: The 2D Brillouin zone for the common 
surface orientations (a) <100>, (b) <111> and 
(c) <110>. Symmetry points used and the crystal 
orientation are indicated schematically in the 
Brillouin zone.  
Figure 5: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion (first and second 
conduction energy subband shown on the left and right respectively) in a quadrant of the 2D Brillouin 
zone for Ge<100> at ~1nm film thickness. The symmetry points are indicated. (See Fig. 4 also) 
Figure 6: The conduction band energy contour plot for the energy dispersion of 
1nm (5atm) and 4nm (20atm) Ge<110> thin film shown on the left and right 
respectively. Only a quadrant of the first Brilloin zone (see Fig. 4) is shown. 
This illustration highlights the minima shift of the bulk derived ∆ valley along 
























Figure 7: The conduction band energy contour plot of the 2D Brillouin 
zone for Ge<111> thin film with 6atm. The symmetry points are 
indicated. An isotropic effective mass of 0.08m0 was obtained to fit the 
2D energy dispersion (up to kinetic energy of 0.3eV) for valley at G 

































































































Figure 8: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<100> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
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Figure 9: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<110> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
thin film also  shown for comparison. 
Figure 10: Average electron/hole velocity for 
1nm Ge<111> thin film, ▽ kE(k), averaging 
over the statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set 
the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest 
lying energy minima for the first 
conduction/valence subband). Si<100> 1nm 
thin film also  shown for comparison. 
Figure 43: The conduction band energy contour plot of the 2D Brillouin zone for Ge〈111〉 thin film with 6atm.
The symmetry points are indicated. An isotropic effective mass of 0.08m0 was obtained to fit the 2D energy
dispersion (up to kinetic energy of 0.3eV ) for valley at Γ (derived from bulk L valley).
L valley). Average Electron/Hole Velocity: In order to assess the order of merit for their
transport property, we compute their average carrier velocity, ∇kE(k), averaging over the
statistical Fermi gas (we arbitrary set the Fermi energy at 0.2eV above the lowest lying energy
minima for the first conduction/valence subband). This is equivalent to the average carrier
injection velocity from the source reservoir of a device. Fig. 44 plot the average hole/electron
carrier velocity for 1nm Ge〈100〉, Ge〈110〉 and Ge〈111〉 thin films respectively. For electrons,
Ge〈110〉 yields the highest carrier velocity along [110] channel direction. It exhibits a highly
anisotropic transport characteristics. This is followed by Ge〈111〉 and Ge〈100〉, which both
have relatively isotropic transpor characteristics. For holes, Ge〈110〉 again yields the highest
carrier velocity along [110] channel direction. This is followed by Ge〈100〉 and Ge〈111〉, which
are both relatively isotropic. Hence, Ge〈110〉 is a promising candidate for aggressively scaled
UTB n/p-MOSFETs down to a body thickness of 1nm.
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Si Γ valley (ΧΓ direction)
Si Γ valley (ΓΚ direction)























Si Film Thickness (nm)
Simple Effective Mass Picture for Si
Si Γ Valley
Figure 45: Electron effective mass of Si conduction valley. Si Γ valley in thin film was originated from bulk ∆
valley, projected onto the 2D k-space. We observe that the isotropy was reduced with decreasing of film thickness,
with the Γ−K direction effective mass diverging for each of the two degenerate band.
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3 Homogeneous Transport and Low-Field Mobility
3.1 Motivation
Degradation of electron mobility in UTB devices with sub-10nm Tbody was found experimen-
tally [Uchida02][Uchida03]. Of particular concern is the current drivability under high drain
biases for deca-nanometer channel devices. In regard to this, Lundstrom [Lundstrom01] has
pointed out, via a phenomenological approach, that the transport in deca-nanometer MOS-
FETs is essentially source-limited; hence the mobility at high vertical surface field, which
embodies the effective scattering rate in vicinity of the source, remains relevant. For en-
hanced performance, novel channel materials such as Ge and strained-Si (formed directly
on insulator without the relaxed SiGe buffer layer) may be employed in UTB transistors
[Rim03][Nakaharai03]. Nevertheless, there is little work on their potential advantages. Lit-
tle is also known about the carrier mobility in these advanced channel UTB devices. In
this chapter, we began by deriving the important expressions for calculation of momentum
relaxation time for various scattering processes, i.e. phonon, surface roughness, Coulomb,
for the case of electron. For hole, we only consider the more important surface roughness
scattering processes in thin film semiconductor devices. We assessed the mobilities in all
common surface orientations.
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3.2 Discussion on Theory and Methodology for Calculation of
Electron and Hole Mobilities in Si and Ge Thin Film Semi-
conductors
3.2.1 Fundamentals of Scattering Processes in the Linear Response Regime
Macroscopic system are often considered while using the thermodynamic limit (the systems
volume Ω , and particle number, N , tending to infinity with n = Ω/N is kept constant),
which is a convenient mathematical device for obtaining bulk properties. For Boltzmann
transport equation, the assumption is that scattering processes are local in hyperspace; (i)
occur at a single point in real space (ii) instantaneous in time. In short, one is dealing with
structures in which the potentials vary slowly on both the spatial scale of the electron thermal
wavelength λT and the temporal scale of the scattering processes. In this work, Boltzmann
transport equation in a homogeneous medium is employed to calculate the electron and hole
low-field mobility.
The expression for the transition probability per unit time from an initial state |ΨI > to a
final state |ΨF > induced by a perturbation Hamiltonian H ′ is given to first order by the
Fermi Golden Rule [Englert06];
P (ΨI ,ΨF ) =
2pi
~
∣∣〈ΨI |H ′ |ΨF 〉∣∣2 δ (EI − EF ) (49)
We derive some important classical transport equations. We define the particle distribution
function f ≡ fi(~r,~ki, t), describing the particle probability density within a small volume of
~r and ~k in hyperspace for electron in subband i and momentum ~ki. In a small time evolution
dt, it undergoes some scattering events and arrive at a new distribution function;
fi(~r + ~vdt,~ki +
e
~





where ~v = ∂t~r and e ~F = ~∂t~ki (~F is the electric field). Via Taylor expansion,
fi(~r + ~vdt,~ki +
e
~
~Fdt, t+ dt) =
fi(~r,~ki, t) +∇~rfi(~r,~ki, t)~vdt+ ~F · ∇~kifi(~r,~ki, t)
e
~
dt+ ∂tfi(~r,~ki, t)dt+O(dt2) (51)
Hence, we arrive at the well-known Boltzmann Equation,∣∣∣∣∂fi∂t
∣∣∣∣
c
(~r,~ki, t) = ∇~rfi(~r,~ki, t)~v + ~F · ∇~kifi(~r,~ki, t)
e
~
+ ∂tfi(~r,~ki, t) (52)
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In this chapter, we are only interested in the description of the distribution function at steady
state condition (∇t ≡ 0) for a homogenoeus material (∇~r ≡ 0); fi(~ki). Consider also only
the Linear Response Regime where we consider the resultant distribution fi(~ki) to be a
first order deviation from the equilibrium distribution f 0i (
~ki).






















Two important relations are required in this work. Firstoff, the Detailed Balance Equa-
















In this context, we uses the following notation. ~ki denotes the wavevector of interest at
subband i and ~k′j denotes the wavevector at subband j which it interacts during collision.
In our study of low-field mobility, we applied a small source-drain voltage VSD to perturb the
system from equilibrium. And we are interested in the distribution function fi(~ki) at steady
state condition (thus, we drop the time variable t and spatial variable ~r). We define equilib-
rium to be the state where VSD = 0 and it is characterized by an equilibrium Fermi-Dirac
distribution f 0i (
~ki) which we can determined beforehand. Under the condition where the
perturbation VSD is small, we can assume that the system is not driven far from equilibrium







Where τi,sp(~ki) is the relaxation time for a particular scattering process sp.
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3.3 Momentum Relaxation Time Expression for Two Special Cases
Based on these, we shall now derive the expression for Momentum Relaxation Time
(MRT) under two different situation.
MRT for Condition 1
First, we consider the case where scattering is elastic (which imposes P (~ki, ~k
′
j) = P (
~k′j, ~ki)





j are wavevector of two electrons participating in collision





for two electrons ~ki and ~k
′
j participating in collision, but fi(
~ki) 6= fj(~k′j) due to the applied






















Making use of the reduced Boltzmann equation and the relaxation time approximation, we
have;




































1− τj,sp(~k′j)~F · ∇~k′jf0j (~k′j)


























1− τj,sp(~k′j)~F · ~v~k′j
τi,sp(~ki)~F · ~v~ki
 (61)
Since we have made the isotropic dispersion assumption, we can express the momentum














































































































































































































∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ c(~ k i
)
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) ~v ~ k i
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) ~v ~ k i
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) ~v ~ k i
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3.3.1 Relaxation Time For Electron-Phonon Scattering Process
In order to formulate a theory for the phonon scattering process, which involves the transition
of an electron between different Bloch states in a crystal, we consider the quantum state of the
combined system; |~k, c >= |~k > ⊗|c >, where |~k > is the unperturbed state of the electron
characterized by the two-dimensional quantum number ~k and |c > is the unperturbed state
of the crystal. The perturbation Hamiltonian H ′ is written as follows according to Kittel
[Kittel63];






where =ˆ is a tensor that describe the shift of electron band per unit deformation and ~E is











exp(i~q · ~r)~ξ (70)
where ρ is the density of crystal (more precisely the area density; ρ = ρvc where ρv is the
volumetric density and c is just a scalar7), A is the surface area of crystal, ω~q is the phonon










exp(i~q · ~r)=ijξjqi (71)
Now, we consider the probability P (ΨI ,ΨF ) of transition from an initial state |ΨI > to a final
state |ΨF >. The quantum state |Ψ >= |~k > ⊗|c >. Due to the presence of the creation and
annihilation operator, P (ΨI ,ΨF ) 6= 0 only if |cI > and |cF > differs by one unit. In particular,
| < cN |aˆq|cN+1 > |2 = N and | < cN+1|aˆ+q |cN > |2 = N + 18. Due to the conservation law of
crystal momentum, ~q = ~kI − ~kF + ~G. The electron Bloch state |~k >= exp(i~k · ~r)u~k(~r)ψ(z)
7In this work, we assume c = 1 and this scaling factor is assumed to be absorbed into an empirical
deformation potential =ˆ. This is mainly motivated by the fact that we do not have the phonon spectrum
for thin film structures and have chose to ignore the presence of confined phonon modes. Thus, one avail to
experiment to obtain a suitable empirical deformation potential =ˆ for this thin film case.
8Recall the properties of the creation and annihilation operators with the Harmonic Oscillator eigenstates
|cN >, where N is the corresponding eigenvalue;
aˆ+q |cN >=
√





where ψ(z) is the wavefunction along the film quantization direction. We have;










exp(i~q · ~r)=ijξjqi |ΨF 〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2





] ∣∣∣< ~kI |exp(i~q · ~r)|~kF >∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣< cI |(aˆ~q + aˆ+~q ) |cF >∣∣∣2 |=ijξjqi|2 δ (EI − EF )
In second step, the summation collapse to only one particular ~q = ~kI − ~kF + ~G correspond
to only the first Brillouin zone. And,∣∣∣< ~kI |exp(i~q · ~r)|~kF >∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣∫
cell
d~rexp(−i~kI · ~r)u∗~kI (~r)ψ






~G · ~r)u~kF (~r)
∣∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣∣∫ dzψ∗(z)ψ(z)∣∣∣∣2 (72)
≡ Ox,yOz (73)
where we had assumed that the wavefunction ψ(z) spatially vary very slowly compared to
the Bloch functions u~kF (~r). Hence, we reduce the second term into two overlap integral of
the wavefunction9. And,
∣∣∣< cI |(aˆ~q + aˆ+~q ) |cF >∣∣∣2 =
 N absorptionN + 1 emission
Finally, we have the transition probability per unit A as;








 |=ijξjqi|2 δ (EI − EF )
Acoustic Phonon
First, we derive the explicit form for the relaxation time for acoustic phonon scattering
processes. Acoustic phonons spectrum are assumed to follow the following isotropic dispersion
ωq = usiq, where usi is the sound velocity in Silicon and q is the phonon wave-vector (this
linear relation is only appropriate at small q. The energy of the acoustic phonons of a given
mode q is Eq = ~ωq (nq + 1/2). nq represents the number of quasi-particles called phonons
in each mode q (previously we uses N to denote nq). The phonons are a system of Bosons
obeying Bose-Einstein statistics in equilibrium;
nq =
1
exp(~ωq/kT )− 1 (74)
9We should be reminded that in our thin film case, the ~G and ~k vector all exist on a plane
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If we assume high temperature, we obtain the equipartition limit where nq ≈ nq+1 ≈ kT/~ωq.
We begin from theMRT2 expression and assuming the process to be elastic (this is reasonable










































And including the 2D density of states assuming isotropic energy dispersion and mass mD
(the isotropy of the problem reduces the independent 2D variable ~ki/j to simply Ei/j). In




















Ozδ (Ei − Ej) (77)
For acoustic phonons, we shall assumed that the |=ijξjqi|2 term vanishes for transverse modes
acoustic phonons and reduces to =2q2 for longitudinal modes acoustic phonons (where we
assume the tensor = to be reducible to diagonal form and treated simply as a scalar)10. But
it should be pointed out that more rigorous form is also applicable [Herring56]. Ox,y is
taken to be 1 [Jacoboni83]. Since in the equipartition limit, the small q (long wavelength)
dominates the sea of phonons and thus, we consider only intravalley scattering processes











Ozδ (E − Ej,v) (78)
Another point worth mentioning is the modification of phonon structures in thin film, al-
though we would not be pursuing this study in this work. The acoustic phonon modes in
Si thin film are modified due to the dielectric mismatches between the Si and SiO2. These
10See also Ref. [Jacoboni83] pg. 673
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modifications give rise to confined and interface phonons in quantum wells. In a recent
experimental study [Torres04], confined acoustic phonons in Si thin film are observed by
means of low frequency Raman scattering. The signatures of confined acoustic phonons are
represented by the linear relationship between the confined acoustic phonon peaks and the
peak order. And these phenomena can be observed with a Si thin film of 30nm. However,
this phonon confinement is usually neglected in the calculation of electron mobility in ultra-
thin Si inversion layers and bulk phonon scattering models are usually adopted [Gamiz01].
It was only until recently that the impact of confined acoustic phonon modes on electron
mobility was quantified using a Monte Carlo simulation [Donetti06]. A significant reduction
in mobility was observed when the confined phonon model is considered, regardless of the
boundary condition set (free-standing or rigid boundary condition), where the effect being
greater for free-standing boundary conditions. The most significant corrections (which could
rise to almost 30%) correspond to Si thickness in the range of 5-10nm, while previous results
obtained with a bulk acoustic phonon model showed a considerable mobility increase due to
volume inversion effect [Gamiz01].
Optical Phonon
































 δ (E~ki − E~k′j) (79)
Nm is computed using Bose-Einstein statistics. For optical phonons, ωm is independent of
the phonon wavevector ~q. Again, we assume an isotropic energy dispersion with effective
mass mv for valley v. Since the term inside the summation is independent of the wavevector,
one can reduce the summation with its density of states. Intervalley processes (valley v to










































 δ (E − Ej,v′) (80)
11We assume |=ijξjqi|2 ≡ Dm, where Dm represents an effective deformation potential. Also Ox,y = 1
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Parameters for phonon spectrum in the bulk semiconductors are adapted from Jacoboni et al
[Jacoboni83][Jacoboni81] and applied to our UTB case. The matrix elements of the electron-
phonon interaction are considered in a conventional way [Jungemann93] [Jacoboni83] where
dynamic screening of phonons is also disregarded [Fischetti93]12. Dm is the deformation
potential for the particular phonon modes, ul is the longitudinal sound velocity, ρ is the
semiconductor density, U(E) is the step function. gv,v
′
m is the degeneracy associated with a
particular intervalley phonon scattering process, namely the number of subbands of the v′th
group of valleys to which electron can be scattered starting from a valley of the vth group
valley and assisted by a mth mode phonon. The phonon number is indicated by Npho and
is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution. The upper and lower item in Eq. 80 describe the
phonon absorption and emission processes respectively.
3.3.2 Relaxation Time For Electron-Coulomb Scattering Process
There are several excellent reports on electron-Coulomb scattering processes such as [Gamiz94]
[Esseni03]. To calculate the scattering rate due to Coulomb centers, we must first find the
scattering potential induced by a point charge. This Coulomb potential is governed by the
following Poisson equation;
∇(~r, z)∇φ(~r, z, z0) = −eδ(z − z0)− eρind
where ~r is the 2D position vector describing the plane perpendicular to the gate confine-
ment direction. The presence of the external point charge resulted in a Coulomb potential
φ(~r, z, z0) which also induced charge ρind. Next, we need to obtain an expression for ρind.
12Citing from M. V. Fischetti; ’The effect of screening on electron-phonon scattering is not as clear as the
effect of static screening on Coulomb or surface roughness. Scattering with the surface optical modes involves
excitations at large frequency, much large than the plasma frequency of the 2DEG. Therefore, short of using a
formulation of dynamic screening much more sophisticated than we are capable of handling, it is probably less
wrong to leave those scattering potentials unscreened. Intervalley scattering with short-wavelength phonons
will be largely unaffected by screening, in view of the large wave vectors entering the transitions. Moreover,
for most of those transitions the frequencies involved are once again much larger than the frequencies at
which the two-dimensional plasma can respond’
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Material Process Phonon Em(meV) Dm(eV/m)
Si (ul = 9× 103, ρ = 2.33× 103)
∆∆inter (TAf ) 19.0 0.3
∆∆inter (LAf ) 47.5 2.0
∆∆inter (TOf ) 59.1 2.0
∆∆inter (TAg) 12.1 0.5
∆∆inter (LAg) 18.6 0.8
∆∆inter (LOg) 62.2 11.0
Ge (ul = 5.4× 103, ρ = 5.32× 103)
∆∆inter (LAg) 8.63 0.79
∆∆inter (LOg) 37.1 9.5
LLinter (LA) 27.6 3.0
LLinter (LO) 27.6 3.0
LLinter (TA) 10.4 0.2
L∆inter (LA) 27.6 4.1
LLintra (LA) 37.1 5.5
Table 5: Various phonon modes listed. Sound velocity ul and density ρ expressed in SI units. Given the
appropriate selection rules, g process is for transitions to ∆ valleys directly opposites and f process to neighbor
∆ valleys. Em = ~ωm. Parameters all obtained from [Jacoboni83]
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We resort to first order perturbation method to derive ρind ≡ ρind(z). We consider a one-
dimensional system Hamiltonian H = H0 − eφ(z) where φ(z) is the perturbation potential.
The inversion charge density Ninv for the H



































where i and v is the subband and valley index. gv is the valley degeneracy. md is the density of
states mass. ψ(z) is the wavefunction, eigenfunction for H0. The presence of the perturbation
potential φ(z) results in correction of the eigen-energies δEi,v = −e
∫
φ(z) |ψi,v(z)|2 dz. The














































Hence, we have to solve the following;







We consider a semiconductor with (~r, z) ≡ sc. Due to the periodicity of the potential
φ(~r, z, z0) in the ~r space, it render the problem easier to consider its 2D fourier transformed
space ~q;
φ(~r, z, z0) =
∑
~q
φ˜~qexp(i~q · ~r)φ0(z, z0)
Thus we have the Poisson equation in the semiconductor region;








For the oxide region, one does not have to wrestle with the induced charge problem. Hence,
the Poisson equation is simply;
ox∇2φ0(z, z0)− oxq2φ0(z, z0) = −eδ(z − z0) (86)
Our next task is to obtain an expression for φ0(z, z0) without the differential operator. We
define the oxide region (−Tox < z < 0), silicon region (0 < z < Tsi) and the back oxide BOX
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However, one should note that the equation φ0(z, 0) for 0 < z < Tsi is not easily solved as
K(z1, 0) contains φ0(z, 0) and makes the equation non-linear. One uses a numerical technique









k(t, si)f(si)∆s+ g(t) (100)
And one can further discretize t to obtain a system of equation (1 − λk˜) · f = g where
k˜ = k(t, si)∆s. Thus, we complete the discussion for finding φ0(z, 0) for SiO2/Si interface
charges.








∣∣∣∣2 δ (E(~ki)− E(~kj)) (101)
where ki =
√
2mid/~2(E − Ei), ~q = ~kj − ~ki and θ is the angle between the initial and final










































































j A1j −B12 −B13 −B14 · · ·
−B21
∑
j A2j −B23 −B24 · · ·
−B31 −B32
∑
j A3j −B34 · · ·
−B41 −B42 −B43
∑















which can easily be solved by inverting the matrix above.
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3.3.3 Relaxation Time For Electron-Surface Roughness Scattering Process
Surface roughness (SR) scattering is treated in similar spirit as Gamiz et al [Gamiz99], with




∣∣∣〈i,~k |HSR| j, ~k′〉∣∣∣2 (104)
HSR(z, ~r) ∼= −qo (V (z,∆m)− V (z, 0)) ∆(~r)∆m (105)
where coordinates z (perpendicular to Si/SiO2 interface, measured from back oxide interface)
and ~r (vector in the plane of the Si/SiO2 interface) are employed. ∆(~r) is function which effec-
tively describe the sum of SR at the two interfaces and ∆ is the statistical mean SR. V (z,∆m)
is the electrostatic potential with surface perturbation of ∆m, which is also solved self-
consistently accounting for the finite body thickness fluctuation of ∆m. It serves to be more
convenient to express the ∆(~r) function in its fourier components ∆(~q) =
∫
d~r∆(~r)exp(i~r ·~q).
Hence we write the perturbation Hamiltonian as;
HSR(z, ~q) =
−qo (V (z,∆m)− V (z, 0)) ∆(~q)
∆m
(106)
We assume that the autocorrelation function of the asperities follows a Gaussian function
given by; ∆(~q) = pi∆2mL
2exp(−q2L2/4). L is the autocorrelation length. δm is the RMS
roughness. The static dielectric function for quasi-two-dimensional electron gas is employed
for the treatment of screening as derived from perturbation theory in [Ferry97] which is also
similar to that used in [Jungemann93] as follows;






























(−q(z − z′)) (108)
Lnn′(q, ω) = 2
∑
~k
fn(~k)− fn′(~k + ~q)
En′(~k + ~q)− En(~k)− ~ω − iα~
(109)
n,m and n′,m′ denotes subbands from two valleys. To solve for the screened potential V scr
for a given subband, we have to invert the dielectric matrix ˆ which is a rank 4 tensor
(numerically too intensive to achieve). To simplify the matter, we assume that the inter-
subband scattering to be poorly screened due to the large wavevector ~q involved. We also
consider the static potential case (i.e. ω = 0), allowing to further simplify the matrix;































fn(~k)− fn(~k + ~q)
En(~k + ~q)− En(~k)
(112)
The treatment is however still numerically intensive and we have calculated for a particular
case as shown in Fig. 47. However, in a many subband occupation situation, we have choose
to ignore the effect of dielectric screening due to the limitation of our computational capa-
bility.
The momentum relaxation time for surface roughness limited process is then computed in
similar fashion as the interface scattering case derived from MRT1 expression.
3.3.4 Calculation of Surface Roughness Limited Hole Mobility
The valence bandstructure is calculated via the six-band Luttinger-Kohn [Luttinger55] Hamil-
tonian for Si and Ge thin body structures with various crystal surface orientations. Luttinger
parameters used for calculation are obtained from [Ridene01]. SR-limited hole mobility in
these devices with various Tbody are then calculated using a similar methodology as outlined
by Fischetti et al [Fischetti03]. However, it should be mentioned that we had ignored the
Coulomb term in the surface roughness perturbation [Ando82][Fischetti03][Mou00][Jin07]
which is deemed to be an important contribution in high channel inversion charge situation.
Therefore, we have restricted to the study in threshold regime in this work.
From previous discussion on surface roughness scattering processes in electron case, we uses
MRT1. The MRT1 expression couples the relaxation time τi,sp(~ki) of different ~ki of subband
i. This is numerically impossible to solve by brute force (Monte-Carlo approach is a feasible
alternative). We began with MRT1 but attempt to also reduce the problem by making some
























P (~ki,~k′j) [1− cos(θ)]
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where θ is the angle between ~ki and ~k
′
j. With the isotropic approximation, we reduce the
~ki







P (~ki,~k′j) [1− cos(θ)]
〉
θ
D(E) is the density-of-states. It is interesting to note that this isotropic approximation has
been numerically ’verified’ and supported via a Monte-Carlo simulation [Fischetti03].
The scattering rate P (~k, ~k′) is calculated using Fermi Golden rule, where the perturbation
potential due to SR, as formulated by Ando et al [Ando82], accounts for the potential steps
induced by the rough surface and shifts of inversion charge density. Recently, this approach
has been applied to UTB transistor structures [Fischetti03]. In the context of quantum well,
this is often modeled by expressing the perturbation Hamiltonian according to an energy
level fluctuation term [Meyerovich95][Sakaki87][Mou00]. In particular, Meyerovich et al
[Meyerovich95] obtained similar expressions via a canonical transformation of the system to
that of smooth boundaries. In this work, we employed the latter formulation;








where Sp(~q) is the roughness spectrum using an exponential model [Goodnick85] with the
energy level fluctuation numerically calculated. This approach allows us to circumvent the
difficulty of defining a value for the quantization mass (which is made difficult due to mix-
ing between various subbands) as required by the former model [Fischetti03]. In addition,
we have also confined our study to the condition of low inversion charge density, allowing
us to disregard additional scattering due to change of charge density induced perturbation
[Mou00]. We also ignored the two-dimensional dielectric screening. The SR related pa-
rameters, such as the root-mean-square roughness (∆M) and autocorrelation length (L) are
obtained from a theoretical fitting of the experimental result of electron mobility.
Hole mobility are then calculated using the following relation in [Fischetti03], allowing us


















where ninv is the total carrier density in the hole inversion layer, ES is the subband energy
with subband minimum at ES,min, θ is the polar angle of the wavevector k, and f0(E) is
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. τsp(E) is the relaxation time for subband s along an
applied electrical force ~F along i.
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3.4 Electron Mobility in Germanium and Strained Silicon Chan-
nel Ultra-Thin Body Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistors
Electronic structures for the two-dimensional electron gas are obtained by solving the coupled
Schrdinger-Poisson equation self-consistently within the effective mass framework according
to Stern et al [Stern67]. Important bandstructure parameters such as conduction valleys en-
ergy minima and their ellipsoidal forms used are obtained from Fischetti et al [Fischetti96].
Transport masses in the device coordinate are derived by employing suitable unitary trans-
formation, extending the methodology detailed in [Stern67] also to the in-plane Hamiltonian
system [Rahman04]. Physically, the latter step is justified by the fact that the electron dis-
tribution in momentum space is basically unaltered in the context of low longitudinal field,
hence this require the 2D density-of-states mass in the transport plane to be preserved. Uni-
tary transformation of such [Rajman04] ensure this. Masses calculated in Table 6.
Device Valley mz md mc Es g
Si 〈100〉 at [010]
∆2 0.916 0.190 0.190 0 (-0.17)* 2
∆4 0.190 0.417 0.315 0 (0.37)* 4
Ge 〈100〉 at [010]
L 0.117 0.295 0.149 0 4
∆ 0.950 0.200 0.200 0.15 2
Ge 〈110〉 at [11¯0]
L 0.218 0.216 0.140 0 2
L 0.080 0.357 0.316 0 2
Ge 〈111〉 is isotropic L∗ 1.590 0.080 0.080 0 1
Table 6: Electron effective masses of Ge calculated for different surface orientations and selected channel
directions (mc = 2(m−1x + m
−1
y )
−1: conductivity mass, mz: quantization mass, md: density of states mass) at
both L and ∆ valleys. g denotes the valleys degeneracy. Effective masses derived according to [Stern67]. Devices
are aligned along transport direction yielding the smallest mc. In subsequent simulation work, we shall ignore the
neighboring ∆ valley for Ge 〈111〉 device. Es is the energy split(eV) reference from Ec of Si where * denotes an
aplication of 2% strain with splitting values obtained from [Fischetti96]
Electron mobility is simulated in this section. Our physical model is calibrated using ex-
perimental Si mobility data [Takagi94], showing good agreement as shown in Fig. 46. An
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effective acoustic deformation potential of 15eV [Jungemann93][Esseni03] was used. As
current processing technology is still unable to yield a reliable set of mobility data for Ge
MOSFETs, a deformation potential of 15eV for acoustic phonon intra-valley process within
L valleys is assumed, yielding a reasonable two times mobility compared to Si counterpart
[Ransom91][Chin03] as shown in Fig. 46. A SR autocorrelation function with root mean
square ∆RMS = 4A˙ and correlation length L = 10A˙ is assumed for Si and Ge [Nakaharai03]
surfaces. These technologically dependent parameters are assumed to apply to UTB tech-
nology. A conservative interface states density of 1011cm−2 for front and back interfaces is
assumed. Our UTB device has a gate dielectric with an EOT of 1nm, a metal gate electrode
(which provides efficient charge screening), and back oxide thickness of 50nm. Simulation
results also reported in [Low04][Low04b].
3.4.1 Calculated mobility in Si UTB MOSFETs
Fig. 47 shows the calculated mobility for unstrained Si UTB transistor. It has been re-
ported that as the Si body thickness is reduced, mobility is reduced and deviates from the
universal relationship [Uchida02][Uchida03]. This was due to a variation in body thickness,
i.e. δTSi-induced scattering. This phenomenon can be captured via a body perturbation
Hamiltonian HSR (Fig. 47), where VP is a perturbed potential by a δTSi of ∆m, to be solved
self-consistently, ∆m the root mean square value, ∆ (r) is the function describing the interface
profile, z and r define distance perpendicular and parallel to the dielectric/silicon interface
respectively. In the limit of large body thickness, universal relationship with effective field is
thus obtained (Fig. 47). This, in essence, explains the deviation from the universal relation-
ship as body thickness is reduced to the order of the surface roughness, corroborating with
experimental trend [Uchida02][Uchida03].
3.4.2 Body thickness to power of six dependency
Sakaki et al [Sakaki87] has established the SR limited mobility with a Tbody to power of 6
dependency for the case of quantum well. K. Uchida et al [Uchida02] has also experimentally
verified this dependency for Si UTB with small Tbody at low inversion charge condition. Based
on our model, we calculated the surface limited mobility at a low constant surface field of
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0.1MV/cm in Fig. 48, which also illustrates a Tbody to power of 6 dependency. In addition,
the SR limited mobility for UTB with small Tbody at low constant surface field approximately
follows a mass ratio relationship given by µSR ∝ m2z/ (mcmd), as elucidated in Fig. 49.
3.4.3 Strained Silicon for Mobility Enhancement
We then examine the impact of biaxial tensile strain of 2% on the band structure and elec-
tron mobility in UTB MOSFETs. The limited mobilities due to AP, OP, SR, and DIT are
calculated as a function of Tbody (Fig. 52). Strain generally leads to enhancement for the
dominant AP and SR limited mobilities for effective vertical field of 0.1MV/cm (threshold
condition) and 1MV/cm (strong inversion condition) down to Tbody of 3nm. As Tbody is re-
duced, the strong body confinement lifts the energy of the ∆4 valleys, leading to more carrier
occupation in the high mobility ∆2 valleys and reduced carrier occupation at the ∆4 valleys
(Fig. 51). This effect is similar to the effect of biaxial tensile strain. When Tbody is reduced
below 3nm, quantum confinement achieves the same effect as the strain considered; leading
to comparable total mobilities for both strained and unstrained Si. This is illustrated for
Tbody = 2nm in Fig. 50. In addition, the peak mobility observed in unstrained Si due to the
subband level modulation [Uchida02] is smoothened out with applied strain. The mobility
enhancement for SR limited mobility is appreciable for effective field at 0.5MV/cm (moder-
ate inversion condition) and 1MV/cm, for Tbody down to 4nm. Subsequent drastic decrease
of mobility at thinner body is attributed to the deviation of the perturbation Hamiltonian
from direct effective field dependence.
It should be emphasize here that the study conducted here uses a set of phonon parameters
that have been disputed over its capability to capture the mobility in strained bulk Si or
inversion layer, mainly by the works of Fischetti [Fischetti02][Fischetti96]. However, it
is irrelevant to attempt to resolve this phonon parameters more ’accurately’ since we had
already neglected the important effects of acoustic phonon confinement [Torres04].
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3.4.4 Germanium UTB MOSFETs
Here, we examine the impact of various crystal orientations on the mobility of Ge UTB
transistors. Fig. 53 compares the total effective mobility of UTB devices with Ge and Si
channel at Tbody of 2nm. While electron mobility in bulk Ge is higher than that in bulk
Si, Ge〈110〉 and Ge〈100〉 UTB devices have lower mobility than Si〈100〉. Ge〈111〉 shows
better mobility than Si〈100〉 at Tbody = 2nm. We then evaluated the limited motilities of
Ge〈111〉 and Ge〈110〉 to gain an understanding of the underlying physics. Fig. 52 plots
the various limited mobilities for Ge〈111〉 and Ge〈110〉 as a function of Tbody. As Tbody is
reduced, the gradual increase in form factor (the subband wave function overlap integral)
for Ge〈110〉 leads to a lower mobility. However, the larger quantization mass of Ge〈111〉
causes the carrier to reside nearer to the channel surface and hence its form factor is less
sensitive to the body confinement effect. In particular, the SR limited mobility of Ge〈110〉 is
severely degraded as Tbody is scaled down. Fig. 54 highlights the general trend that at high
effective field, the effective mobility decreases with reduced quantization mass. This can be
phenomelogically explained by the effect of quantization mass on the screening of potential.
A larger quantization mass provides more efficient potential screening by propagating the
carriers nearer to the interface, hence reducing the overall SR perturbation potential as
seen by the carriers (Fig. 54 inset). Conversely, a small quantization mass will renders it
very sensitive to the SR condition. Fig. 55 illustrates the perturbing potential felt at the
same surface roughness condition for Ge〈110〉 and Ge〈111〉. The small quantization mass of
Ge〈110〉 renders it very sensitive to the surface roughness condition, resulting in exponential
increase of perturbing potential with reduction in Tbody and subsequent mobility degradation.
Electron mobility of various UTB transistors are summarized in Fig. 56.
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3.5 Surface Roughness Limited Hole Mobility in Germanium and
Silicon channel in Ultra-Thin Body Metal Oxide Semiconduc-
tor Field Effect Transistors
Simulation results on hole mobility is discussed in this section. Results also published in
[Low04c][Low05][Low05b]. Fig. 57 shows the excellent fitting of electron mobility as function
of temperature and of Tbody at 25K, with a root-mean-square roughness ∆M of 0.6nm and
auto-correlation length L = 2.12nm. Deviation at temperature larger than 100K is due to
the onset of phonon scattering, which is unaccounted for in our model. The T 6body relationship
with SR-limited electron mobility as reported in experiments [Sakaki87][Uchida02] is also
observed in Fig. 58.
3.5.1 Optimum channel orientation
Figs. 59 and 60 show the channel orientation dependence of the calculated SR-limited hole
mobility µH,SR for Si and Ge devices with Tbody = 3nm. For Si〈100〉, we note that the
anisotropy of the first two subbands neutralize each other, similar to the case for bulk Si〈100〉
[Fischetti03]. Fig. 11 examines the dependence of the equi-energy lines on Tbody for the 〈100〉
surface. The ground state energy for Si〈100〉 is shown to maintain its strong anisotropy with
the decrease of Tbody down to 3nm; presenting an optimum channel direction along [100].
For Si〈110〉, µH,SR exhibits high anisotropy with an optimum channel direction along [011¯]
(Fig. 11). Fig. 12 depicts an interesting phenomenon for Si〈110〉; where an increased radial
carrier velocity along [011] channel direction for the UTB device is observed as compared to
its bulk counterpart. This is attributed to the dependence of valence band mixing effect on
Tbody for the 〈110〉 surface, rendering its energy dispersion characteristics strongly dependent
on Tbody. These observations should also qualitatively apply to Ge〈110〉 since their energy
dispersion characteristics exhibit similar behavior. For Ge devices, the surface and channel
orientation dependence of µH,SR are generally very similar to that of Si devices except for
the 〈100〉 surface orientation, which exhibits an optimum channel direction along [110]. In
general, µH, SR of Ge is little affected by higher energy subbands at Tbody = 3nm, due to
the large energy quantization effects.
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3.5.2 Optimum surface orientation
The dependence of µH,SR on Tbody and surface orientations is shown in Figs. 61 and 62. The
impact of surface orientations on µH,SR can also be explained via its empirical masses. Fig.
7 plots the calculated empirical mZ , Fig. 13 shows the calculated empirical mD. mC is a
tensor quantity and cannot be conveniently tabulated for the complicated hole bandstructure.
However, mD qualitatively depicts the average mC for a given energy. µH,SR for the 〈100〉
surface is the most limiting. Its small empirical mZ for the first subband; Si 0.28mo and
Ge 0.21mo, renders it very sensitive to SR scattering processes. Furthermore, the larger
empirical mD in Si〈100〉 compared to Ge〈100〉 results in a lower mobility. For the 〈110〉
surface, its large mZ yields it the largest µH,SR, hence it is most probable that SR-scattering
will not be a very limiting mechanisms for UTB MOSFETs on 〈110〉 surface. It also shows
a retarded decrease of µH,SR with decreasing Tbody, deviating sharply from the expected
T 6body dependency. This can be explained by the increase of its empirical mZ with Tbody.
In addition, the empirical mZ of Ge〈110〉 is approximately half that of Si〈110〉, leading to
a higher susceptibility to SR scattering. However, this is compensated by a smaller mD
for Ge〈110〉, resulting in comparable µH,SR for Si〈110〉 and Ge〈110〉. For the 〈111〉 surface,
comparable µH,SR for Si and Ge are also observed.
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Figure 46: Electron mobility versus the surface effective field. Calibration of our theoretical low-field mobility
model with experimental results for Si [Takagi94], showing excellent agreement. A two times mobility for Ge is
obtained [Ransom91][Chin03] by fitting the technological dependent acoustic deformation potential for L valleys.
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Figure 47: Theoretical calculated total effective mobility curve for Si UTB at various body thicknesses demon-
strating an explanation for the non-universality of mobility relationship with effective field. Effective field is the
calculated mean electric field. Theoretical calculated mobility for a 2nm Tbody Si UTB MOSFET is also shown
where screening for SR scattering is accounted for in this particular case as an example.
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Figure 48: SR limited mobility versus the body thickness plotted at effective surface field of 0.1MV/cm,
exhibiting approximately the T 6body dependency.
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Figure 49: Surface roughness limited mobility for the various channel type at effective surface field of 0.1MV/cm
as function of mass ratio as expressed in inset. Simulated at a body thickness of 2nm under same SR condition.
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Figure 50: Plot of electron mobility versus effective field for strained and unstrained Si devices. Strong quantum
confinement in aggressively scaled UTB (body thickness 2nm) renders the strained induced valley splitting using
biaxial tensile strain (2%) redundant, leading to same low field mobility as unstrained device
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Figure 51: Plot of carrier occupation in ∆4 valley versus the body thickness. Strong body confinement in
unstrained Si results in subband energy uplift, reducing carrier occupation in ∆4 valley (with lighter mz, Table 1).
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Figure 52: Limited low field motilities for Strained Si and Ge UTB transistor respectively. Acoustic phonons,
Optical phonons, Surface roughness and Interface charge limited mobilities are all systematically explored. All
limited mobilities are plotted at constant effective field of 0.1MV/cm (threshold condition) and 1MV/cm (high
inversion condition) except for interface charge limited mobility plotted at constant electron density criterion.
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Figure 53: Plot of electon mobility versus surface effective field for devices with different channels. High mobility
in bulk Ge does not always translate to high mobility in Ge UTB transistor. Choice of surface orientation has a
huge impact on device low field mobility.
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Figure 54: Plot of the electron mobility versus their respective channel quantization mass, simulated at body
thickness 2nm and EEFF = 1MV/cm. High quantization mass mz, is critical for aggressively scaled UTB device.
Inset: Energy band (along gate confinement) diagram illustrating effect of surface perturbation on small and large
mz. A higher quantization mass propagates the electron nearer to the interface, providing more effective potential
screening and reducing the overall perturbation potential.
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Figure 55: Perturbation potential at ∆ (r) = ∆m as function of body thickness for the lowest subband for a
low mz (Ge〈110〉) and large mz (Ge〈111〉). Carriers experience larger perturbing potential as body is scaled down.
Poorer charge screening for carriers with low mz render it very susceptible to surface roughness perturbation,
aggravating at smaller body thickness.
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Figure 56: Electron mobility for various advanced bandstructure UTB transistors as function of body thickness.
Large mz and small md of Ge〈111〉 (Table 1) provides the excellent high channel mobility.
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Figure 57: Measured SR-limited electron mobility with Tbody = 2.48nm at 25K [Uchida02] and simulated
result with SR ∆RMS = 0.60nm and SR auto-correlation length L = 2.12nm. Deviation at temperature larger
than 100K is due to onset of phonon scattering.
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Figure 58: Measured SR-limited electron mobility as function of Tbody at 25K [Uchida02]. Same SR parameters
used for calculation, with observed Tbody to-power-of-six relationship as reported in experiment [Sakaki87].
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Figure 59: SR-limited hole mobility of Si respectively, for various surface and channel orientations simulated at
Tbody of 3nm with the same SR parameters as in Fig. 57. Mobility is calculated at hole density of 5×1011cm−2.
0o denotes [001] for 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 surfaces and [112¯] for 〈111〉 surface. Mobility for n = 1, 2 subbands are
plotted for reference. Note that the mobilities are expressed in different scale for each surface orientation.
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Figure 60: Same as Fig. 59, except that these are for Ge devices
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Figure 61: Simulated SR limited hole mobility for Si with various orientations, with same SR parameters as Fig.
57. Mobility is calculated at hole density of 5 × 1011cm−2 and result plotted for the optimum channel direction
for Tbody = 3nm (see Fig. 59 and 60). Hole mobility on 〈100〉 surface found to be very limiting. The other
orientations exhibit relatively high mobility. Mobility deviates from the T 6body dependence especially for the 〈110〉
surface.
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Figure 62: Same as Fig. 61 except for Ge
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4 Quantum Ballistic Transport and Device Limits
4.1 Motivation
In 1983, ballistic transport has already been seen in the base region of a GaAs/AlGaAs hot
electron transistor [Heiblum85]. And most recently, a universal signature of ballistic trans-
port in MOSFET with Lg = 25nm, revealing a peak splitting of the derivative of the differ-
ential conductance dIds/dVg which is a result of the presence of two different electrochemical
potential in the channel [Schliemann04]. If we consider a typical inelastic (phase-breaking)
scattering rate of 10−12s with Fermi velocity vF of 107cms−1, we yield a mean free path of
100nm. Hence, at the targeted length scale of 10nm gate length Lg, the use of quantum
transport becomes essential for proper understanding of new device physics. We began with
the more numerically viable mode-space Non-Equilibrium Green Function (NEGF) approach
[V enugopal02][Datta95]. We dsicussed the formulation of this method in detail. We then
studied the performance limits of Germanium Double-Gated MOSFETs considering common
crystal orientations for surface and transport. However, more realistic devices simulations
entails at least a 2D description of real-space in order to capture the access geometry effects
[V enugopal04][Laux04b]. Thus we discuss two methods to address this issue; the Scattering
Matrix and Real-Space NEGF approach. Lastly, we conducted a Finite Element Analysis of
the quantum transport problem in a 2D waveguide under the NEGF framework. We sought
to address the issues of how surface roughness configuration on the two SiO2/Si surfaces
of double-gated device will affect the transport properties (Considering the importance of
surface roughness on the mobility of UTB device [Uchida03]).
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Figure 63: The problem geometry of the mesoscopic system with the simulation domain Ω0, coupled to various
semi-infinite leads with regions Ωi, i = 1, 2, 3. The boundary Γ0 is specified prior to simulation. Boundaries con-
dition for Γi (interface between the leads and Ω0, as represented by red lines) can also be constructed analytically.
The concepts for mesoscopic electron transport are intuitively simple. Consider a mesoscopic
system (which can be of any arbitrary geometry) connected to semi-infinite leads as depicted
in Fig. 63. By ’leads’, we mean that the potential inside the leads are independent of the
distance along the lead (the longitudinal direction) and their geometry are also uniform along
their length. Beyond these leads are reservoirs of electron in thermal equilibrium, which also
supply electrons into their respective leads with energy populated according to the Fermi
Dirac distribution function fi(E). These reservoirs in return also recieve all electrons exiting
from the mesoscopic system. We classify this as an open boundary condition.
Now, consider a one-dimensional system (e.g. nanowire) connected to leads on left and right.
Supposed the left reservoir transmit the state |k+〉 at energy E+k . Therefore, its electron
population is described by fL(Ek). Its velocity v is given by ~−1∂E/∂k. A uniform electron
gas with n electrons per unit length carries a current of qnv where q is the unit for one
Coulombic charge. And assuming that it has a transmission probability from the left to
right lead is TLR(k
+), we can write the current carried by the one electron state |k+〉 in a




















Accounting for the injection also from the right, the Landauer formula for a mesoscopic







TLR (E) (fL (E)− fR (E))dE (117)
where M is the number of modes. It embodies one of the celebrated result of mesoscopic
physics [Imry97][Datta95][Ferry97]; that is the conductance is a constant value that includes
a fundamental value multiplied by the number of modes that are transmitting. This has been
detected in simple but elegent sets of experiments by Van Wess et al [Wess88]. In the context
of MOSFET, M is to be accounted for by the transverse orthogonal ky states due to the plane
wave eigenstates along the device width direction.
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4.3 Theory of Quantum Transport Simulation Using Mode-Space
Non-Equilibrium Green Function In a Finite Diffference Schemne
4.3.1 The System Hamiltonian












+ V1(Xˆ) + V2(Zˆ) (118)
Xˆ, Yˆ , Zˆ are the position operators for the axes along the transport, width and gate confine-
ment directions respectively. V (x, z) = V1(x) + V2(z) gives us the two-dimensional conduc-
tion band potential profile, where the potential along x and z are assumed to be seperable.
This contraint is reasonable if the semiconductor film thickness TBody is sufficiently thin
[V enugopal02], approximately 5nm and thinner. First, we decouple the Hamiltonian into:
Hˆ
∣∣Ψl,ky ,j〉 ≡ [Hˆx + Hˆy + Hˆz] ∣∣Ψl,ky ,j〉 = El,ky ,j ∣∣Ψl,ky ,j〉 (119)






∣∣Ψl,ky ,j〉 = |ψl〉 ∣∣ζky〉 |φj〉. We are reduced to solving the




















|φj〉 = Ezj |φj〉 (122)
Hamiltonian Hˆy have the solutions of a plane wave
∣∣ζky〉 = exp (ikyy) /√W (W is the device
width) and Eyky = ~
2k2y/2my. Hamiltonian Hˆz can be easily solved numerically as that of
a MOS system with the boundary condition; |φj〉 = 0 at both the oxide/semiconductor
interfaces. Hamiltonian Hˆx is solved by taking the open boundary condition, via the non-
equilibrium Green function (NEGF) approach. In the NEGF formalism, we have to describe
the state for the Hˆx system in density matrix form.
4.3.2 The Density Matrix
Since there is no perturbation term that couples Hˆx, Hˆy and Hˆz, we can regard the eigenvalues
Eyky and E
z





are specified, giving us Hˆ ≡ Hˆky ,j = Hˆx + Eyky Iˆ + Ezj Iˆ. In this section, we will adopt
the numerical approach of finite difference method. Although it is uncertain whether finite
difference method can also be formulated under the moment methods using a suitable set of
basis and weighting functions13, we feel that notation-wise, it is convenient to assume that
they exists. Assuming that a Galerkin approach is possible, we denote these discrete lattice
basis used by 〈x| di〉 ≡ F (xi, xi+1), where xi denotes the position of the ith lattice with equal















where we uses the superscript ′rs′ (′es′) to denote that the operator is expressed in its matrix
form using the real space (eigenstates) basis representation of our choice. Next, we define
the following; (a) Dˆ: a M ×M diagonal matrix constructed with Exl as its diagonal elements
at [Dˆ]ll where M is the total number of possible states each labeled by l. N is the dimension
of the discrete latice basis employed. (b) Uˆ : a N × M matrix contructed with elements
[Uˆ ]nl = 〈dn |ψl〉, where n = 1, 2 . . . N and l = 1, 2 . . .M . And we can construct the following
identity:
Uˆ+Hˆrsky ,jUˆ = Dˆ + E
y
ky
Iˆ + Ezj Iˆ (124)
Therefore, U is an unitary operator that performs the basis transformation from ′es′ rep-
resentation to ′rs′ representation in our defined discrete lattices. Dˆ is essentially the ′es′
representation of Hˆx.
The density matrix of Hˆky ,j in eigenstate representation, ρˆ
es
ky ,j
, can be computed according
to statistical mechanics via the Fermi Dirac function, ρˆesky ,j = f0(Dˆ + E
y
ky
Iˆ + Ezj Iˆ), where
f0(E) = (1 + exp((E − µ)/kT ))−1 is the Fermi Dirac function with Fermi energy µ (We
remind ourself that a function of a diagonal matrix D is just the matrix D having each of the
elements map by that function). To obtain the density matrix in real space representation,
we make use of the unitary operator U defined above; ρˆrsky ,j = Uˆ ρˆ
es
ky ,j
Uˆ+. The total density
matrix ρˆ is then the sum of ρˆky ,j for all possible sets of quantum numbers ky and j.
13Possibly these weighting and basis functions F (xi, xi+1) are localised functions at each lattice sites, with
degree of overlapping with only the immediate neighboring lattices
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4.3.3 Density Matrix in Terms of Green Function
First, we express the density matrix in an integral form by making use of the Dirac Delta
function as follows;
ρˆesky ,j = f0
(
















Exl Iˆ − Dˆ
)
dExl (125)




















Using the identity from complex analysis theory, 2piδ(x) = i/(x+ i0+)− i/(x− i0+), we have;
δ
(















l ) ≡ [(Exl + i0+)Iˆ − Dˆ]−1, with the subscript es denoting eigenstate representa-
tion. Aˆes(E
x
l )/2pi ≡ δ(Exl Iˆ − Dˆ) is the spectral function which in real space representation
gives us the local density of states at different point in space, a quantity measureable with
a scanning probe microscopy.
For our numerical simulation purposes, it will be more convenient to express the density




























where ∆Exl is the discretization steps in longitudinal energy E
x
l . We also need to express the
Green function in real space representation. This is done via unitary transformation U .














Finally, we can express the density matrix in real space discrete lattice representation;
















where Aˆrs = i[Gˆrs(E
x
l )− Gˆ+rs(Exl )]. Before we can tackle this equation numerically, we need
to replace the infinite lead which is also included in the Hˆx Hamiltonian system with an
appropriate boundary condition.
4.3.4 Open Boundary Condition and Self-Energy
The Hamiltonian Hˆx is infinite dimensional because we are dealing with an open system
connected to two leads that stretch out to infinity. In this section, we will review the method
of replacing these infinite leads with a self-energy term [Datta95]. We divide the Hamiltonian
into the left and right leads, Hˆx(p1) and Hˆx(p2) respectively, and the conductor region, Hˆx(C).






















where τˆp1 and τˆp2 are the coupling matrix between the leads and conductor. In real space rep-
resentation (discrete lattice basis), τˆp1 and τˆp2 are non-zero only for adjacent points between
the conductor and leads. It has the value of t ≡ ~2/2m∆x2 (where ∆x is the lattice size)
at the bottom left matrix element and top right matrix element for τˆp1 and τˆp2 respectively
(zero for other matrix elements).
We are considering a one-dimensional problem, with the probes p1 and p2 having infinite
lattice points, and the conductor having N lattice points. Hence, the matrix [(Exl + i0
+)Iˆ −
Hˆx(p1)], Hˆx(p1) and its p2 counterpart are of ∞×∞ dimensions. The matrix [(Exl + i0+)Iˆ −
Hˆx(C)], Hˆx(C) are of N × N dimension. The matrix τˆp1, Gˆrs(p1,C) and its p2 counterpart are
∞× C dimension. The matrix τˆ+p1, Gˆrs(C,p1) and its p2 counterpart are C ×∞ dimension.




















Gˆrs(C) + [τˆp2] Gˆrs(p2,C) = Iˆ (132)
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We identify gˆp1 ≡ [(Exl + i0+)Iˆ − Hˆx(p1)]−1 to be the Green function of the semi-infinite lead.
From [Datta95] pg. 147, gˆp1 can be derived analytically by performing a contour integral in
the complex plane. For the one-dimensional case, we state the result as follows:
gˆp1 ≡





0 · · · −exp(ika)/t
 , gˆp2 ≡





0 · · · 0
 (133)







Gˆrs(C) − Σˆp2Gˆrs(C) = Iˆ (134)
Where we have defined,
Σˆp1 ≡ τˆ+p1gˆp1τˆp1
Σˆp2 ≡ τˆp2gˆp2τˆ+p2 (135)
It can be easily shown numerically that Σˆp1 and Σˆp2 are N ×N matrix, explicitly given as:
Σˆp1 ≡





0 · · · 0
 , Σˆp2 ≡





0 · · · −exp(ikNa)t
 (136)
Finally, we obtained the required Green function of the conductor with the open boundary










Exl Iˆ − Hˆx(C) − Σˆp1 − Σˆp2
]−1
(137)
The last step is qualified because the presence of the self-energy will flood the infinitesi-
mal matrix. Similarly, we have a finite N × N matrix for the spectral function Aˆrs(C) =
i[Gˆrs(C)(E
x
l )− Gˆ+rs(C)(Exl )].
4.3.5 Coupling Function
Next, we introduce the coupling function [Datta95], Γ (or broadening function), that describe
the coupling to individual leads. The purpose is to seperate the contribution of the spectral
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Γˆ ≡ Γˆp1 + Γˆp2 (140)
This will yield us another useful identity Gˆ+rs(C)ΓGˆrs(C) = i(Gˆrs(C)−Gˆ+rs(C)) which can easily be
shown datta95. This allows us to replace the expression Aˆrs(C) = i[Gˆrs(C)(E
x










= Gˆ+rs(C)Γˆp1Gˆrs(C) + Gˆ
+
rs(C)Γˆp2Gˆrs(C)
≡ Aˆp1rs(C) + Aˆp2rs(C)
(141)
Hence, we have successfully seperate the local density of states according to their coupling
with each lead p1 and p2.
4.3.6 Computing Device Observables: Calculating Charge Density
Picking up from where we had left with Eq. 130, we substitute our new spectral density just





























where fp1(E) = (1 + exp((E − µ1)/kT ))−1 and fp2(E) = (1 + exp((E − µ2)/kT ))−1. Next
















































































1 + exp(y − u)dy (144)
where Γ is the mathematical Gamma function and Γ(0.5) =
√
pi. Similar expression can be
worked out for ρˆ
rs(p2)
j . Finally, the expression for the charge density ni in our discrete lattice
basis is:













































4.3.7 Computing Device Observables: Calculating Current
The computation of the charge density ni and the potential V1(xi) and V2(zj) at discrete
lattice points xi and zj are to be computed self-consistently [Ren03] via the coupled Poisson
and Schroedinger equations that governed them. Once self-consistency is achieved, we can
use the potential V1(xi) for our current calculations. The ballistic current from probe p1








































































































Trans(Exl ) is the transmission function defined as the ratio of the transmitted to the incident























In our study, the injection velocity ∂Exl /∂~kx at a given kx state from the two probes
may be different due to different transport mass mx (energy dispersion relation) at the
two probes. However, by performing the integral with respect to Exl , the effect from the
injection velocity is cancelled by the one-dimensional density-of-states along x. This al-
low us to combine the integrals (this combination is also made possible because Trans(Exl )
at a given Exl is the same whether it is incident from p1 or p2) as shown in Eq. 220.
Now what remains is to compute the transmission function Trans(Exl ). A simple tech-
nique to evaluate Trans(Exl ) is by the propagation matrix method [Levi03]. One can
also resort to solving a system of simultaneous equations that describe the wave continu-
ity conditions ((1/mi)dψ(xi)/dx = (1/mi+1)dψ(xi+1)/dx and ψ(xi) = ψ(xi+1)) at each dis-
crete lattice points xi. In this work, we solve Trans(E
x
l ) via the Green function through











4.3.8 Hamiltonian In Discrete Lattice Representation
The spectral function Aˆp2rs(C)(E
x




l ) is an important quantity for computing the



















Exl Iˆ − Hˆx(C) − Σˆp1 − Σˆp2
]−1 (148)
The discrete lattice representation of Σˆp1,p2 and Γˆp1,p2 are given in Eq. 136, 21 and 22. Hˆx(C)
in the discrete lattice basis (with lattice spacing ∆x) 〈di| is expressed as follows [Frensley90]:
































However, this is not the only discretization form available (see e.g. [Juang90] where differ-
ent form of discretization is compared for time dependent studies). For our purpose, this
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Figure 64: Transmission probability Trans(Exl ) for carrier across three region (center region of distance 3nm)
of different potential V1,2,3 and transport masses m1,2,3 calculated with propagation matrix method (analytical)









l )]. Simulation set 1 consist of V1 = 0eV , V2 = 0.1eV , V3 = −0.1eV ,
m1,2,3 = 0.2m0. Simulation set 2 consist of V1 = 0eV , V2 = 0.1eV , V3 = −0.1eV , m1 = 0.2m0, m2 = 0.08m0
and m3 = 0.14m0.
discretization schemne serves well. Fig. 64 shows the numerically calculated Trans(Exl )










l )] through a heterostructure as de-
scribed in figure caption. The simplicity of this heterostructure (consisting of cascading
regions 1,2 and 3) allows us to derived the analytical form of Trans(Exl ) from propagation
matrix method as follows:
Trans(Exl ) =
[






where L is the length of region 2, k1,2,3 and m1,2,3 are the wave vector and transport mass
respectively for the carriers in each region. Fig. 64 shows that the numerical approach via
the Green function yields a satisfactory result for Trans(Exl ) over a range of E
x
l from 0eV
to 0.2eV (which is the range of longitudinal energies that contributes to the ballistic current
for devices simulated in our work). Due to limited computational resource, we employed a
∆x = 0.25nm for the devices which we will subsequently study.
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4.4 Simulation of Germanium Double-Gated MOSFETs Based on
Mode-Space Non-Equilibrium Green Function Approach
Straight DG MOSFET structure employed for simulation. This structure is the ultra-scaled
version fabricated by Neudeck et al. [Neudeck00]. The flared out S/D regions portion
(replaced with metal contacts as shown) are treated as perfect absorber in the quantum
simulations. Channel doping of 1015cm−3 and SD doping of 1020cm−3 with abrupt junctions
employed. The performance limits of ultra-thin body (UTB) double gated (DG) Ge channel
n-MOSFETs are examined in this section. Results published in [Low03b].
4.4.1 Degradation of Sub-threshold Slope
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B o d y  T h i c k n e s s = 3 n m
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C h a n n e l  L e n g t h  L g  ( n m )
Figure 65: Subthreshold slope (SS) for Si and Ge DG-MOSFET at different Tbody (5nm and 3nm) as function
of channel length (Lg). SS calculated for optimum channel directions as indicated in Table 1.
ION for HP (LSTP) devices are analyzed with work function design based on the criterion
of constant IOFF of 1µA/µm (10pA/µm) at off-state condition [ITRS]. Subthreshold slope
(SS) for various orientations is calculated in Fig. 65. SS degrades with smaller channel length
(Lg) especially for Ge〈110〉 and Ge〈111〉. This is attributed to the larger direct source-drain
tunneling current as a result of the small transport mass of L valley. Poor subthreshold
slopes render the Lg scaling for Ge〈110〉 and Ge〈111〉 impractical beyond the 15nm regimes.
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Lg = 20nm is used in our analysis as it provides relatively ideal subthreshold slope for both
Si and Ge DG MOSFETs for Tbody < 5nm.
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Figure 66: Exploring the impact of channel orientation on the ballistic current of Ge DG MOSFETs. Ballistic
drive current is calculated using NEGF with effective masses listed in Table 1. Various substrate orientations at
Tbody = 5nm and 3nm are considered. Lg = 20nm, EOT = 1nm used at Vg = Vd = 0.5V condition. 0o
denotes [100] channel direction for Ge〈100〉 and Ge〈110〉, whereas for Ge〈111〉, it denotes [211] channel direction.
The ballistic current is measured using the length of the line from the center to the point of interest, with scale
indicated on the left axis.
The ballistic current for all surface and channel orientations are shown in Fig. 66. Drive
current for Ge〈100〉 and Ge〈111〉 remains relatively isotropic at UTB regimes, unlike Ge〈110〉,
which exhibits large degree of anisotropy. Its optimum current direction is [110] as explicitly
outlined in Table 1, which will serve as an important guideline for integrated circuit layout
designs. It is also experimentally reported that the optimum channel direction for hole
transport in Si〈110〉 is also [110] direction [Mizuno03], which should also be the case for
Ge〈110〉 due to similar valence band structure. Our simulation study affirms this [Low05].
This allows optimum hole and electron transport in same channel direction under Ge〈110〉
surface orientation, which is not plausible for Si〈110〉.
Fig. 67 depicts the impact of Tbody scaling on the ballistic current for various orientations.
Ballistic current of Ge〈110〉 increases with Tbody scaling whereas for Ge〈100〉 and Ge〈111〉 is
not beneficial. For Ge〈100〉, since its ∆ valleys dominate its ballistic current with thinning
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Figure 67: Tbody scaling and its impact on ballistic limit of Si and Ge DG MOSFETs. Vg = Vd = 0.4 and 0.5V
investigated. Lg = 20nm, EOT = 1nm employed with optimized channel direction.
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Figure 68: Fraction of ballistic drain current contribution from ∆ valley vs. ON voltage (Vg = Vd) for various Ge
surface orientations. Lg = 20nm, EOT = 1nm, with various Tbody and optimized channel direction. 1-(Fraction
of current from Λ valley) will gives the contribution from L valley.
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67). Ge〈111〉 exhibits slightly higher ballistic limit but decrease at UTB regime due to the
degradation of current drivability (Fig. 4).
4.4.3 Ballistic HP and LSTP devices
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Figure 69: Comparing the ballistic drain current of Si and Ge HP (Left) and LSTP (Right) DG MOSFETs at
ON voltage Vg = Vd. Lg = 20nm, Tbody = 3nm and EOT = 1nm employed. Channel orientation optimized for
various surface orientations as indicated in Table 1.
The ballistic current characteristic for HP and LSTP devices are shown in Fig. 69 for
various orientations. Ge〈110〉 exhibits largest ballistic current, 0.70 times more than Si at
Vg = Vd = 0.5V for HP and 0.50 times for LSTP at Vg = Vd = 0.7V .
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4.5 A Discussion of the Scattering Matrix and Real-Space Non-
Equilibrium Function Approach to Solving Transport in Two
Dimensional Geometry
4.5.1 An Outline of the Scattering Matrix Formalisms For Transport in a Two-
Dimensional Waveguide
For an arbitrary two-dimensional waveguide structure, one can divides them into a number
of uniform sections as shown in Fig. 70. Propagation through the uniform kth section is
characterized by propagation matrix Sp(k) and the interface between two sections k and
k+1 are characterized by an interface scattering matrix Ss(k, k+1). In this section, we shall
outline the derivation for the explicit form of these scattering matrices and how transmission
probability can be calculated.
S S ( k + 1 , k + 2 )
k k+1 k+2
S S ( k , k + 1 ) S P ( k )
x
z
Figure 70: Illustation of how a general waveguide of arbitrary two-dimensional geometry can be divided into
uniform sections in the electron propagation direction. Propagation through the uniform kth section is characterized
by propagation matrix Sp(k) and the interface between two sections k and k+ 1 are characterized by an interface
scattering matrix Ss(k, k + 1)







+ V (Zˆ) + Uk (151)
where x and z are the coordinates for the propagation and confinement direction. The gen-
eral potential profile in the x direction is approximated by a constant potential Uk in kth
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section14. The Hamiltonian for each uniform section can be decoupled into Hˆ = Hˆx + Hˆz
with eigen-solutions Hˆz|φm >= Em|φm > and Hˆx|Φn >= n|Φn >. The eigenfunctions for
the x dimension has the analytic form of < x|Φn >= anexp(iknx) + bnexp(−iknx).
Now consider the total energy of an electron, E = Em+n, to be specified prior to its injection
into the waveguide from the contacts which are in thermal equilibrium. Hence, for each mode
Em, there is only a possible corresponding value for n. Hence, the total eigenfunction can
be written in the following general form |Ψ >= (∑m cm|φm >)(∑n dn|Φn >)δ(Em + n−E).
We can work out the equivalent form of |Ψ > in real space as follows:
〈x, z| Ψ〉 =
∑
m





2mx(E − Em) (153)
Fig. 71 illustrates the parameters that describes the scattering problem at the shared inter-
face of two uniform sections. Next, we require the wavefunctions of the two sections (hereby
denoted as ’L’ and ’R’) to satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions at their shared inter-












































Take note that the above equations holds only for c < z < c + w1, except the continuity
condition on the wavefunction holds for all z since the wavefunction are zeros when z < c and
z > c + w1 due to the hard wall boundary condition imposed. We project the wavefunction
continuity equation onto < φRn | and the wavefunction derivative continuity equation onto
< φLn | (This is due to the fact that the continuity condition on wavefunction derivatives hold

























14Hence, we would need to also consider our fineness of mesh (or sections) according to the gradient of the
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Figure 71: Illustation of the parameters used in describing the scattering problem at the shared interface of two




m denotes the right and left propagating waves respectively from each
section.

















































2 . . .
}
similarly for ~aR, ~bL and ~bR. Now we
are left with the questions of how many modes to include in our calculations. We follow
the following procedures; (1) For the sections related to the incoming and outgoing leads,
we include only the propagating modes. (2) Several evanescent modes are included in other
sections not related to the leads. We rewrite the mode matching equations as; DT ·GLa DT ·GLb




















By going throught the algebra (bearing in mind that only ML21, ML22, MR11 and MR12






are square matrices. So only these matrices can be inverted), we can re-express the mode
matching equation into the scattering matrix form (states outgoing from the shared interface









































In similar fashion, we can go through the derivation and derive the Sij matrices for the
scattering at interface for a wide section-narrow section case. Again, we note that the above
equations holds only for c < z < c+w2, except the continuity condition on the wavefunction
holds for all z since the wavefunction are zeros when z < c and z > c + w2 due to the
hard wall boundary condition imposed. w1 and w2 is the width of the left and right sections
respectively. Hence, in contrast to previous case, we now have to project the wavefunction
























Similarly, we can write the mode matching equtions as; GLa GLb




 D ·GRa D ·GRb















In contrast to the narrow-wide scattering case, now only ML11, ML12, MR21 and MR22 have
well-defined inverse matrices. Working through the algebra, we can also express the mode


















































where P is diagonal matrix consisting of diagonal elements Pmm = exp(ikmL). Lastly, we
would need to construct the final result scattering matrix S from these individuals scattering
matrices (S1, S2...) due to propagation through uniform sections and interfaces using a
composition law. We shall described how this composition law is derived. S1 and S2 are

















The composition law allows us to combine the two scattering matrices S1 and S2, S =








The S matrices with its sub-matrices S11, S12, S21 and S22 are what we hope to derived.
From Eq. 183, and using the fact that ~aR1 = ~aL2 and ~bR1 = ~bL2, we obtain the following
equations,
~bL1 = S111~aL1 + S112[1− S211S122]−1S211S121~aL1 + S112[1− S211S122]−1S212~bR2 (185)
~aR2 = S221[1− S122S211]−1S121~aL1 + S221[1− S122S211]−1S122S212~bR2 + S222~bR2 (186)
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Hence,
S11 = S111 + S112 (1− S211S122)−1 S211S121 (187)
S12 = S112 (1− S211S122)−1 S212 (188)
S21 = S221 (1− S122S211)−1 S121 (189)
S22 = S222 + S221 (1− S122S211)−1 S122S212 (190)
Hence the result scattering matrix can be constructed from S = S1 ⊗ S2 ⊗ S3 ⊗ S4 . . ..
We should also mention that we have normalised the S matrices with respect to its wave
impedance before performing the composition step. This ensures that the resultant scattering
matrix is unitary and conserve the probability current.
4.5.2 Real-Space and Mode-Space Non-Equilibrium Green Function Approach
Formalisms
Our Hamiltonian in the real space representation has the following differential form (See
Appendix D);














+ V (x, z) (191)
Although it is uncertain whether finite difference method can also be formulated within the
moment methods using a suitable set of basis and weighting functions, we feel that notation-
wise, it is convenient to assume that they exists. We shall call these the discrete lattice bases
< dij|. Fig. 72 illustrates the two-dimensional geometry of a double-gated (or single-gated)
MOSFET device and our simple meshing schemne. We discretize the domain (uniform mesh
spacing of ∆x and ∆y) into Nx and Nz nodes in the x and z direction respectively and the
lattice positions (xi, zj) = (i∆x, j∆z) can be denoted by a single coordinate rp ≡ (xi, zj)
where p = (i − 1)Nz + j. This notation will serve to be convenient later. Assuming that a
Galerkin approach (a type of moment method) is possible with a suitable set of basis func-
tions denoted by < rp| ≡< xi, zj| at each lattice site p.
We shall use the central differencing schemne to obtain the finite difference form for our
Hamiltonian (especially the term ∂xm
−1
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Figure 72: Illustation of the two-dimensional geometry of a double-gated (or single-gated) MOSFET device and
the simple meshing schemne. The top and bottom potential barrier (by setting the potential to be large at these














+ . . . (192)
f(x− ∆x
2






+ . . . (193)
Subtracting these two equations, we obtain the central differencing schemne;
∂xf(x) =
f(x+ ∆x2 )− f(x− ∆x2 )
∆x
+O(∆x2) (194)

























































∆x2 (mx(x) +mx(x+ ∆x))
]


















This particular discretized form for our position dependent mass has also been employed in
time-dependent studies and yield physical results [Juang90] as contrast to that proposed in
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Henceforth, the matrix elements of Hˆ expressed in the < rp| ≡< xi, zj| bases are;
















〈xi+1, zj | Hˆ |xi, zj〉 = −
[
~2
∆x2 (mx(x) +mx(x+ ∆x))
]
















Hence, we can construct the two-dimensional Hamiltonian in the discrete lattice bases. As a
result of our definition of < rp| ≡< xi, zj| at each lattice site p, Hˆ has the following structure;
[H] =

Hx=1 τ 0 · · ·
τ Hx=2 τ · · ·






where Hx=1 is the matrix form for a one-dimensional Hamiltonian along lattices with x = 1,
and τ can be viewed as the coupling term between each neighboring slice to x = j. Next we
proceed to develop the formalism for mode-space approach.
The basic idea of mode space approach is to express the Hamiltonian Hˆ using some eigenstates
as its bases. In our context, the z direction is the confined and hence has real wavefunctions
occupying discrete energy levels. These wave functions are also real and does not carry
any phase factor. We seek a set of such eigenfunctions as our bases that can describe the
two-dimensional wavefunction Ψ(x, z) as best as possible. The most obvious approach is to
select the eigenfunctions |φnx=i > of Hx=i for all i up to a large enough energy mode n = Ne.



























[H]pq [U ]qm′ (200)
The advantage of using a mode-space representation can be seen as follows. The matrix U
is a NxNz × NxNe matrix. This yields us a Hamiltonian representation of the matrix size
NxNe×NxNe. This is a substantial reduction in matrix size from NxNz ×NxNz considering
that Ne < Nz for most cases of study.
4.5.3 Leads Self-Energy Matrix Elements For 2D Real Space and Mode Space
NEGF Formalism
The matrix elements for the lead self energy for a one-dimensional system has been discussed
in previous chapters. For a two dimensional system, the analytical form of the semi-infinite
lead self-energy has been derived in Appendix C. Consider a two dimensional system r =
(x, z), the explicit form of the semi-infinite lead self-energy is;















Where vm is the carrier velocity defined as vm = ~ωm/mx. mx is the transport mass in the
lead along the lead’s longitudinal direction. ωm is the wavevector calculated from the carrier
kinetic energy ωm = ~−1
√
2mx(− κm).  is carrier total energy. κm is the eigen-energy
of the mth mode due to confinement along the lead’s transverse direction whereas χm is its
corresponding eigenfunction.
We should pay attention to the following issue. We have chosen to use the analytical form
of the wavefunction in the calculation of the self-energy. However, in the finite difference
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schemne, the carrier does not follow the parabolic energy dispersion relationship given by
− κm = (~2ω2m)/(2mx). Lets find this numerical dispersion relationship. This can be found
by solving the system Hamiltonian in the finite difference schemne (expressing ∂2x in its finite
difference form) and assuming the analytic wavefunction form sin(ωmx).
(− κm)sin(ωmxi) = − ~
2
2mx∆x2
[sin(ωmxi−1)− 2sin(ωmxi) + sin(ωmxi+1)]
(− κm)sin(ωmxi) = − ~
2
2mx∆x2
[sin(ωmxi − ωm∆x)− 2sin(ωmxi) + sin(ωmxi + ωm∆x)]




















In other words, at a given carrier energy, the carrier wave-vector ωm will follows the above
numerical dispersion. Our task is to ensure that our numerical form of the self-energy will
yield us the correct analytical form. Since ∆x is the parameter used for our numerical tuning,
we ask ourself the following; Under what limit of ∆x will we obtain the correct dispersion
relation for ωm. We proceed as follows;

























which essentially is the actual form for the carrier wave-vector. Therefore, in actual numer-
ical implementation, one have to ensure that the choice of mesh discretization follows the
criterion (ωm∆x)/2 ≈ 0.
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We recall that the source and drain self-energy can be contracted into a finite matrix form
which are only to be included in the device domain of interest as extensively discussed in




d for the source









tively. τs/d is the coupling matrix describing the coupling betweent the isolated source/drain
leads with the device domain of interest. We shall consider a simple system to illustrate the
form of
∑
s/d. Consider Fig. 73. We denote the matrix in each domain as G
s, Gi and Gd for
D r a i nD e v i c e
W  dW  iW  sz  
 x
S o u r c e
Figure 73: A simple system partitioned into the source, device and drain domains. Each domain are meshed
equally in the x and z direction, yielding a 3× 3 matrix for each domain.
Ωs, Ωi and Ωd respectively. G
s and Gd are of matrix size N
s/d
x × N s/dz of which N s/dx = ∞.
Gi is of matrix size Nx ×Nz and Nz = N s/dz . We shall consider the simple case where Gs, H
and Gd are all 3× 3 matrices. The finite source drain self-energy ∑s and ∑d are derived on
the next page.
We should also highlight an important but unobvious point. We shall refer to Fig. 73 again.
Notice that in the partition of the source/drain leads and device domain, the nodes along
the boundary Ωs/d∩Ωi are included in the device matrix but not in the source/drain matrix.
Recall also that we have enforce the boundary condition for the leads to be zero at each
ends. This means that the nodes belonging to Ωs/d but neighboring to the shared boundary
Ωs/d ∩Ωi takes on x value of ∆x when calculating its lead self-energy, where ∆x is the mesh
spacing along x direction.
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Therefore,
∑s is only non-zero when i = 1;
〈x1, zj |
s∑




















where we have assumed that ωm∆x ≈ 0 and we multiplied a factor (∆x∆z) due to a chnage
of the Green function from continuous to discrete case. Similarly,
∑d is only non-zero when
i = Nx;
〈xNx , zj |
d∑
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Next, we discuss how we can rewrite the source/drain lead self-energy in the mode-space
representation. We use the mode space representation basis |φm > as has been discussed in




































= δn1,nδn2,n [−txexp(iωn∆x)] (213)
note that < rp|Σsn|rq >6= 0 only for |rp >= |x1, zj > and |rq >= |x1, zk >. n1 and n2 is
the energy mode index for state |φm > and |φm′ > respectively. Also, we have the relation,
< x1, zk|φn2x=x1 >= χn2(zk)
√
∆z and < φn1x=x1 |x1, zj >= χn1(zj)
√
∆z, where χ(z) are real
eigenfunctions. Hence, explicitly, Σsn in mode space has the following matrix elements;
< φn1x=xi |Σsn|φn2x=xj > =
 −txexp(iωn∆x) , i = j = 1, n1 = n2 = n0 , otherwise (214)
Similarly for Σdn;
< φn1x=xi |Σdn|φn2x=xj > =
 −txexp(iωn∆x) , i = j = Nx, n1 = n2 = n0 , otherwise (215)
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4.5.4 Non-Equilibrium Green Function Approach And Comparison With Scat-
tering Matrix Formalisms
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Figure 74: Calculated transmission probability for a mode 1→ mode 1 transition. The two-dimensional narrow-
wide-narrow type waveguide structure simulated is shown in the inset. We calculated the transmission probability
using lattice NEGF, mode-space NEGF and scattering matrix methods. The result compare well, especially for
lattice NEGF and mode-space NEGF. For NEGF methods, we have employed a lattice with uniform mesh in the
transport and quantization direction, of 80 and 40 nodes respectively.
Fig. 74 shows the calculated transmission probability for a mode 1 → mode 1 transition.
The two-dimensional narrow-wide-narrow type waveguide structure simulated is shown in the
inset. We calculated the transmission probability using lattice NEGF, mode-space NEGF
and scattering matrix methods. The result compare well, especially for lattice NEGF and
mode-space NEGF. For NEGF methods, we have employed a lattice with uniform mesh in the
transport and quantization direction, of 80 and 40 nodes respectively. Fig. 75 shows the total
transmission probability for a two-dimensional narrow-wide-narrow type waveguide structure
simulated is shown in the inset of Fig. 74. We calculated the transmission probability using
mode-space NEGF and scattering matrix methods. The result compare well. The total
transmission probability for a straight waveguide of 3.85nm is also shown for comparison.
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Figure 75: Calculated total transmission probability for a two-dimensional narrow-wide-narrow type waveguide
structure simulated is shown in the inset of Fig. 74. We calculated the transmission probability using mode-space
NEGF and scattering matrix methods. The result compare well. The total transmission probability for a straight
waveguide of 3.85nm is also shown for comparison.
4.5.5 Calculation of Charge Density and Current
The calculation of device observables in the framework of real-space NEGF follows the ap-
















µs − Exl − Ezj
kT
)
< rp|Aˆs(Exl )|rp > +
F−0.5
(
µd − Exl − Ezj
kT
)
< rp|Aˆd(Exl )|rp >
]
(216)







1 + exp(y − u)dy (217)
Γ(x) is the mathematical Gamma function. ∆Exl is the discretization step for longitudinal
energy Exl . my is the transverse electron effective mass. µs and µd is the source/drain Fermi
energy. Aˆs/d(Exl ) is the source/drain spectral density at energy E
x





s/d is the coupling function for the source/drain lead with the
device, Γs/d = i(Σs/d − (Σs/d)+). Hence, the charge density for real-space NEGF can be
computed in a fairly straightforward manner.
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l ) is given by a similar












computed is in the mode-space representation. To compute the charge density, we have to
first translate our spectral density into a real space representation as follows;
< rp|Aˆs|rp > =
∑
mm′


































l )] which can be calculated either
in real-space or mode-space representation as trace of a matrix is invariant under a unitary
transformation.
4.5.6 The Self-Consistent Solution
The device electrostatics involving the device potential V (x, z) and charge density ρ(x, z) are
self-consistent solution to the Schroedinger and Poisson equations. Obtaining a self-consistent
solution for them is an iterative process [Laux04b] and special numerical techniques such as
Newton, Broyden or hybrid Newton-Broyden methods can also be employed. The Poisson


















= −ρ(x, z) (221)
As usual, we discretize our domain r = (x, z) ∈ Ω into Nx and Nz nodes in the x and
z dimension respectively. Each lattice points can be represented with the index i and j,
rp = (xi, zj) = (i∆x, j∆z), where ∆x and ∆z is the node spacing in the x and z direction
respectively (and p = (i − 1)Nz + j). Using the central finite differencing schemne, we can






























































without the boundary conditions. We also approximate the  at mid-node points as an
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Figure 76: Illustation of the two-dimensional geometry of a double-gated (or single-gated) MOSFET device
and the simple meshing schemne. The different boundary condition at the circumferences of the domain are
highlighted. The boundary condition (b.c.) according to the physics of our context areas follows; Neumann b.c.
are ΓS : ∂xV (x, z) = 0, ΓD : ∂xV (x, z) = 0 and Dirichlet b.c. are ΓGt : V (x, z) = VGt, ΓO : V (x, z) = VGb.
Where VGt and VGb are the top and bottom gate potentials.
exist a suitable set of basis functions denoted by < rp| ≡< xi, zj| at each lattice site p, then
Galerkin approach (a type of moment method) is possible and the finite difference schemne
of Poisson equation can be given in matrix form Pˆ ~V = ~a with matrix elements of Pˆ as follows
(for (xi, zj) not on the boundary);



























i,j+1 + 2i,j + i,j−1
2∆z3
)





















and the vector ~a is just simply ~ap = −ρ(rp).
Now we consider the boundary points. Consider ΓS (excluding the corner points), i = 1, j =
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Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = 1, j = 2, 3, . . . , Nz − 1;








































V sleadj for i = 1, j = 2, 3, . . . , Nz−
1.
Consider ΓD (excluding the corner points), i = Nx, j = 2, 3, . . . Nz− 1. The potential V (x, z)






































































Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = Nx, j = 2, 3, . . . , Nz − 1;








































V dleadj for i = Nx,
j = 2, 3, . . . , Nz − 1.
Consider ΓO (excluding the corner points), where r = (xi, zj) ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD) and j = 1
or Nz. The potential V (x, z) satisfy the boundary continuity equation si∂zV (x, z)|ΓOi =
ox∂zV (x, z)|ΓOe . This translate to the following equality for j = 1 or Nz; i,1(Vi,2 − Vi,1) =
ox(Vi,1 − Vi,0) and i,Nz(Vi,Nz − Vi,Nz−1) = ox(Vi,Nz+1 − Vi,Nz) respectively. Where we have































































Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD), j = 1;










































and the vector ~a is again just simply ~ap = −ρ(rp) for i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD) and j = 1.
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Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD), j = Nz;














































and the vector ~a is again just simply ~ap = −ρ(rp) for i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD) and j = Nz.
Consider ΓGt, where r = (xi, zj) ∈ ΓGt and j = 1. The potential V (x, z) satisfy the Dirichlet






































































Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i ∈ ΓGt and j = 1;



































and the vector ~a has to now be modified to include the boundary condition and is given as




VGt for i ∈ ΓGt and j = 1.
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Similarly, consider ΓGb, where r = (xi, zj) ∈ ΓGb and j = Nz. The potential V (x, z) satisfy







































































Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i ∈ ΓGt and j = Nz;



































and the vector ~a has to now be modified to include the boundary condition and is given as





VGb for i ∈ ΓGb and j = Nz.
Now we are only left with the nodes at the four corners. First off, consider r = (xi, zj) ∈
(ΓO ∩ ΓS) = (x1, z1), (x1, zNz). Consider first r = (x1, z1). The potential V (x, z) satisfy the
Dirichlet condition in the x direction, V0,1 = V
slead
1 and the boundary condition in the z






































































Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = 1 and j = 1;










































V slead1 for i = 1 and j = 1.
Next, consider r = (x1, zNz) with V0,Nz = V
slead
Nz







































































Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = 1 and j = Nz;















































V sleadNz for i = 1 and j = Nz.
Next, consider r = (xi, zj) ∈ (ΓO ∩ ΓD) = (xNx , z1), (xNx , zNz). Consider first r = (xNx , z1).
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We have VNx+1,1 = V
dlead




































































Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = Nx and j = 1;











































V dlead1 for i = Nx
and j = 1.
Next, consider r = (xNx , zNz). We have VNx+1,Nz = V
dlead
Nz









































































Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = Nx and j = Nz;
















































V dleadNz for i = Nx
and j = Nz.
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4.6 Quantum Transport in Channel With Surface Roughness Ef-
fects Using Finite Element Analysis
In this work, we studied the quantum transport of electron in channel (two-dimensional wave-
guide) with surface roughness using a hybrid finite element and boundary element analysis.
Our numerical formulation follows closely that of P. Havu
4.6.1 Hybrid Finite Element and Boundary Element Method (FEM-BEM) For-
mulation
G o = 0
G i  ( u n k n o w n )
G o = 0
G L e a d 1
G
L e a d 2




5i  4i 
3i 
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Figure 77: Illustation of the the general class of quantum transport problem that can be solved by our FEM-
BEM approach. We have the unknown device’s Green function of interest Ginterior to be solved. And this device
domain is surrounded by exterior domain with well defined Green functions of analytic form, of which can also be
partitioned into seperate regions of different known Green functions. In our context, this is usually the contacts
Green function (GLead) and the barrier region Green function (which is zero).
The use of hybrid FEM-BEM methods is beneficial when FEM solution of an open boundary
is to be sought. Fig. 77 illustrates the general class of problems that can be solved by this
approach. In essence, we seek the numerical form of the Green function of interest, which is
surrounded by exterior domains with well defined Green function. This then allows the use
of BEM to emcompass these exterior domains into the FEM formulated domain of interest.
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The problem domain is denoted by Ω, where r is the coordinate of points in the domain Ω. Ω
is then partition into the interior domain Ωi and exterior domains Ωej. Each exterior domain
Ωej shares the boundary with Ωi denoted as ∂Ωij. The boundary of Ωi is ∂Ωi =
∑
∂Ωij,
whereas the boundary of Ωej is simply denoted as ∂Ωej.
In this article, we are going to explain how one can derive the required formulation for hybrid
FEM-BEM solution of a general Sturm-Liouville PDE problem. In general, we have the













∇r ·M−1(r)∇r − V (r) + E + iη (241)
where r ∈ Ω is the coordinates for our problem, taken to be r = (x, z) in this work. M−1(r)
is the effective mass tensor (its matrix elements are [M−1]11 = m−1xx (r), [M
−1]12 = m−1xz (r),
[M−1]21 = m−1zx (r) and [M
−1]22 = m−1zz (r) in this work) and η → 0+.
The main idea is to numerically calculate an appropriate Green function for the proposed
problem, defined as follows;
=ˆG(r, r′) = δ(r − r′) : r ∈ Ω (242)
At the same time, we had also defined the Dirac delta function. Supposed we have a suffi-
ciently smooth function F (r), we can make use of the Dirac delta function to express it in




r∈Ωi F (r)δ(r − r′)dΩ : r′ ∈ Ωi
0 : r′ /∈ Ωi
(243)
We can replace the Dirac delta function with the Sturm-Liouville differential operator on its

























+ F (r) (−V (r) + E + iη)G(r, r′)dΩ
: r′ ∈ Ωi (246)
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If r′ /∈ Ωi, then F (r′) = 0. Next, we consider the following equality;
u(r)∇r · [p(r)∇rv(r)] = ∇r · [u(r)p(r)∇rv(r)]− p(r)∇ru(r) · ∇rv(r) (247)


















· ∇rG(r, r′) (248)

















· nˆd∂Ωi : r′ ∈ Ωi (249)
Therefore, any sufficiently smooth function F (r′) in the domain of interest Ωi can be ex-
pressed in the above integral form.
Before we can proceed, we need to define our complementary exterior problem and address
its respective Green function Gej for j = 1, 2, . . . 6 as illustrated in Fig. 77. In our FEM-
BEM approach, we require Gej to be of known analytic form. In similar fashion, we have the
following identities,





∇rej ·M−1(rej)∇rej − V (rej) + E + iη (251)
One comment about the coordinate r′. Note that it is defined over the whole domain Ω
while rej is defined over the particular exterior domain Ωej. Hence, δ(rej, r
′) will ensure that
Gej(rej, r
′) is zero if r′ /∈ Ωej.
Again, we can express any sufficiently smooth function U(r′) in the particular exterior domain




rej∈Ωej U(rej)δ(rej − r′)dΩej : r′ ∈ Ωej
0 : r′ /∈ Ωej
(252)
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∇rej ·M−1(rej)∇rej − V (rej) + E + iη
]











+U(rej) (−V (rej) + E + iη)Gej(rej , r′)dΩej
: r′ ∈ Ωej (255)





































· ∇rejGej(rej , r′)dΩej∫
rej∈Ωej
U(rej) (−V (rej) + E + iη)Gej(rej , r′)dΩej
: r′ ∈ Ωej (257)


















































U(rej) (−V (rej) + E + iη)Gej(rej , r′)dΩej
: r′ ∈ Ωej (259)
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Again, if r′ /∈ Ωej, then U(r′) = 0. Converting the divergence term into a surface integral


















: r′ej ∈ Ωej (260)
Where we have made the replacement r′ → r′ej. Again, if r′ej /∈ Ωej, then U(r′ej) = 0. Hence,






















Gej(rej , r′ej)=ˆejG(rej , r′)dΩej
: r′ej ∈ Ωej (261)
Supposed we impose the following constraint, r′ ∈ Ωi (which result in r′ ∩ rej = ∂Ωij), we
can simplify the last term as folllows;∫
rej∈Ωej
Gej(rej , r′ej)=ˆejG(rej , r′)dΩej =
∫
rej∈Ωej




Gej(rej , r′ej)dΩej (262)



















: r′ej ∈ Ωej (263)
We can further simplify the above expression if we make use of our knowledge of the form
for Gej. Gej for insulator and space region is simply 0. Gej for a semi-infinite lead has been
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Where vm is the carrier velocity defined as vm = ~ωm/m and ωm = (1/~)
√
2m(− κm). xej
and yej are the axes defined along the longitudinal and transverse direction of the lead j.










: r′ej ∈ Ωej (264)
Again, if r′ej /∈ Ωej, then G(r′ej, r′) = 0. Also, r′ ∈ Ωi. Note also that G(rej, r′) = 0 when rej
is along the boundary parallel to the longitudial direction (where we have imposed hard wall
boundary condition; an impenetrable barrier). In other words, any excitation at these points
will not propagate any wave. This can be understood by recalling that the probability wave
is zero along these walls and any Green function can be formulated in terms of the sum over
all the modes of these probabiltiy function. As for the contribution from the boundary ∂Ωej
at infinity distance to the integral, one could just suppose that G(rej, r










: r′ej ∈ Ωej (265)









: r ∈ Ωej (266)
Again, if r /∈ Ωej, then G(r′ej, r′) = 0 and r′ ∈ Ωi.




























We have r′ ∈ Ωi. Eq. 377 is the heart of our FEM-BEM approach to the problem. We
associate the first and second term to a FEM and BEM approach respectively.
Let r = (x, y) and rej = (xej, yej). We consider specific case where the transverse direction
of the lead is aligned with ∂Ωij, which is one-dimensional. We designate ∂Ωij to be located
x = xej = 0. We also consider the common zero potential lead Green function where
χm(y) =
√
























F (0, y)m−1xx (0, y)
∫
(0,yej)∈∂Ωij
G(0, yej , r′)m−1xx (0, yej)
∂2
∂x2
Gej(0, yej , 0, y)dyejdy
We simplify the lead Green function further;
∂2
∂x2
























































































4.6.2 Domain Discretization and Finite Element Method
Suppose our interior region is partitioned into some subdomains known as elements. Assum-
ing that there are N nodes and E elements in our partitioned domain. Then the set of all
elements and the set of all nodes are represented as follows;
E = {e1, e2, . . . , eE} (269)
N = {n1, n2, . . . , nN} (270)
A short glance at Fig. 78 clarifies the main idea. Although our sample mesh depicted
is naturally a two-dimensional mesh, none of our discussion in this chapter is going to be
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Figure 78: Simple illustration of the FEM mesh, nodes and element labeling.
ek)is recognized when the set of all nodes associated to it is given. For topological reasons
we are also interested to name these associated nodes in some preserved order. Similarly we




























Eq. 272 to 273 are all about these dual ways of identifying nodes and elements. Note that qel
indicates the number of nodes associated with el, usually all elements are designed to have
the same basic topology and same number of nodes. Similarly pnk indicates the number of
elements in which nk has appeared (or equivalently the number of elements nk is associated
with). Along with Enk there is also another set Onk that tells the relative order of node nk in
each of the elements mentioned in Enk . This is observed in Eq. 273. Obviously Onk and Enk
are related isomorphically and in a one-to-one fashion. We illustrate this with the example
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given in Fig. 78. We list some of the array elements as follows;
En1 = {e5, e6}
...
Ne5 = {n1, n2, n7}
Ne6 = {n8, n1, n7}
...
On1 = {1, 2}
... (274)
As it is the case with all FEM tasks, we assume that our functions of interest are all ap-
proximated in an element-wise manner, ie., the function in the territory of each element is
considered as a sum consisting of its values at element nodes multiplied by appropriate shape
functions. The necessary and sufficient condition that shape functions have to satisfy is that,
they must agree with a value of one at the node they are associated to, and a value of zero
at every other node except their associated node (we are speaking all about element nodes
here). In this work, we use linear shape functions. To be more obvious, let’s assume that
element el is considered. This element is recognized by it’s respective set of nodes (just as
we have three nodes for a triangle and four for a rectangle), Nel . So if el is identified by the








, then any function φ approximated within








 1 if r = ς(n
el
i )
0 if r = ς(nelj ), j 6= i
(275)
Here ς is a function that gives the coordinate location of any given node. Also, φeli is the
value of φ(r) at node neli . However, we would find it more useful to introduce a node-
















In the next section, we shall express our Green function in terms of this node-wise shape
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functions as elaborated above.
4.6.3 Matrix Elements For Green Function Using Node-Wise Shape Functions
as Bases
In this section, we would formulate the FEM-BEM equation into its corresponding matrix
equation using the node-wise shape functions αˆi as our basis functions. We can express the





We shall now make use of our new expression of G(r, r′) and substitute into our FEM-BEM
equation. Following the mathematical workings from Eq. 375 to Eq. 379, we reduce to
solving the following matrix equation G = (A + B)−1S. Hence, our next immediate task is












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.6.4 Computing the Domain and Boundary related Matrix A and B
In this section, we shall describe in details the calculation of the matrix elements for the A
(domain related) and B (boundary related) matrix elements.










Suppose that the context allows us to make the following approximation;




= dj r ∈ ΩElej (283)
This means that in each element, the above quantities can be approximated by a constant.
This implies that it will be advantageous to express the node-wise shape function αˆh(r) in




























































Using the properties of the element-wise shape functions as elaborate in Appendix F, one
can easily obtain the values of the above integrals involving shape functions. An algorithm
can then be implemented to evaluate the A matrix elements. One would find it useful to first
set up the arrays Enk , Onk and Nel and A can be solved directly (alternatively, one can first
construct the matrix elements for each element over its local nodes and cascade them to give
the matrix element of A over its global nodes).

























= dj r ∈ ΩElej (286)
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Lets make another reasonable assumption; that none of the element-wise shape function αji
can be associated with more than one lead boundary ∂Ωej, which we denote as the ’lead-
























Let ςh be the coordinates for node h and ςh|eha be the coordinates of the neighboring node
to h which lies along ∂Ωe; the LEB assumption ensures that there is only one unique ∂Ωe.
Then we have the following identity for the shape functions; α
eha
h (ςh) = 1 and α
eha
h (ςh|eha) = 0.
We have defined the shape functions to be linear, this gives us; α
eha
h (r) = |r− ςh|eha |/Lh where
Lh ≡ |ςh − ςh|eha |. Knowing the explicit form of W (r′, r), one would be able to solve exactly
the matrix elements of B.
We shall consider a particular case where the expression for B can be simplify further.
Consider the case of common devices which consists of an input and output leads. Assume
that they are aligned along x direction15. Hence, ∂Ωe is simply just a one dimensional straight
line in the y direction; therefore r ≡ y. And W (y′, y) is given by;
















where wj is the width of the lead the element is associated with; in this work, we assume
both input and output leads have the same width wj = w. And α
eha
h (y) = |y − ςh|eha |/Lh.






























15In fact what we develop in the following can also be applied to leads aligned in any arbitrary direction.
For each lead i, we simply just define xi coordinate to be the direction longitudinal to the lead direction.
This is possible because the LEB assumption allows us to solve for each lead independently.
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where each integral is integrated over ∂i ≡ ∂ei ∩ ∂Ωe; the boundary which is shared by the
boundary of the associated element ei with ∂Ωe. Also using the following identity;∫ y2
y1
(y − c)sin(by)dy = 1
b
(y1cos(by1)− y2cos(by2)) + 1
b2
(sin(by2)− sin(by2)) + c
b
(cos(by1)− cos(by2))
where y2 > y1. Therefore,∫ y2
y1
|y − c|sin(by)dy =
∫ y2
y1
(y − c)sin(by)dy for c = y1∫ y2
y1
|y − c|sin(by)dy = −
∫ y2
y1
(y − c)sin(by)dy for c = y2 (291)
4.6.5 Calculating Transmission Probability
The current transmission from lead p to lead q is calculated from T = Tr[ΓˆpGˆΓˆqGˆ
+] where






p is the self-energy of lead p. And we have
also G as the matrix representation of Gˆ in the basis of the node-wise shape functions;
[G]ij =< αˆ
i|Gˆ|αˆj >. The Green function is defined as Gˆ−1 = −Hˆ + E + iη. However, one




q, where Hˆc is the
Hamiltonian describing the domain Ωi only. Since [G]ij =< αˆ
i|Gˆ|αˆj >= [(A+B)−1S]ij, one
can also rewrite it as [G−1]ij =< αˆi|Gˆ−1|αˆj >= [S−1A + S−1B]ij. Making comparison with




q, we can deduce that [S
−1A]ij = −Hˆc +E+ iη
and [S−1Bp/q]ij =
∑ˆ
p/q where Bp is calculated by taking only lead p into account.




































This completes our formalisms for calculation of transmission current using the hybrid FEM-
BEM approach.
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4.6.6 Comparison of Numerical with Theory
The transmission probability through a waveguide with a rectangular potential barrier of
0.2eV as function of total carrier energy is calculated using 2D FEM method and compare
with the exact theoretical result (via propagation matrix method) as shown in Fig. 79. The
formula via propagation matrix method is as follows;
Trans(Exl ) =
[






where ki, mi are the wave vector and effective mass respectively of section i. L is the length
of the middle section. The FEM result shows excellent fit with the exact theoretical result.
In particular, one would require enough resolution in the confinement direction to resolve the
the energy peaks.
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Figure 79: Results of the transmission probability through a waveguide with a rectangular potential barrier
of 0.2eV as function of total carrier energy. Results calculated using 2D FEM methods is compared with the
theoretical calculation by transfer matrix method. The 2D FEM employed a uniform mesh with Nx and Nz
number of nodes in the transport and confinement direction respectively. The dimension of the channel has a
length of 10nm and width of 1.5nm, where the potential barrier is over a distance of 5nm. Transport mass of
0.5m0 is used for this calculation.
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Figure 80: Results of the transmission probability through waveguide with perfectly correlated and anti-correlated
surfaces. The rectangular waveguide has length Lg = 5nm and thickness Tsi = 2nm. The roughness on both
surfaces follow a sinousoidal function with wavelength given by L = 2.5nm and amplitude A0 = 0.5nm. We
assumed the electron with transport mass mx = 0.20m0 and quantization mass mz = 0.90m0. Results calculated
using 2D FEM methods is compared with the theoretical calculation by transfer matrix method.
4.6.7 The Surface Roughness Configuration and its Effect on Transport
We are interested in the effect of surface roughness configuration on the quantum transport
properties through a waveguide. In this section, we shall only consider the transmission
probability and hopefully able to gain some insights into different surface roughness config-
uration will affect transport in real devices. Fig. 80 shows the results of the transmission
probability through waveguide with perfectly correlated and anti-correlated surfaces. The
rectangular waveguide has length Lg = 5nm and thickness Tsi = 2nm. The roughness on both
surfaces follow a sinousoidal function with wavelength given by L = 2.5nm and amplitude
A0 = 0.5nm. We assumed the electron with transport mass mx = 0.20m0 and quantization
mass mz = 0.90m0. Results calculated using 2D FEM methods is compared with the theo-
retical calculation by transfer matrix method. The comparison of the result between these
two methods are satisfactory. The slight deviations are likely due to the coarseness of the
mesh used leading to inability to resolve the quantization energies to high accuracy. The
result of the simulation clearly highlights that the perfectly correlated device yields a larger
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transmission probability over a larger electron kinetic energy. This result is intuitive, since
the anti-correlated waveguide will result in highly quantized energies in location of waveguide
with roughness on both surfaces are concaving in. The mesh used are generated using an
algorithm outlined and developed by [Persson04]. An example of the generated mesh for














Figure 81: Illustation of the FEM mesh generated using [Persson04]. Generated mesh for both the perfectly




In this thesis, we have discussed in details the electrostatics, bandstructures and electronic
transport in Si and Ge ultra-thin body devices with channel of non-conventional orientations.
These are issues where numerical modeling exploiting reliable physical models can provide
very useful insights to the device performance and limitations. In previous chapters, we had
already presented a detailed compilation of the theoretical formulation, numerical techniques
and physics that was employed for the study of ultra-thin body devices. We shall use this
chapter to highlight the main findings in this work and re-iterating some of the more impor-
tant results that is relevant to technology.
We had begun this thesis with the study of the electrostatics in Si and Ge ultra-thin body
devices using the simple effective mass approach. We first concern ourselves with the ques-
tion of which surface orientation for Ge thin film would be best suited for making ultra-thin
body devices. An interesting aspect of Ge bandstructure is its multi-valley environment (i.e.
∆ and L). Therefore, the choice of substrate orientation affects the relative dominance of the
∆ and L valleys. In chapter 2, we studied this interesting interplay between ∆ and L valleys.
Our simulation results predicts that in Ge〈100〉 with sufficiently thin body (i.e. 3nm), the
Ge electrostatics can be dominated by ∆ valley, which renders it Si-like. This is significant
because the advantage of Ge transport property stems from the low transport mass of L
valley. Ge〈111〉 also gives us a first appreciation of the ’density of states bottleneck’ problem.
We show that the voltage overdrive of Ge〈111〉 actually increases with the decrease of body
thickness when the film thickness scales down below 5nm. This is a result of strong body
confinement effect where only a single subband occupation is present in the channel. Since
the density of states is small, the subband has to submerse much lower than the Fermi level
in order to populate the channel with enough electrons. The technology implication is that
supply voltage scaling will be a roadblock for materials with small density of states. The
hole bandstructure in the effective framework is studied using the Kohn Luttinger Hamilto-
nian. A key result is the finding that 〈110〉 / 〈111〉 surface oriented thin film yields the larger
’quantization mass’ for either Si or Ge.
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Next, we conducted a systematic study of the enhanced threshold voltage shifts as docu-
mented in Uchida’s experimental work on ultra-thin body devices. We proposed a simple
model to capture this enhanced threshold voltage shifts by accounting for the energy level
fluctuation in a roughened channel. In chapter 2, we had shown that this enhanced threshold
voltage shifts is worrisome to the prospect of finding available workfunctions for thin body
devices.
In the last part of chapter 2, we introduce the empirical pseudopotential technique to thin
film bandstructure calculation and subsequently proceed with an ab initio calculation of Si
and Ge thin films. Unlike the effective mass theory, this is a more rigorous bandstructure
method and can resolve the atomic details. In recent years, researchers have raised doubts
about the validity of effective mass theory to describing thin film bandstructure, even Si.
Our study of Si thin film reveals that transverse mass of the two unprimed valleys starts to
deviates (i.e. generally increase) from the bulk value of 0.19m0 as the film thickness decrease
beyond 5nm. This suggests that an effective mass understanding will underestimate the den-
sity of states in the unprimed Si valleys. The thin film Si in-plane mass is also not isotropic
as predicted by effective mass theory. Since the carrier injection velocity is an important
attribute as suggested by M. S. Lundstrom, we computed the carrier injection velocity from
our ab initio bandstructures result. We showed that the optimum injection velocity for Ge
is obtained at 〈110〉-surface and 〈110〉-channel direction for both hole and electron.
In chapter 3, we studied the low-field mobility in Si and Ge thin film with various substrate
orientations using a calibrated model with available experimental results. We considered the
common scattering mechanisms that are viewed as limiting mechanisms to the low-field mo-
bility i.e. acoustic phonon, optical phonon, interface charge and surface roughness scattering.
From our study, it is apparent that the mobility versus effective field curve in ultra-thin body
devices deviates substantially from the bulk universal mobility curve and is also thickness
dependent. The main physical mechanism is attributed to the surface roughness scattering
mechanism. Following Sakaki’s observation, we also established that the surface roughness
limited mobility µSR follows the body thickness to the power-of-six relationship and also
the following mass ratio relationship i.e. µSR is proportional to m
2
z/(mc ∗ md). This re-
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sult indicates that surface roughness scattering is an important consideration for ultra-thin
body devices and that selection of a material with large quantization mass is beneficial to
suppressing this scattering mechanism. As noted by M. V. Fischetti, surface roughness scat-
tering mechanisms is still important in the high gate field regime where the wavefunction
modulation term in the surface roughness related Hamiltonian will contribute substantially.
We should also emphasize that phonon scattering is still a dominant process in the most of
the effective field of interest, and future work is required to better understand how the role
play by confined acoustic phonon modes in ultra-thin body devices.
The last chapter of this thesis deals with the quantum transport, regime where the length
scale is less than the mean free path, for ultra-thin body devices. Using the non-equilibrium
Green function technique, we conclude that Ge〈110〉 ultra-thin body device yields the largest
drive current for n-MOSFET. This conclusion is later reached by S. Laux from IBM, although
he had also included other more general orientations. An encouraging finding is that Ge〈110〉
can yield a ballistic limit that is 150% that of Si for n-MOSFET on a specific structure that
we had employed for this work (see the thesis for details). But this advantage diminished if
when attempt to scale the gate length to 10nm, where direct source-drain tunneling current
dominates the off-state leakage and renders the ON/OFF current ratio inferior to Si coun-
terpart devices.
The remaining of the thesis deals with the different quantum transport formalisms such as
scattering matrix method, real space non-equilibrium Green function and the hybrid bound-
ary element and finite element method. We propose the problem of quantum transport in a
roughened two-dimensional wave-guide as a testing bed for the hybrid boundary element and
finite element method. The problem of surface roughness to transport in the phase coherent
regime has not been extensively treated in the literature and deserves more examination in
future work.
As a final note, we find that a key recurring theme throughout this thesis is the usefulness of
effective masses (i.e. quantization mass, density-of-states mass, transverse mass, transport
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mass etc) in explaining the many observed physical phenomena. However, as devices scales
to the deca-nanometer regime, there is an urgent device simulation need to develop physical
modeling tools that can handle the quantum transport problem while incorporating band-
structure information and the relevant scattering process. This requires a more sophisticated
Hamiltonian than the simple effective mass approach. One possibility is the empirical tight-
binding or empirical pseudopotential approach. Scattering processes can be easily handled in
non-equilibrium Green function formalism through the self-consistent Born approximation.
Therefore, there is still much work for the device engineers and physicists in developing more
robust modeling tools incorporating all these interesting physics in the nanometer regime.
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Appendix
A Derivation of Self-Energy of a Semi-Infinite Lead
Our derivation for the self-energy of a semi-infinite lead follows that from [Datta95]. We
define x to be the direction of propagation, setting the x = 0 at the side where the wire
terminates. y is defined to be along the width direction. By definition of ’lead’, we also mean
that the boundary and the potential in the lead along x does not change. In essence, we
can describe the Hamiltonian by Hˆ = Px/2mx + Pˆy/2my + V (Yˆ ), where it is apparent that
the Hamiltonian can be decoupled into Hˆx and Hˆy. Lets remind ourselves the definition of
Green function; [H(~r) −  − iη]G(~r, ~r′) = −δ(~r, ~r′) (or G(~r, ~r′) = [ − H(~r) + iη]−1)16. The







such that [−H(~r) + iη]Ψn(~r) = [− En + iη]Ψn(~r) ≡ λnΨn. The analytic form for Ψn and

















χm(y) ≡ κmχm(y) (296)
The solution for Hx(x) has accounted for the boundary condition at x = 0 and x = L where
the wire terminates (L is taken to be the length of the wire). The wavefunction φn(x) has
to be null at these two points. The factor
√
2/L satisfy the normalization condition for
a wire of length L. Hence, kn = npi/L, which is quantized due to the boundary condition
imposed. The solution for Hy(y) will depend on the form of V (y), which can be arbitrary. We
supposed the wavefunction solution is χm(y). Therefore, we have the system wavefunction
Ψnm =
√
2/Lχm(y)sin(knx) and energy Enm = κm + (~2k2n)/(2m). The Green function can







− κm − (~2k2n)/(2m) + iη
(297)
16This form is more intuitive when we want to express the Green function using any direct moment methods
or finite difference scheme. The inverse can be easily obtained once we have the [ − H(~r) + iη] in matrix
form.
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In this work, we align our lead such its width is parallel to the y-axis. Hence, the coupling
with device will only be along the y direction (i.e. (∆x, y)). Therefore we only require the
Green function G(x, y;x, y′)17. We also replace the discrete sum with an integral using of the
following prescription
∑
n f(kn) → (L/pi)
∫
f(k)dk (this can be see from
∑
n f(kn)(pi/L) →∫
f(k)dk when L → ∞). Also make the substitution sin2(knx) = (1/4)[(1 − exp(2iknx)) +
(1 − exp(−2iknx))] (the second term was absorbed by taking the integration limits of kn in
the negative range), we have the Green function as;









− κm − (~2k2)/(2m) + iη dk (298)
The integral in Eq. 300 can be solved using a contour integration. But first, it will be
convenient to use the substitution;




































where ωm = (1/~)
√
2m(− κm), η′ = |c|η where c is constant. The poles are calculated from
k = ±√ω2m + iη′ ≈ ±ωm(1 + (i/2)η′) ≡ ±p. The contour C is taken over the top half of the
complex plane, i.e. a large (radius tends to infinity) semi-circle in the positive imaginary plane
and closing with a line contour from −∞ to +∞ along the real axis. This will encircle the root
p. The choice of taking the positive complex plane is to ensure that the contour integration
over the semi-cirlce part does not contribute to the total integral. When the imaginary k, ki
(real k be kr) is positively large, it cause exp(ikx) = exp(ikrx)exp(−kix)→ 0 and hence does
not diverge (will be so if we take the negative imaginary plane). The k2 in the denominator
will ensure that the contribution from the semi-circle contour integration is negligible at large
17If the coordinate axes are not align with the lead, then we have to derive the form G(x, y;x′, y′)
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where z0 is the pole (it is p for our problem).
Substitute our result into Eq. 300, we obtain;















Where vm is the carrier velocity defined as vm = ~ωm/m.
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B A Physical Hamiltonian Form With Position Depen-
dent Mass
We consider the motion of free carriers in semiconductor of non-uniform chemical composition
(or heterostructure) in the longitudinal direction (hereby denoted by x coordinate), whereas
the transverse direction (y coordinate) is chemically homogeneous. Assuming that the carrier
energy dispersion in each chemically homogeneous region can be described by a parabolic







+ V (Xˆ, Zˆ) (302)
The operator ordering was intentionally not expressed explicitly as this is the subject of this
chapter yet to be addressed. We seek an ordering which can satisfy the following criterion:
(1) Hermitivity Hˆ = Hˆ+, (2) Wavefunction continuity at heterojunction (located at x = 0)
Ψ(0−, z) = Ψ(0+, z) and (3) Wavefunction derivative continuity relation at heterojunction
mx(0
−)−1∂xΨ(0−, z) = mx(0+)−1∂xΨ(0+, z).
We shall follow an approach presented in [Morrow84]. We begin with the general form for







































where α+ β + γ = −1. The last step is due to the commutation relation [Xˆ, Pˆz] = 0. Using
the usual property for taking adjoint, (ABC)+ = C+B+A+, and the fact that Pˆx,z, Xˆ and
Zˆ are Hermitian, we can show that the above definition for Tˆx and Tˆz are both Hermitian
18.
Hence criterion 1 is satisfied naturally.
Lets phrase the problem using the above form for kinetic energy operator expressed in coor-
18Contrast this with the alternative definition of kinetic energy operator, Tˆx = ~22−1m−1x (Xˆ)Pˆ 2x , we see
that this defition does not ensure Hermitivitty. In fact T+x = ~22−1Pˆ 2xm−1x (Xˆ) 6= Tx
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zΨ(x, z) + V (x, z)Ψ(x, z) = EΨ(x, z) (304)













Ψ(x, z) = R(x, z) (305)
R(x, z) = − 4
~2
(








The function R(x, z) is finite assuming that Ψ(x, z) is finite19. And since the material is ho-
mogeneous in the z direction, ∂2zΨ(x, z) will also be finite for all x. Due to the heterojunction
at x = 0, R(x, z) consists of discontinuity at x = 0 due to m−1z (x) and the heterojunction
energy band minima U(x) (due to energy offset between the energy minima of the twoma-
terials) absorbed into V (x, y). These discontinuity will not pose a problem as long as we do









x+ − (∆mσx)Θ(−x) (307)
where mσx− and m
σ
x+ are the effective mass in left(x < 0) and right(x > 0) material respec-
tively and ∆mσx = m
σ
x+ −mσx−. Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function.
19Certainly, Ψ(x, z) is well bahaved for x 6= 0. The assumption that Ψ(x, z) is finite including at x = 0 is
justified a posteriori by finding such a solution that satisfy our system of differential equation. However, we
cannot assume that it is continuous, else we will be caught in circular reasoning. This property has to be
proven seperately.
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Lets perform the integration over the same limits one more time.
LHS ≡
(
mα+β+γx (x)Ψ(x, z)−mα+β+γx (x0)Ψ(x0, z)−∆mα+βx mγx(0)Ψ(0, z))Θ(x)
)
(
mα+β+γx (x)Ψ(x, z)−mα+β+γx (x0)Ψ(x0, z)−∆mγ+βx mαx(0)Ψ(0, z))Θ(x)
)















































We see that the purpose of performing the integration is to smoothen those functions involving
∂x. Now from Eq. 309, we can see that all terms are finite (recall we imposed the assump-












as it involves a derivative. But since all other terms are finite, it also constraint this
term to be finite. Since mσx is just a constant when x 6= 0, and ∂xΨ(x, z) is finite when
x 6= 0 due to continuity of wavefunction which we know will holds without the pres-


















x(x)Ψ(x, z) must be finite. Upon integrating from − to + and taking the limits → 0;
mγx−Ψ(0
−, z) = mγx+Ψ(0
+, z)
mαx−Ψ(0
−, z) = mαx+Ψ(0
+, z) (310)
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Which implies that for the continuity relation Ψ(0−, z) = Ψ(0+, z) to be valid, we require
γ = α = 0.
Substituting γ = α = 0 into Eq. 311,
2∂xm−1x (x)∂xΨ(x, z) = R(x, z) (311)
Since R(x, z) is finite, upon integrating from − to + and taking the limits → 0;
m−1x−∂xΨ(0
−, z) = m−1x+∂xΨ(0
+, z)
(312)
Hence, the conituity relation for the wavefunction derivative (criterion 3) is also satisfied. In









+ V (Xˆ, Zˆ) (313)
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C Fourier Transform Properties
Consider a one dimensional lattice in real space. Let the period be a. Then one can express






















































One can easily check that the above definition of Dirac delta satisfy the criterion that δnm = 0
for n = m and δnm = 1 for n 6= m.




~a1 · (~a2 × ~a3) (319)
~b2 =
2pi~a3 × ~a1
~a1 · (~a2 × ~a3) (320)
~b3 =
2pi~a1 × ~a2
~a1 · (~a2 × ~a3) (321)



















V (~r)exp(−i ~G · ~r)d~r (323)
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Hence, we have;





exp(i(~G− ~G′) · ~r)d~r (324)
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D Condition For Zero Structural Factor For Bulk Pseudo-
potentials








. We are only interested in diamond structure bulk
semiconductors. We consider two cases in this note. One which consists of two basis atoms
of the same chemical species (e.g. Si and Ge), and one with different chemical species (e.g.












(1, 0, 1) (327)













We select the center of the two basis atoms as the origin. Then the position vector of
the two basis atoms are at; ~τ1 = a0/8(1, 1, 1) and ~τ2 = a0/8(−1,−1,−1). Taking ∆~G =































This potential term will therefore be zero if the condition (n1 + n2 + n3)/4 = (2N + 1)/2 is
satisfied. What will this translate to for a criterion in |~G|2?






(n1 − n2 + n3)2 + (n1 + n2 − n3)2 + (−n1 + n2 + n3)2
]
(334)
Now, consider all the cases where the potential is non-zero ((n1 + n2 + n3)/4 6= (2N + 1)/2
is satisfied). Table. 7 illustrate the first three form factors to be |~G|2/(2pi/a0) = 3, 8, 11.
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(n1, n2, n3) (n1 + n2 + n3)/4 Condition |~G|2/(2pi/a0)
(1, 0, 0) 1/4 False 3
(1, 1, 0) 2/4 True 4
(1,−1, 0) 0/4 False 8
(1, 1, 1) 3/4 False 3
(1,−1, 1) 1/4 False 3
(1,−1,−1) −1/4 False 11
(2, 0, 0) 2/4 True 12
(2, 1, 0) 3/4 False 11
Table 7: Obtaining the first few form factors that satisfy the condition of non-zero structural factor.
Next, we can consider the case where the two basis atom are not chemically similar. In the





































(n1 + n2 + n3)
)
V s(~G) + isin
(pi
4
(n1 + n2 + n3)
)
V a(~G) (335)
where V s(~G) = 1/2[2U˜1(∆~G)+2U˜2(∆~G)] and V
a(~G) = 1/2[2U˜2(∆~G)−2U˜1(∆~G)]. These are
known as the symmetric and anti-symmetric form factor respectively. It is obvious that the
structural factor for V s(~G) is the same as previous case, with three smallest |~G|2/(2pi/a0) =
3, 8, 11. For V s(~G), its structural factor will be zero if it satisfy the criterion, 1/4(n1 + n2 +
n3) = N where N is integer. Again we work can work out its smallest |~G|2/(2pi/a0). They
are |~G|2/(2pi/a0) = 3, 4, 11.
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E Discretization of Poisson Equation with Constant
Permittivity For a Homogeneous Material System
The device electrostatics involving the device potential V (x, z) and charge density ρ(x, z) are
self-consistent solution to the Schroedinger and Poisson equations. Obtaining a self-consistent
solution for them is an iterative process [Laux04b] and special numerical techniques such as
Newton, Broyden or hybrid Newton-Broyden methods can also be employed. The Poisson







V (x, z) = −ρ(x, z)
0r
(336)
As usual, we discretize our domain r = (x, z) ∈ Ω into Nx and Nz nodes in the x and
z dimension respectively. Each lattice points can be represented with the index i and j,
rp = (xi, zj) = (i∆x, j∆z), where ∆x and ∆z is the node spacing in the x and z direction
respectively (and p = (i − 1)Nz + j). Using the central finite differencing schemne, we can
write the Poisson equation as;
Vi+1,j − 2Vi,j + Vi−1,j
∆x2
+
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Figure 82: Illustation of the two-dimensional geometry of a double-gated (or single-gated) MOSFET device
and the simple meshing schemne. The different boundary condition at the circumferences of the domain are
highlighted. The boundary condition (b.c.) according to the physics of our context areas follows; Neumann b.c.
are ΓS : ∂xV (x, z) = 0, ΓD : ∂xV (x, z) = 0 and Dirichlet b.c. are ΓGt : V (x, z) = VGt, ΓO : V (x, z) = VGb.
Where VGt and VGb are the top and bottom gate potentials.
denoted by < rp| ≡< xi, zj| at each lattice site p, then Galerkin approach (a type of moment
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method) is possible and the finite difference schemne of Poisson equation can be given in
matrix form Pˆ ~V = ~a with matrix elements of Pˆ as follows (for (xi, zj) not on the boundary);




























and the vector ~a is just simply ~ai,j = −ρ(xi, zj)/0r.
Now we consider the boundary points. Consider ΓS (excluding the corner points), i =
1, j = 2, 3, . . . Nz − 1. The potential V (x, z) satisfy the Neumann condition, ∂xV (x, z) = 0,
which is equivalent to the equality V0,j − V1,j = 0⇒ V0,j = V1,j.
V2,j − 2V1,j + V0,j
∆x2
+













Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = 1, j = 2, 3, . . . , Nz − 1;






















and the vector ~a is again just simply ~a1,j = −ρ(x1, zj)/0r for j = 2, 3, . . . , Nz − 1.
Consider ΓD (excluding the corner points), i = Nx, j = 2, 3, . . . Nz − 1. The potential
V (x, z) satisfy the Neumann condition, ∂xV (x, z) = 0, which is equivalent to the equality
VNx,j − VNx+1,j = 0⇒ VNx,j = VNx+1,j.
VNx+1,j − 2VNx,j + VNx−1,j
∆x2
+














Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = Nx, j = 2, 3, . . . , Nz − 1;






















and the vector ~a is again just simply ~aNx,j = −ρ(xNx , zj)/0r for j = 2, 3, . . . , Nz − 1.
Consider ΓO (excluding the corner points), where r = (xi, zj) ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ΓD) and j = 1 or
Nz. The potential V (x, z) satisfy the Neumann condition, ∂zV (x, z) = 0, which is equivalent
to the equality Vi,1 − Vi,0 = 0 ⇒ Vi,1 = Vi,0 and Vi,Nz − Vi,Nz+1 = 0 ⇒ Vi,Nz = Vi,Nz+1.
Consider first i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD), j = 1;
Vi+1,1 − 2Vi,1 + Vi−1,1
∆x2
+












Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD), j = 1;






















and the vector ~a is again just simply ~ai,1 = −ρ(xi, z1)/0r for i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD).
Similarly, consider i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD), j = Nz;
Vi+1,Nz − 2Vi,Nz + Vi−1,Nz
∆x2
+













Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD), j = Nz;






















and the vector ~a is again just simply ~ai,Nz = −ρ(xi, zNz)/0r for i ∈ ΓO /∈ (ΓS ∪ ΓD).
Consider ΓGt, where r = (xi, zj) ∈ ΓGt and j = 1. The potential V (x, z) satisfy the Dirichlet
condition, V (x, z) = VGt, which is equivalent to the equality Vi,0 = VGt for i ∈ ΓGt.
Vi+1,1 − 2Vi,1 + Vi−1,1
∆x2
+
















Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i ∈ ΓGt and j = 1;






















and the vector ~a has to now be modified to include the boundary condition and is given as
~ai,1 = −ρ(xi, z1)/0r − VGt/∆z2 for i ∈ ΓGt and j = 1.
Similarly, consider ΓGb, where r = (xi, zj) ∈ ΓGb and j = Nz. The potential V (x, z) satisfy
the Dirichlet condition, V (x, z) = VGb, which is equivalent to the equality Vi,Nz+1 = VGb for
i ∈ ΓGb.
Vi+1,Nz − 2Vi,Nz + Vi−1,Nz
∆x2
+

















Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i ∈ ΓGt and j = Nz;






















and the vector ~a has to now be modified to include the boundary condition and is given as
~ai,Nz = −ρ(xi, zNz)/0r − VGb/∆z2 for i ∈ ΓGb and j = Nz.
Now we are only left with the nodes at the four corners. First off, consider r = (xi, zj) ∈ (ΓO∩
ΓS) = (x1, z1), (x1, zNz). The potential V (x, z) satisfy the Neumann condition, ∂xV (x, z) =
∂zV (x, z) = 0, which is equivalent to the equality V1,1 = V0,1 = V1,0 and V1,Nz = V0,Nz =
V1,Nz+1 respectively. Consider first r = (x1, z1);
V2,1 − 2V1,1 + V0,1
∆x2
+













Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = 1 and j = 1;


















and the vector ~a is given as ~a1,1 = −ρ(x1, z1)/0r for i = 1 and j = 1. Next, consider
r = (x1, zNz);
V2,Nz − 2V1,Nz + V0,Nz
∆x2
+














Hence, we have the following matrix elements for i = 1 and j = Nz;


















and the vector ~a is given as ~a1,Nz = −ρ(x1, zNz)/0r for i = 1 and j = Nz.
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F An Iterative Schemne to Solving Poisson Equation
in a Self-Consistent Manner
We shall describe this schemne for the one-dimensional case, which is applicable to the context
of finding a solution in the two-dimensional semi-infinite leads, of which the solution is not






V (x) = −ρ(x)
where (x) is the material’s electrical permittivity (in C2N−1m−2). ρ(x) is the charge density
(in Cm−3). V has the dimension JC−1. One can easily verify that the dimension is consistent.
For our context of the semi-infinite lead, we take (x) to be constant and the Dirichlet
boundary condition V (x) = 0. Using a constant mesh size of ∆x with N nodes, then we can
discretized the above differential equation as follows (t ≡ ∆x−2);
t

−2 1 0 · · · 0 0 0
1 −2 1 · · · 0 0 0








0 0 0 · · · −2 1 0
0 0 0 · · · 1 −2 1






















⇒ D~V = −~ρ (358)
In our numerical algorithm, we begin with an initial description of the potential, V (x) =
V 0(x). And based on this potential, one can obtain the set of eigen-functions ψi(x) and
eigen-energies Ei governed by Schroedinger equation. The charge density is then solved
























where gi is the subband degeneracy, md,i is the subband density of states mass and µ is the
Fermi level. So we can yield the corresponding inital charge density ρ0(x) 20. So what can
20µ has to be adjusted so that the charge neutrality condition is satisfied. Therefore, once ρ(x) has been
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we do next to arrive a next better approximation to V (x)?
First, define the following;
~Fn = D~V n + ~ρn
When self-consistency is reached, the set of V n(x) and ρn(x) (solved based on Eq. 359) will
yield ~F = ~0. A Newton iteration schemne can be written as;
~Fn+1 = ~Fn + J(~V n+1 − ~V n)
~V n+1 = ~V n − J−1 ~Fn (360)
where we have impose the new set of V (x) and ρ(x) to be constraint by ~F n+1 = 0. J is the







The problem about this Jacobian is that it does not have a well-defined analytical form for
∂ρi/∂Vj (due to the complicated form of ρ(x) function). To circumvent this problem, we
are going to approximate the form of ρ(x) using the familiar charge density relation in bulk



















E − qV (x) 1











































1 + exp(µq(x)−qV (x)kT − E)
dE
]
= qDeff=0.5(µq(x)− qV (x)
kT
) (361)
where mde is the density of states mass for 3D case. Deff is the effective density of
states. =j(u) is the Fermi-Dirac integral of order j, defined as [Blakemore82](a review
found self-consistently, we check for the system total charge. µ is to be adjusted accordingly and this process
continues until the charge neutrality condition is satisfied.
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paper)[Halen85];




1 + exp(E − u)dE (362)
which have the useful property that =′j(u) ≡ ddu=j(u) = =j−1(u). And Γ(j) is the mathe-


























Hence, with the Jacobian defined, one can employ the Newton iterative procedures. Now, we
describe the iterative schemne. We began with initial set of V 0(x) and ρ0(x). With ρ0(x),







Then using 360, one can find the next better approximation to V (x), V 1(x). The schemne
is re-iterated until the next update to V (x) is negligible to satisfactory criterion set prior
to simulation. Here, we solved for the case of positive charge q0. The solution for that of
electron is then easily obtainable from the solution of the positive charge.
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G Computing the Finite Element Matrix for the Gen-
eral Case of Mass Tensor




























where αˆi(r) is the node-wise shape functions for node i. M
−1 is the 2D mass tensor. We

















One can evaluate ∂xα
eha
h (r) using an explicit formula, where the subscript can be related to
the element local nodes. Where the shape function at node i has the following form within
the triangular element defined by the triangle vertex i, j and k; αei (r) = 1/(2A)[(xjyk −













[xk − xj ] (365)
We also enforce the requirement that the node index i, j and k are arranged in an anti-
clockwise manner.
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H FEM Matrix Involving Integral of Three Shape Func-
tions






































The above integral appears in the formulation of Schroedinger equation in FEM framework.
We began by making the approximation V (r) ≈ ∑j Vjαj(r). And eventually, the above
integral can be easily evaluated when the integral of the three shape functions are known.
We proceed with determining the explicit form for this integral. Firstoff, one would find
( x 1 , y 1 )
( x 2 , y 2 )d
h
( x 3 , y 3 )
A 1A 2
A 3
Figure 83: Illustration of the derivation of Local Coordinates from Cartesian coordinates.
it extremnely convenient to use local coordinates instead of cartesian coordinates for the
evaluation of this integral. The local coordinates are dimensionless with values ranging from
0 to 1. By definition, ξi at any point within the triangle is the ratio of the perpendicular
distance from the point to the side opposite to vertex i to the length of the altitude drawn
























One can also derive the differential form dxdy = 2Adξ1dξ2. Recalling that the element-wise




[(xjyk − xkyj) + (yj − yk)x+ (xk − xj)y] (369)
and based on this, one can obtain the useful identity α˜i = ξi in the local coordinates repre-














10 h = i = j
A





I Matrix Elements For Green Function Using Node-
Wise Shape Functions as Non-Orthogonal Bases
In this section, we would formulate the FEM-BEM equation into its corresponding matrix
equation using the node-wise shape functions αˆi as our basis functions. Since, we are dealing
with a set of non-orthogonal basis, it will be advantageous to employ tensor analysis. Let
us term this set of αˆi functions the covariant basis and write them as: {|αˆµ >}. Note
that these functions are real in our context. We have the covariant metric gµυ ≡ Sµυ =<
αˆµ|αˆυ >. S basically accounts for the overlap between two covariant basis function. We have
a matching dual function that can be readily derived from the covariant functions whose
members have the property of being biorthogonal (we will illustrate this property very soon)
to the covariant functions. These are the contravariant basis functions defined as follows;
|αˆµ >= ∑υ |αˆυ > (S−1)υµ. One can then show that the contravariant functions are indeed
biorthogonal to the covariant functions: < αˆµ|αˆυ >=
∑
λ(S
−1)µλ < αˆλ|αˆυ >= δµυ ( in real
space representation, this biorthogonality is expressed as
∫
αˆµ(r)αˆυ(r)dr. One can also easily
show that the overlap matrix (contravariant metric) of the contravariant functions is in fact
the inverse of S; gµυ ≡< αˆµ|αˆυ >= ∑λσ(S−1)µλ < αˆλ|αˆσ > (S−1)συ = (S−1)µυ. With these










Using the biorthogonality property of covariant and contravariant functions, one can write
the projection operator as follows; Iˆ =
∑
µ |αˆµ >< αˆµ|. Or entirely in terms of just the
covariant or contravariant basis functions; Iˆ =
∑
µυ |αˆµ > gµυ < αˆυ| =
∑
µυ |αˆµ > gµυ < αˆυ|
(See Appendix E for more discusssion on this). Hence, we can express the Green function as
follows;













The placeholder (•) means that the first index is contravariant and the second index is co-
variant (See Appendix E for more usage of this). αˆj(r′) is simply the contravariant function
αˆj expressed in real space.
We shall now make use of our new expression of G(r, r′) and substitute into our FEM-BEM
equation. Following the mathematical workings from Eq. 375 to Eq. 379, we reduce to
solving the following matrix equation G = (A + B)−1S. Hence, our next immediate task is







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































J Matrix Elements Contribution Due to Barrier Po-
tential in Empirical Pseudopotential Methods
In this section, we discuss how we can add in the effect of a barrier potential. The vacuum
layers in our supercell is in fact a barrier layer, which in our context, is the dielectric layer.
Hence, one should include a barrier potential V0 in this region, where V0 is relatively large
compared to the energy range considered. For a l layer supercell with m layer of atoms
(one layer correspond to a thickness of lattice constant a0), the barrier potential VB can be
expressed as VB(z) = V0U(z −ma0) where U(z) is the Heaviside step function.〈
PW, ~G+ ~k












































































, ∆Gz 6= 0
(380)





K General Mobility Tensor Form
Making use of the reduced Boltzmann equation and the relaxation time approximation, we
have as in Eq. 58;
f(~k) = f0(~k)− τsp(~k)e∂f
0(~k)
∂E
~F · ~v (381)
F here is defined as the electric field. The perturbation from the equilibrium produces a








~v · ~eid~k (382)
where i and j denotes the particular axis for two dimensional transport (~ei and ~ej are their
unit vector respectively). The current J in direction i due to a field applied in j (~F is applied


























































The mobility µii is therefore given by;
µii =
(
e2
4pi2~2kTninv
)∫ 2pi
0
∫ ∞
E0
[
τsp(E)f0(E)
(
1− f0(E))]Fi(∂iE)2k(E, θ)∂k
∂E
dEdθ (387)
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